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An Environmental User Interface (EUI) Framework to Convey Environmental Contexts  

In Interactive Systems Design   
 

Si Jung Kim 

ABSTRACT 

 
 

 

The World Health Organization (WHO) estimates 488 million people worldwide suffer 

from a visual impairment and of these about 327 million have severe visual impairments.  Some 

individuals with severe visual impairments can navigate and orient independently in well-known 

surroundings, but even for these people independent navigation and orientation are likely to be a 

challenge in unfamiliar places.  To overcome these challenges, assistive technologies have been 

developed to support independent wayfinding tasks; however, those with severe visual 

impairments often experience frustration when they try to use assistive technologies since these 

technologies lack address the environmental factors that influence their independent wayfinding.   

This research developed and evaluated the efficacy of a framework called an 

environmental user interface (EUI).  In particular, this research explored whether or not the 

proposed EUI framework was effective when used with user-centered design (UCD) to design a 

wayfinding system to capture environmental requirements, thus aiding those with severe visual 

impairments.  Two studies, the first of which consisted of a requirements elicitation and the 

second usability testing, were conducted.  The studies revealed that the EUI framework was 

indeed more effective than the conventional UCD design method alone in identifying 

environmental factors, and participants with severe visual impairments preferred to use the 

prototype designed using UCD and the EUI framework.   

The proposed EUI framework was found to be an effective way to enhance the design 

process as it played an important role in eliciting a greater number of environmental factors, and 

hence produced a device that was preferred by the users with visual impairments.  Both 

prototypes influenced how well the wayfinding tasks were performed by the five participants 

with severe visual impairments, but the prototype implemented based on the requirements 

elicited by UCD and the EUI framework was much preferred by the participants. 
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CHAPTER  I 

 

1. INTRODUCTION   

 

1.1  Background 

 

The World Health Organization (WHO) estimates that 488 million people worldwide 

suffer from some form of visual impairment, including low vision (Secretariat of World Health 

Organization, 2005).  Of these, about 327 million have severe visual impairments and 37 million 

are blind.  The regional distributions of these populations are shown in Figure 1.  There is 

currently a population of 25.5 million persons with severe visual impairments and 2.4 million 

who are blind in the Americas region, a number that is expected to increase by as much as 70% 

by the year 2020.  These figures illustrate the growing importance for better technology to be 

developed that will enable information to be conveyed to users via non-visual stimulation.  Blind 

people and those with severe visual impairments can have a significant impact on the 

socioeconomic development of individuals and societies (Secretariat of World Health 

Organization, 2005) and it will greatly benefit society as a whole if they are helped to achieve 

their full potential.   

 

INTRODUCTION 
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Figure 1. Global Estimate of Visual Impairment by WHO Region (millions), 2005 

 

 

Visual impairment represents a continuum, ranging from people with very poor vision 

through people who can see light but no shapes, to people who have no perception of light at all.  

In the United States, legally blind refers to individuals with a central visual acuity of 20/200 in 

the better eye with the best possible correction, or a visual field of 20 degrees or less (American 

Foundation for the Blind, 2009).  An individual with severe visual impairments is defined as a 

presenting visual acuity of between less than 20/200 and 20/400 while an individual with 

moderate visual impairment is defined as a presenting visual acuity of less than 20/70 and 20/200 

(Secretariat of World Health Organization, 2005).  Individuals with severe visual impairments or 

moderate visual impairments are not legally blind; blindness is defined as a presenting visual 
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acuity of less than 20/400, or a corresponding visual field loss to less than 10° in the better eye 

with the available correction (Secretariat of World Health Organization, 2005).   

 

Although individuals with severe visual impairments can maintain or develop very 

effective compensatory sensory-perceptual capabilities, they often have difficulty performing 

everyday tasks (American Foundation for the Blind, 2009; Warren, 1978).  This includes, for 

example, navigation of unfamiliar spaces and environment awareness involving such issues as 

recognition of an orientation to reach a final destination.  Some individuals with severe visual 

impairments can navigate and orient independently in familiar places such as their homes as they 

have an internal map of the layout based upon a spatial mental model developed from past 

experience.  However, independent wayfinding, which is a cognitive process of defining a path 

through an environment, presents a challenge in unfamiliar places as they orient themselves in 

physical environments and navigate from place to place because they must depend primarily on 

auditory stimuli to collect information (i.e. by recognizing an object location from sound cues) 

and tactile stimuli to verify information (for example, fabric materials).  One interesting study 

has shown that the part of the brain of users with severe visual impairments that is usually 

devoted to processing visual information has been reallocated to enhance processing for both 

hearing and touch to partially compensate for the missing input (Rieser, 2007).  According to a 

survey conducted by the Lighthouse National Survey on Vision Loss (The Lighthouse Inc., 

1995), 50% of all visually impaired individuals age 45 and older report that their vision problem 

interferes to some degree with what they want to do in their daily lives.  Of these, 24% 

experience some difficulties managing daily household tasks; 18% have difficulty getting to 

places outside the home; and 38% face some interference with their leisure activities because of 

a vision problem.  

 

To overcome these challenges, several types of assistive technologies have been 

developed to support independent wayfinding tasks based on GPS (Global Positioning System), 

Wi-Fi (Wireless Fidelity), RFID (Radio Frequency Identification), computer vision, or infrared 

technology (Coroam˘a, 2003; Coroam˘a & R¨othenbacher, 2003; Hub, Diepstraten, & Ertl, 2003; 

Hub, Hartter, & Ertl, 2006; C. Kim & Song, 2007; Ross, 2001; Ross & Blasch, 2000; Willis & 
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Helal, 2005).  However, despite recent research and development efforts, users still experience 

problems and frustrations when they interact with certain technologies.  The issues associated 

with the use of these technologies are largely caused by inappropriate design requirements that 

are not anticipated by actual users (Gerber & Kirchner, 2001; Yeager, 1996).  One such problem 

is that the current wayfinding technology lacks the ability to adjust its functionality to 

environmental situational changes, referred to as human-environment dependency.  For example, 

when an individual with severe visual impairment is trying to reach a doctor’s office located on 

the fifth floor of a building for an appointment several factors can hinder interactions between 

the user and the environment they are navigating, depriving them of meaningful environmental 

cues.  These may include a lack of physical signs on hallways written in Braille or in large font, a 

sequence of physically very similar hallways, poor lighting conditions, and masking sound 

coming from ceiling fans or neighboring offices.  Ways to deal with these environmental factors 

should be identified (Jacobson, 1994) by designers and considered at the design stage in order to 

provide more useful cues for users with severe visual impairments, who mostly rely on units of 

environmental information to assist them in their wayfinding tasks (Passini, 1988).  Here, 

environment is defined as the sum of the physical, chemical, biological, social, economic, 

political, aesthetic, and structural surrounding of an organism (Bubolz, Eicher, Evers, & Sontag, 

1980) and refers to the physical, organizational and social aspects of the environment.  In this 

study, environment is defined as the complex surrounding circumstances in which all 

information is situated and which therefore affects the interaction behaviors of human beings as 

well as human cognitions.  Environmental information is defined as any factors affecting, or 

likely to affect, the environment, such as substances, noise, radiation, emissions, discharges and 

waste released into the environment (Information Commissioner's Office, 2009).   

 

It is important to consider environmental information in designing interactive systems for 

human use because as computers become ever more ubiquitous society is becoming increasingly 

dependent on them.  Adjusting the technology of an HCI system to take into account the 

different environmental settings where it may be used is therefore becoming ever more complex 

and challenging as designers strive to produce useable HCI systems that minimize problems 

caused by the environments in which they are used.  As part of this effort, a vital issue is the 
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development of usable systems for interactions with the environment that can decrease the 

complexity of the environment and increase the usability of the system.  For example, one 

environmental interface study (Burkey, 2000) treated the environment as the interface that the 

user interacts with.  In this approach, every object, surface, and human sense modality becomes 

part of the interface.  Similarly, Cearley (2006) emphasized that the focus has shifted from 

designing individual user interfaces for particular devices to creating a proactive user interface 

framework for the environment.  From these points of view, a framework that helps designers 

and developers identify relevant environmental information is needed and this new framework 

should include a mechanism that analyzes dependencies between the user and the environment 

by considering the characteristics of that user within an application domain.  Components for 

finding and selecting an appropriate interaction modality according to user characteristics should 

also be considered as part of this framework in order to support user behaviors and thus increase 

user performance.  One reason for considering these components is that blocking factors that 

could hinder human interactions in interactions should be addressed.  Also, an HCI system is 

needed that automatically adapts its interaction and presentation capabilities based on the user's 

situational needs and expectations to decrease the complexity of the environment and thus 

increase the usability of the system.  Applying a framework that incorporates a particular set of 

rules in the design process will help facilitate the identification of design factors associated with 

environmental information.  The challenge here is that a framework for designing HCI systems 

must consider the various steps involved in identifying the dependent variables between the 

human user and the environment and then assist designers to select effective feedback modalities 

that are best suited to user characteristics.  This will enable the designers and developers to find 

appropriate design factors to address any possible interaction problems that could be caused by 

environmental situations and maximize the user benefit from the application by identifying 

specific limitations of the user that are affected by the environment at the design stage. 
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1.2  Research Overview 

 

The purpose of this research was to propose and evaluate the efficacy of a framework, 

namely the environmental user interface (EUI) framework, to facilitate the identification of 

human-environment dependency in designing an HCI system.  Human-environment dependency 

is defined operationally in this research as referring to an environmental factor that affects 

human activities during interactions and thus influences whether a particular goal can be 

achieved.  The EUI framework is based on Eason’s (1991) three-level HCI model, Preece and his 

colleagues’ HCI research (Preece, Rogers, Sharp, Benyon, Holland, & Carey, 1994), and user-

centered design (UCD) (ISO 13407, 1999; Norman, 1986) guidelines.  The EUI framework will 

provide HCI designers and developers with a set of sequential procedures that can be followed 

that will enable them to identity design requirements that will impact the interaction between the 

user and environment, namely human-environment dependency.  Designers and developers could 

identify design factors associated with the user characteristics and context of use based on the 

guidelines given by UCD (ISO 13407, 1999; Norman, 1986) or by taking other knowledge 

elicitation approaches such as focus groups (Merton, Fiske & Kendall, 1956) and ethnographic 

observations (Ellen, 1987); however this would not be actionable and does not explicitly require 

designers to consider the relationship between the user and environment.  Beyer and  Holtzblatt 

(1998) stated that the experience and literature on requirements engineering claims that gathering 

good user data and identifying appropriate requirements are difficult.  A framework is needed 

that provides designers and developers with systematic process and promoting the identification 

of design factors associated with the interaction between specific user characteristics and the 

environment.   

 

The EUI framework is shown in Table 1, which lists the five steps of systematic 

processes that are involved: Identifying goals, Identifying users including relevant user activities, 

Identifying the environment based on user characteristics, Identifying human-environment 

dependency based on the relationships between the user and the environment, Identifying 

appropriate technology, and finally Identifying technologically available components that will 
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best satisfy the human-environment dependency.  Figure 2 is a graphical representation of the 

EUI framework.           

 

 

Table 1. EUI Framework (S.-J. Kim, Hung, & Winchester, 2007) 

 

Steps                 Task 

1 Identify goals, including an application domain  

2 Identify users, including relevant user activities 

3 Identify the environment, based on user characteristics 

4 
Identify human-environment dependency (environmental factors) based on 

the relationships between the user and his or her environment 

5 
Identify appropriate technology that address the human-environment 

dependency 
 

 

Define the application domain

Analyze the user

- Physical or psychological limitations

Analyze the environment

- Environmental factors

Analyze Human-Environment Dependency

Specify the Human –Environment 
Dependency 

- Factors which can hinder user interactions

Find available technological components for 
the Human-Environment dependency

 

Figure 2. Proposed Environmental User Interface (EUI) Framework 

 

2 

1 

3 

4 

5 
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As Table 1 and Figure 2 show, the EUI framework provides a structure that can be used 

to map a problem to its solution and hence identify human-environment dependency affecting 

human interactions that should be taken into account when designing an interactive system 

associated with environmental contexts.  The EUI framework enables the user to define an 

application domain in the first step, and then analyze the relationships between the user and the 

environment from the second step to the fourth step to highlight the factors that could affect 

human-environment dependency.  Appropriate technological components are then sought in the 

fifth step in order to mitigate any potential problems that have been identified.  In the EUI 

framework, analyzing human-environment dependency offers an opportunity to identify 

environmental factors that impact specific users before any technological components are 

considered.   

 

The challenge here is that the proposed EUI framework should facilitate the design 

process by incorporating the requirements gathering process into the Waterfall model 

(Sommerville, 1992) and allowing designers to identify dependent variables in the environment 

and take them into consideration when designing an interactive system.  In other words, 

designers will be able to identify limitations of the user that are affected by the environment at 

the design stage and thus help possible problems caused by environmental situations.  In the 

Waterfall model, the arrows represent processes or activities and the boxes represent process 

units.  The Waterfall Model represents the initiation of the design, requirement gathering and 

specifications, design, implementation, validation and maintenance as separate process phases.  

In the model, each phase is defined and development phase goes on to the following stage.   
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To evaluate the EUI framework, two studies that involved a requirements elicitation and 

a formative usability testing (Scriven, 1991) process, respectively, were conducted based on two 

research hypotheses: Designers utilizing both UCD guidelines and EUI framework produced an 

appropriate set of design requirements that was assessed in terms of quantity, breadth and depth 

(Gausepohl, 2008) and the results compared to those produced by designers using UCD 

guidelines alone.  The assigned task was to design a wayfinding system for users with visual 

impairments; it was anticipated that individuals with severe visual impairments would be more 

satisfied with a system implemented based on UCD plus the EUI framework than a system based 

on UCD alone in terms of usefulness in a wayfinding task and overall satisfaction.     

 

A case study of designing a wayfinding system for individuals with severe visual 

impairments was then addressed as a design problem to demonstrate how to design an interactive 

system using the EUI Framework.  A wayfinding task was selected as the design case because it 

represents the entire process of navigating through an environment and carrying out a decision 

made based on environmental cues (Long & Hill, 1997).  This design case is an example of a 

task that requires people to navigate and orient themselves in an unfamiliar environment while 

perceiving appropriate environmental cues around them and being affected by environmental 

cues and landmarks (Darvizeh & Spencer, 1984; Norberg-Schulz, 1980) that are integral to that 

environment.  Individuals with severe visual impairments were chosen as the group of users for 

the design case in order to determine whether the EUI framework adequately discriminates 

dependent variables and limitations of individuals with severe visual impairments against the 

environment.  An additional reason was that individuals with severe visual impairments were 

needed as they actually rely on significantly more units of information in an environment 

(Passini, 1988).  Participatory design has revealed that a wayfinding task is one of the most 

challenging tasks faced by individuals with severe visual impairments in their daily lives (S. Kim, 

Smith-Jackson, Carroll, Suh, & Mi, 2009).  

 

The overall research procedures followed in this research are illustrated in Figure 3.  The 

research procedures included three methods: Participatory design in which an actual user with 

severe visual impairments participated in two design meetings and helped generate the design 
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requirements; Content analysis, which included an independent coding process, card sorting, and 

a subject matter expert review to evaluate the resulting list of design requirements in terms of 

quantity, breadth, and depth (Gausepohl, 2008); and Formative usability (Scriven, 1991) testing 

with users with severe visual impairments who evaluated two prototypes implemented based on 

the requirements produced by the two different design groups (one group with UCD alone and 

the other group with UCD plus the EUI framework).  Questionnaires were administered in the 

usability testing phase to measure the usefulness of each of the two design prototypes in a 

wayfinding task and overall satisfaction.  Participant selection criteria for the two methods were: 

Eight designers majoring/majored in human factors or HCI and two individuals with severe visual 

impairments for the two PD groups according to recommendations (Nielsen, 2000; Virzi, 1992); 

Two judges, each with more than five years of experience in interactive system design for eliciting 

the requirements; Three subject matter experts with experience in the design and evaluation of 

assistive technology for requirement prioritization; and Five users with severe visual 

impairments for usability testing (18 years of age or older and visual acuity of worse than 

20/200) according to recommendations and suggestions by prior researchers (Nielsen, 2000; 

Pribeanu, 2009). 
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Figure 3. Overall Research Procedures 
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1.3  Outline of the Dissertation 

 

Chapter II introduces the five steps of the environmental user interface (EUI) framework.  

In this chapter, the motivation and origin of the EUI framework as well as how it is formulated 

are introduced, along with two design examples of its use.     

 

Chapter III reviews the relevant literature guiding the research.  The following categories 

are reviewed in this chapter: Assistive Technology, Individuals with Visual Impairments, Visual 

Aids for Users with Visual Impairments, Wayfinding Aids for Users with Visual Impairments, 

Environment in HCI, Theoretical Frameworks, Situated Interfaces, and Participatory Design.  

 

Chapter IV describes the two studies and summarizes the evaluation processes used to 

assess their success.  This chapter consists of four sections: Overview of the Research, Study 1, 

Development Work, and Study 2.  

 

Chapter V discusses the results derived from the two studies and concludes this 

dissertation by summarizing the findings and suggesting directions for future research.  This 

chapter is divided into four sections: Discussion, Limitations, Future Research, and Conclusion.  
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CHAPTER  II 

 

2. FRAMEWORK DEVELOPMENT  

This chapter introduces the motivation and origin of an environmental user interface 

(EUI) framework and how it is formulated, along with two design examples of its use.     

 

 

2.1  Motivation and Origin    

 

The main objective of this research is to evaluate whether an Environmental User 

Interface (EUI) framework can be usefully integrated into the design process for a wayfinding 

aid for individuals with severe visual impairments.  The concept of the EUI framework is that 

those designing a HCI system should incorporate design elements that enable the user to cope 

with possible problems caused by dependent variables in an environment that a human user 

cannot control (Schilit, Adams, & Want, 1994; Suchman, 1987) by adopting a systematic 

approach to the process.  To accomplish this, the designers of HCI systems must first identify 

user limitations that can be affected by various environmental factors and then find appropriate 

technological components to enable the user to deal with those environmental factors.   

 

The EUI framework is primarily based on the human-computer interaction (HCI) model 

and Eason’s three level HCI model (Eason, 1991).  As its name implies, human-computer 

interaction (HCI) consists of the interactions between people and computers; it is neither the 

FRAMEWORK DEVELOPMENT 
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study of humans, nor the study of technology, but rather the bridge between them (Winograd & 

Flores, 1986).   

 

A primary concern in designing HCI systems is to construct an interaction that provides 

both flexible and seamless interactions to the user (Myers, 1998).  Flexibility is an important 

design criterion for HCI systems in order to allow the system to adapt to inter- and intra-

individual differences in users.  Flexible design is required to take into account how users make 

their decisions when they select one of the various options for interaction offered by the HCI 

system, but the user still faces problems when these interactions take place under certain 

environmental conditions, because the technology may not readily adjust its functionality in 

response to environmental changes.  The user may also be affected by the environmental changes. 

 

 

Figure 4. The Human-Computer Interaction (HCI) Model 

 

Eason’s three-level HCI model (Eason, 1991), is the origin of the EUI framework.  

Eason’s HCI model extends the traditional HCI model by adding two hierarchical levels, namely 

task and organizational setting, and expresses the results in terms of three components for 

interactions: people, technology, and work.  It enables researchers to analyze interactions at the 

individual human-computer interaction level (level 1), at the work environment level (level 2), 

and at the socio-technical systems level (level 3).  In the schematic of Eason’s model, Level 1 

refers to the HCI as a form of interaction between Human and Technology, and Level 2 broadens 

 

 

Human 

 

 

       Computer HCI  
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the HCI model by including tasks as well as environmental settings that may affect task 

performance by way of Level 1.  The next level, Level 3, considers a socio-technical system 

comprised of both social and organization aspects.  In Eason's model, environmental factors at 

Level 2 mainly refer to the physical environment (Zhang & Li, 2004), while environmental 

factors at Level 3 refer to the social factors that arise due to interactions with technological 

components or organizations.   

 

A reason for incorporating the task and the socio-technical elements into the HCI model 

is that the performance of human-computer systems involves tasks and socio-technical systems 

that must be considered as major components of the environment in which the HCI must 

function.  This implies an important aspect of design, namely that to some degree the 

environmental setting can influence the interactivity between the individual human and the 

technology, or between the individual and organization by way of the technology, and thus 

environment needs to be considered in designing HCI systems.  In other words, environmental 

factors in both Level 2 and Level 3 influence interactivity with the user, and will thus affect the 

user’s ability to achieve specific goals with the HCI system.  For instance, the ecological and 

socio-cultural properties in Eason’s model and rules and the roles in activity theory can be 

considered as describing the environment interacting with the human and a technology or tool.   

 

The environmental factors which led to the development of the EUI framework were also 

explored in Preece and colleagues’ HCI research (Preece et al., 1994) and in activity theory 

(Engestrom, 1999; Kaptelinin, Kuutti, & Bannon, 1995; Leont'ev, 1978).  Preece and his 

colleagues (1994) began by outlining the components of HCI.  They listed HCI factors that range 

from system constraints, system functionalities, and productivity factors through task factors, 

user interfaces, and health and safety factors, to comfort factors, the user, and organizational and 

environmental factors.  Their model is sufficiently comprehensive to identify many of the 

environmental factors that contribute to HCI design.  Preece et al. considered organizational and 

environmental factors separately, in contrast to Eason’s HCI model in which organizational 

factors are considered as environmental factors in Level 3.  Preece et al.’s HCI factor model also 

identifies the human user as a complex being affected by several design considerations: cognitive 
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processes and capabilities, motivation, enjoyment, satisfaction, personality, and experience level, 

all of which are influenced by the organizational and environmental factors on the top layer. 

  

Regarding activity theory (Engestrom, 1999; Kaptelinin et al., 1995; Leont'ev, 1978), its 

fundamental principle is to understand the unity of consciousness and activity that represents the 

human mind as a whole and human interactions with their objective reality in environmental 

settings such as the culture of a community and the rules in an organization.   

 

Activity theory can be characterized as an attempt to integrate three perspectives 

(Kaptelinin et al., 1995): the objective, the ecological, and the socio-cultural in a similar way to 

that adopted by Eason’s three-level HCI model.  In activity theory, Tools can be considered as 

functionally equivalent to technology in the HCI model and are utilized by the Subject to achieve 

a particular Object, and Rules, Community, and Roles can be considered as the environmental 

components influencing the Subject as well as the Tools and the Object.  Similar to Eason’s 

(1991) HCI model and Preece et al.’s (1994) work, the environmental setting and conditions are 

also important in activity theory, because human beings are analyzed in their natural 

environment, which means activity theory takes into account the cultural factors and 

developmental aspects of human mental life (Leont'ev, 1978; Wertsch, 1981).     
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2.2  Framework Development    

 

2.2.1 1
st
 Step: Build an Extended HCI Model   

 

From these three widely-accepted theoretical HCI research studies, Eason’s (1991) three-

level HCI model, Preece et al.’s (1994) HCI factors, and activity theory (Engestrom, 1999; 

Kaptelinin et al., 1995; Leont'ev, 1978), an environment can be seen as another entity 

influencing the interactivity between the human user and the technology.  The relationship 

among the three components, namely the human, the computer (technology), and the 

environment can be represented as shown in Figure 5, which will be referred to in this research 

as the Human, Computer and Environment (HCE) interaction model.   

 

There were two main aims guiding the creation of the HCE interaction model.  The first 

is to help HCI designers or developers find human-environment dependent variables between the 

human and environment that could hinder user interactions when the user interacts with the 

environment. The second is to provide appropriate interaction modalities to users to enable them 

to cope with problems arising due to the interaction between dependent variables from the 

environment and their user characteristics.  In this approach, the computer plays a mediator role 

that bridges human-environmental dependent variables, enhancing user interactions.   In the HCE 

interaction model, the relationships between individual components are considered to be 

interactions, and each interaction performs a unique task.  First, the computer provides the user 

with different modalities for interactions between the human and computer.  For example, a 

computer provides the user with auditory feedback instead visual feedback when the user is far 

away from the computer.  Second, the computer plays the role of mediator by relaying or sensing 

environmental data between the computer and environment.  For example, a computer monitors 

the level of the ambient noise in a room and set the output level of auditory feedback to the user.  

Third, dependent variables between the human and environment that the human may have little 

or no control over can influence human-computer interactions.  For example, the ambient noise 

in a room could hinder user interactions perceiving the auditory cues coming from a computer.    
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Figure 5. An Extended HCI Representation from Eason’s (1991) HCI Model 

 

 

In the schematic of the HCE interaction model in Figure 5, the environmental component 

is considered to be an entity in its own right, like the human and computer component in the HCI 

model.  This is because HCI systems and tasks inevitably depend to some degree on interactions 

with their environmental settings.  A reason for adopting this approach is to enable designers or 

usability engineers to design or evaluate an HCI system from an environmental perspective by 

treating the environment as an independent component in HCI systems, since environmental 

contexts influence human behaviors and results in different performance as seen in Preece et al.’s 

(1994) HCI factors and activity theory.    
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2.2.2 2
nd

 Step: Incorporate the HCE Model into the Waterfall Model     

 

The second step in the EUI framework foundation is to incorporate the HCE interaction 

model into the Waterfall Model (Sommerville, 1992).  The waterfall model is a sequential flow 

in which each process is seen as flowing steadily downwards through all phases: initiation, 

requirements gathering, implementation, operation, and management.  In the waterfall model, the 

arrows represent processes or activities and the boxes represent process units.  The waterfall 

model represents the initiation of the design, requirement gathering and specifications, 

implementation, and maintenance as separate process phases.  In the model, each phase is 

defined and developed as necessary and then the process moves on to the next stage.   

 

The waterfall model gives users the confidence of knowing exactly what the end result 

will be and how much it is going to cost.  However, this model is less effective where the needs 

of a client are unclear or unknown and its biggest problem is its inability to adapt to discoveries 

made during the design and implementation phase.  There is little or no room for adjustments 

once the analysis phase is over.  For this reason, the HCE interaction model that is the focus of 

this research was incorporated into the second phase of the requirements specification in the 

waterfall model as shown in Figure 6.  It allows users to construct more elaborate sets of 

requirements according to the relationships among its three components, namely human, 

technology and environment. 
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Figure 6. An Illustration of the HCE Model Incorporated to the Waterfall Model 

 

2.2.3 3
rd

 Step: Build Sequential Steps    

 

The third step of the EUI framework development process is to represent the articulated 

sequential steps that will be used to analyze each component.  Figure 7 presents a conceptual 

diagram of the EUI components analysis that illustrates how the five steps of the EUI framework 

were created.   The analysis of the EUI components is based on Eason’s (1991) three-level HCI 

model, Preece et al.’s (1994) HCI characteristics, and user-centered design (UCD) guidelines 

(ISO 13407, 1999; Norman, 1986) that grounds the process in information about the people who 

will use the product. 
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Figure 7. A Conceptual Diagram of Three Components Analysis: Human, Environment, and 

Technology 

 

 

The first step in this analysis is to identify the goals and design domain, which in this 

case is the application area in which the final design will be used.  The reason for analyzing the 

goals and design domain first is that design decisions are grounded in an understanding of user 

goals together with context of use (Norman, 1986).  In this stage, the available and limited 

resources will be determined according to a specific domain.  This step is necessary because the 

role of the three EUI components, namely Human, Environment, and Technology, will be 

determined according to the given design domain.   
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The second step is to identify the user characteristics according to the UCD guidelines 

(ISO 13407, 1999; Norman, 1986) given the goals and design domain in the first step.  The 

following aspects are considered in this step (Katz-Haas, 1998):     

 Who are the users? 

 What are the users’ tasks and goals? 

 What are the users’ experience levels? 

 What functions do the users need? 

 What information might the users need, and in what form do they need it? 

 

The third step is to identify the environment in which both the user and technology will be 

placed.  In this step, environment is analyzed in terms of the complex surrounding circumstances 

in which all information is situated and which thus affects human interaction behaviors as well as 

human cognitions.  Identifying environment is similar to analyzing the context of use in UCD 

guidelines (ISO 13407, 1999; Norman, 1986); however, identifying environment in the EUI 

framework takes place after identifying the user characteristics and thus it is identified given the 

user characteristics and design domain.  This step is intended to identify the environmental 

aspects of properties that are associated with the user characteristics and impact the goals and 

design domain.    

 

The fourth step of the EUI framework is to identify the environmental factors according to 

the factors suggested by Preece et al. (1994).  In this case, environmental factors include physical 

environmental characteristics such as noise, heating, lighting, and ventilation as well as 

organizational factors such as work organization, roles, and politics.  This step is to identify the 

relationship between the user and the environment based on the results of the analyses performed 

in the second and third steps.  This step highlights the factors that could affect the human-

environment dependency that refers to any environmental factor that could possibly affect human 

activities during interactions to achieve a particular goal given the environmental settings.   

 

Appropriate technological components are then sought in the fifth step in order to deal with 

any potential problems that have been identified.  In summary, in the EUI framework, the Human 
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and Environmental components are analyzed first and then the relevant environmental factors 

identified based on the characteristics and limitations of the human user that affect how that user 

will interact with the final design.  Technology analysis is then performed to find the best way of 

satisfying the requirements based on the available technological components and how each will 

interact with the environmental factors.   

 

The EUI framework shown in Table 2 is composed of five steps: Identifying goals, 

Identifying users including relevant user activities, Identifying the environment based on user 

characteristics, Identifying human-environment dependency (environmental factors) based on the 

relationship between the user and the environment, and Identifying appropriate technology that 

will best satisfy the human-environment dependency.  Figure 5 is a graphical representation of 

the EUI framework that illustrates the concept using the example of an auditory alarm design.  

 

           Table 2. Five Steps of EUI Framework 

 

Steps                  Task 

1  Identify goals, including an application domain  

2  Identify users, including relevant user activities 

3  Identify the environment, based on user characteristics 

4  
Identify human-environment dependency (environmental factors) 

based on the relationship between the user and his or her environment 

5  
Identify appropriate technology that address the human-environment 

dependency 
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Figure 8. A Conceptual Diagram of Component Analysis 
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2.3  Characteristics    

 

The EUI Framework has several unique features, one of which is that it deals with the 

three components (Human, Computer, and Environment) explicitly, as shown in Figure 9, and is 

specifically designed to reveal the relationships among them.  Another important feature is that 

the EUI framework provides a framework that stresses the importance of considering 

environmental contexts for situated interactions (Schilit, Adams, & Want, 1994; Suchman, 1987) 

taking place in dynamic environments.  Therefore, an HCI system based on the EUI framework 

should leverage contextually appropriate environmental data and increase interactivity in human-

computer interactions.  The dynamic environment refers that one that changes over time 

independent of the actions of the agent (Wray, Chong, Phillips, Rogers, & Walsh., 1994).  The 

EUI framework will be especially useful for those seeking to services to a specific user in a 

dynamic environment, since particular information in an environment provides many contextual 

cues that will enable human beings to recognize important aspects of their surroundings.   

 

As introduced in Section 2.2.1 above, the EUI framework requires the expansion of the 

HCI model by adding an environmental component, as environmental context is a prerequisite of 

human cognition (Garling & Evans, 1992).  Here cognition is defined as the process or result of 

recognizing, interpreting, judging, and reasoning (Reed, 1982).  Perception, which is considered 

to be part of cognition, is the process of attaining awareness or understanding sensory 

information (Sekuler & Blake, 2002).  A diagram of the expanded HCI model, which will be 

referred to as the Human, Computer and Environment (HCE) interaction model in this research, 

is shown in Figure 9.   
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Figure 9. The Human, Computer and Environment (HCE) Interaction Model: An Extended HCI 

Model 

 

 

  In the HCE model, the EUI plays a linking role providing both the Human and System 

components with environmental contexts.  Consequently, the EUI is located in the intersection of 

three components, Human, Computer and Environment, thus resulting in three different 

relationships. 

 

 The association of Human and Computer factors with the Environment element 

(HCE): HCE improves the interactions between humans and computers by utilizing 

the environmental context to adjust the system to the user’s needs.  

 The association of Human and Environment factors with the Computer element 

(HEC): HEC reduces the human dependence levels caused by environmental contexts 

by making computers more usable and receptive to user needs.  

 The association of Computer and Environment factors with the Human element 

(CEH):  The CEH component links computers to environmental contexts based on 

human dependence.   
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The process of identifying environmental factors in the EUI framework requires 

designers to conduct a dependence analysis consisting of defining two states, namely the present 

state and the desired state, and finding the gaps between the two.  The EUI framework emphasis 

is on finding environmental dependent variables that are changing dynamically in a complex 

environment.  The EUI framework is designed to resolve human dependency against 

environmental factors while using an HCI system.  The EUI framework identifies the 

characteristics of the user first and then scans dependent parameters based on these 

characteristics and the environment, inputting dependent parameters into a system so that the 

system can adjust to the dependent parameters of the human user, as illustrated in Figure 10.   

 

 

Figure 10. A Conceptual Representation of the EUI Role 
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2.3.1 The EUI framework formula     

 

The EUI framework can be represented by a mathematical formula that defines which 

variables must be considered in the EUI framework.  The EUI formula is represented in Equation 

(1) below and is expressed in terms of four parameters: 

 

),,,( edhxfy   

Equation 1. Environmental User Interface Formula 

 

where x is a system factor, h is a human factor, d is an application domain, and e is an 

environmental factor.  Figure 11 shows a conceptual representation of the EUI formula.  In the 

figure, the environmental contextual data, e, which is an environment factor, affects the system 

function f.  Therefore, the environmental factor e should be considered in designing a HCI 

system as one of design parameters depending on an application domain as represented as d in 

Figure 11.    

 

 

Figure 11. A Conceptual Representation of the EUI Formula 
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2.4  Design Examples 

 

2.4.1  EUI based Auditory Alarm    

 

To demonstrate an application and show the potential efficacy of EUI, a EUI based 

auditory alert system was implemented based on the EUI framework represented in Table 3 and 

illustrated in Figure 12.  A typical auditory alarm only provides sound cues according to a 

specific time setting and the alarm does not take into account environmental contexts such as the 

level of ambient noise in a room.  However, the ambient noise could hinder the alarm sound and 

thus affect the decision making of a human user.  This situation can be represented by the two 

types of data illustrated in Figure 12, namely the setting of the alarm, which can be viewed as an 

instance of a human-computer interaction, and the ambient noise present in a room, which is 

environmental data.  The user interacts with an auditory alarm, but the technology (the alarm) 

only deals with the primary data (the alarm setting) in a typical situation.  Setting the alarm is an 

independent variable that the user can control, and the ambient noise in the example is a 

dependent variable that the user is unable to control directly.   

 

A typical alarm was redesigned based on the EUI framework as a software alarm running 

on a computer, as shown in Table 3.  The redesigned auditory alarm is also illustrated in Figure 

12, and is represented using the EUI mathematical form in Equation (2).  As seen in Figure 12 

and Equation (2), the alarm is equipped to monitor the level of ambient noise in the room and 

then adjust the sound pressure level or frequency of the auditory cue appropriately.  For example, 

the auditory alarm gives the user sound cues based on its time setting (see number 1) while at the 

same time taking into account environmental contextual data, in this case the ambient noise in 

the room (see number 2). 
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Table 3. EUI Framework for Auditory Alarm  

 

Steps                 EUI Framework Task 

1 
Identify goals including an 

application domain  

Deliver auditory cues, Nursing Home/ 

Healthcare  

2 
Identify users including user 

activities 

A user with both a critical disease and hearing 

loss, who must take medication regularly 

3 
Identify the environment based on 

user characteristics 

Ambient noise in a room, distance between 

the alarm and the user, similar auditory 

sources 

4 

Identify human-environment 

dependency (environmental factors) 

based on the relationships between 

the user and their environment, 

Ambient noise could mask sound cues, 

proximity and similar auditory sounds may 

hinder catching sound cues 

5 Identify appropriate technology 

(1) Monitor the level of the ambient noise, (2) 

Check the proximity between the user and 

alarm, and (3) Mask similar auditory sources.  
 

Microphone to address issues (1) & (3) and a 

proximity sensor for (2) 

 

 

Technologies

System

Environment

User
User

Interface

Ambient

Noise
Data

1

2

Alarm

 

Figure 12. A EUI-based Auditory Alert System 
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Auditory Cue = f (Clock Setting, User Characteristics, Healthcare/ Nursing Home,  

Ambient Noise/ Distance) 

Equation 2. Environmental User Interface Formula for Auditory Alarm 

 

 

A pilot study was conducted with five participants to assess the efficacy of the redesigned 

auditory alarm.  In this study, the participant’s primary role was to record the time they heard an 

auditory alert while they were watching a movie (treated as a secondary task in the experiment).  

During the experiment, all participants were told that they should behave as though they had a 

critical disease such as heart disease and that they must not miss taking their medication at a 

specific time.   

 

The redesigned auditory alert system was set randomly to give auditory alerts to 

participants under certain amounts of ambient noise.  The redesigned auditory alert system 

provided six auditory cues in total over the period of an hour.  The time slots for sound cues were 

set at three with an EUI component and the remainder without an EUI component prior to the 

experiment commencing.  Since the purpose of the EUI based auditory alert system is to deliver 

clear sound cues in critical situations (e.g., emergency warnings, medical alerts, system 

breakdown signals or health status monitoring alerts) a small room with distractions was used.  

To elicit information from the users on how they experienced the cues, a questionnaire was used 

as a direct knowledge elicitation method to measure the usefulness of the prototype.  The 

primary evaluation rule was to investigate whether a participant missed auditory cues and, if so, 

under which modes (i.e. with or without EUI).   

 

The results showed that participants were better able to understand auditory alerts with 

the EUI component that interacted with ambient noise, primarily because the alert system with 

EUI mode adjusted the intensity of output sound based on the level of ambient noise.  A 

secondary cue with a different modality would be needed for a sound cue that is similar or the 

same to existing ambient noise in a particular environment. 
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2.4.2  Coordinating Garments Based on Time, Occasion and Place 

 

Another example of an application of the EUI framework is the concept of integrating 

environmental contexts (e.g., weather information) and personal factors (e.g., color or style 

preference) in selecting clothing for each day (S. J. Kim, 2009).  Environmental factors for this 

design case listed by the EUI framework are given in Table 4 and its design concept is illustrated 

in Figure 13 and Equation (3).   

 

Table 4. EUI Framework for Clothing Recommendation 

 

Steps                 EUI Framework Task 

1 
Identify goals including an 

application domain  

Recommend clothing,  

Home/ Textile and apparel  

2 
Identify users including user 

activities 

A user with a busy schedule and normal 

vision (or a user with vision loss)  

3 
Identify an environment based on 

user characteristics 

A user stays inside, different types of 

garments (color and style) in a closet, 

windows to look at outside 

4 

Identify human-environment 

dependency (environmental factors) 

based on the relationships between 

the user and their environment 

Need to check the current and later weather 

conditions, need to check schedule for the 

day, match upper and lower clothing 

including accessories,  

5 Identify technology 

(1) Connect to the internet to check weather 

forecast, (2) Connect to a personal digital 

assistance to get today’s schedule, and (3) 

Collect all clothing information. 
 

Wireless communication devices (e.g.,  

Bluetooth) for (1) & (2) and RFID and 

clothing database for (3) 
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Figure 13. A Conceptual Diagram of Ubiquitous Fashion Eco-System for Clothing Associated 

with Schedule, Environmental Data and Personal Factors. 

 

Recommending Clothing  = f (User Selection, User Characteristics, Apparel/Personal, 

Weather/Schedule) 

Equation 3. Environmental User Interface Formula for Clothing Recommendations 

 

 

This approach enables each piece of clothing to interact with each other based on time, 

occasion, and place by placing radio frequency identification (RFID) tags on each item of 

clothing and referring to environmental data such as schedule and weather.  For example, if a 

user chose a black jacket as an upper garment, this article of clothing would recognize an 

appropriate lower garment to compliment that black jacket based on user style, preference, and 

so on.  Further, this particular clothing arrangement can then communicate to the user whether it 

is likely to be comfortable or suitable for the current weather conditions.  The user would save 

time and reduce his or her effort in matching clothing because each article of clothing interacts 

with all the others.   

 

EUI 
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As a proof of the concept, the ubiquitous fashion coordination mirror (UFC Mirror) was 

implemented as shown in Figure 14 to coordinate clothing based on garment characteristics such 

as color and style as well as environmental contexts such as user schedule and weather 

conditions.  The UFC Mirror helps users find the best clothing selection for each day in terms of 

time, occasion and place and, thus, reduces the mental work load on the user in selecting clothing.  

An environmentally contextual-focused interface, the EUI, was integrated as a foundation of the 

UFC mirror to provide appropriate contexts in the selection of clothing. 

 

 

(a) A snapshot of the user interface 

 

(b) A snapshot of the UFC Mirror 

Figure 14. An Implemented Ubiquitous Fashion Coordination Mirror (UFC Mirror) 
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A study with 14 participants was conducted as part of the exhibition at the 2007 

Ubiquitous Fashionable Contest to assess the efficacy of the UFC Mirror.  The ages of the 

participants ranged from 19 to 51 years old, with the age groups being: below 20 (21%), 21-30 

(43%), 31-40 (29%) and over 41 (7%).  In the study, the primary role of the participants was to 

choose their clothing based on a predefined schedule and weather conditions, whereupon the 

UFC Mirror would provide the user with clothing recommendations.  During the experiment, all 

participants were assumed to be on busy schedules involving many tasks and leaving them little 

time to consider clothing selection.  To elicit participant experience, an informal in-person 

interview was conducted before and after the experiment.  In the interview, the primary 

evaluation was to see how many participants were confident with their decisions when they 

chose clothing with and without the guidance of the UFC Mirror.  The secondary evaluation was 

to see if the participants could reduce their mental work load by choosing their clothing with the 

help of the UFC Mirror.   

 

After completing the experiment, the results showed that 13 of the 14 participants (93%) 

were helped by the UFC Mirror in choosing their clothing, and they were impressed by how well 

the UFC Mirror performed when provided clothing recommendations with narrative and textual 

representations for each piece of clothing.  Most participants commented that it was much easier 

to decide which clothing to wear because they were advised based on their schedule and weather 

conditions, although some commented that they also consider other factors such as favorite 

clothing items and states of feeling (moods).   

 

Regarding how confident they were with their decision, 12 participants (86%) answered 

that they were much more confident than if they chose clothing based on their own judgment 

alone.  This implied that the users would use the UFC Mirror in selecting clothing because they 

would be more confident with clothing recommendations compared to the rate (36%) obtained 

from the initial interview question (before they saw the UFC Mirror) concerning whether they 

thought they would want to use a system recommending clothing based on weather conditions 

and personal factors.   
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The results revealed that all functions in choosing clothing, except for alternating 

clothing and reviewing clothing, could be reallocated by a computer and the environmental user 

interface, as shown in Table 5.  The table lists all eight tasks involved in selecting clothing and 

how the tasks were allocated.  As the table shows, only two tasks, namely “alternating clothing” 

(task number five (5) ) and “reviewing clothing” (task number eight (8) ), were conducted by the 

user while all the other tasks were adjusted by the environmental user interface.   

 

         

Table 5. Adjusted Function Allocation Table. 

 

No Task Name User Computer EUI 

1 Collect weather information   O 

2 Collect schedule information   O 

3 Recommend clothing  O  

4 Match clothing  O  

5 Alternate clothing O   

6 Update clothing DB  O  

7 Update user preference   O 

8 Review clothing O   
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CHAPTER  III 

 

3. LITERATURE REVIEW  

In this chapter, the literature is reviewed in the following sections: Assistive technology, 

Individuals with visual impairments, Visual aids for users with visual impairments, Wayfinding 

aids for users with visual impairments, Environment in HCI, Situated interface, and Participatory 

design. 

 

 

3.1  Assistive Technology  

 

Assistive technology refers to any technology or interface that enables users with 

disabilities to perform functions that might otherwise be difficult or impossible.  The formal 

definition of assistive technology was first published in the Technology-Related Assistance for 

Individuals with Disabilities Act of 1988 (Protection and Advocacy, 1995).  Nowadays, a wide 

range of assistive technologies are used by individuals who are in need of special assistance.   

 

Assistive technology includes mechanical devices, hardware, software, and peripherals 

that can assist people with disabilities to access computers, information technologies or any other 

products or systems.  One interesting assistive technology for users with disabilities is a situated 

interface (Schilit et al., 1994; Suchman, 1987) that can be used for particular interactions (e.g., 

text read aloud from a computer screen for people with sight loss).  With regard to the design of 

LITERATURE REVIEW 
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an assistive technology, user situations must be taken into account during the design process, 

especially when disabilities are involved, in order to create a beneficial and assistive device.  For 

example, activity inferencing (Scott, 2005) has been shown to be effective when using sound 

recognition at different locations for a person in a wheel chair, and accessible situated interfaces 

are now being used for specific universal interactions, especially for the elderly and disabled.  

Similarly, universal design strives to be a broad-spectrum solution accommodating everyone, not 

just those with disabilities.  Both assistive technology and universal design are considered 

interventions that provide the user with interfaces to interact with systems, tools or facilities.   

 

3.2  Individuals with Visual Impairments  

 

According to the World Health Organization (WHO), about 488 million (about 8% of the 

world population) consists of persons with some form of visual impairment (Secretariat of World 

Health Organization, 2005) shown in Table 6.   

 

Table 6. Global Estimate of Visual Impairment 

 

  
African 

Region 

Region of  

the Americas 

Eastern 

Mediterranea

n Region 

European 

Region 

South-

East Asia 

Region 

Western 

Pacific 

Region 

Total 

Population 677.2 852.6 502.8 877.9 1,590.8 1,717.5 6,218.8 

# with severe 

visual 

impairment 

26.8 25.5 26.5 45.1 41.8 161.2 326.9 

# of blind 

people 
6.8 2.4 4.0 2.7 11.6 9.3 36.8 

% of total 

blind 
18% 7% 11% 7% 32% 25% 100% 

# with low 

vision 
20.0 13.1 12.4 12.8 33.5 32.5 124.3 
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In the Americas, 25.5 million persons suffer from severe visual impairments (about 8% 

of the world total), 2.4 million are blind (about 7% of the world total), and 13.1 million people 

have low vision (about 11% of the world total).  This substantial population has a significant 

impact on the socioeconomic development of individual sufferers and on the societies in which 

they live (Secretariat of World Health Organization, 2005).   

 

Visual impairment represents a continuum, ranging from people with very poor vision, 

through people who can see light but no shapes, to people who have no perception of light at all.  

"Legally blind" in the US refers to a central visual acuity of 20/200 in the better eye with the best 

possible correction, or a visual field of 20 degrees or less (American Foundation for the Blind, 

2009).  A visual acuity of 20/200 means that a person can see at 20 feet what a normally sighted 

person can see at 200 feet, as shown in Figure 15.  Normal vision is defined as an individual who 

has 20/20 vision with corrective lenses.  Therefore, an individual who is considered legally blind 

(20/200) vision has 1/10 the visual acuity of one with normal vision.   

 

 

 

 

  

(a) At 20 feet, the person with 20/20 vision sees the stop sign clearly. 

 

 

 

 

(b) At 20 feet, the person with 20/200 vision sees the stop sign as if they were 200 feet 

away. 
 

Figure 15. An Illustration of 20/200 Vision: Legally Blind 

20/20 Vision 

20/200 Vision 
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An individual with severe visual impairments (SVIs) is defined as a presenting with a 

visual acuity of between 20/200 and 20/400, while an individual with moderate visual 

impairment is defined as presenting with a visual acuity of less than 20/70 to 20/200 (Secretariat 

of World Health Organization, 2005).  Individuals with severe visual impairments or moderate 

visual impairments are not legally blind; blindness is defined as presenting with a visual acuity 

of less than 20/400, or a corresponding visual field loss to less than 10° in the better eye with the 

available correction.  There are three categories of blindness, as defined in Table 7 (Secretariat of 

World Health Organization, 2005).     

 

 

Table 7.  Categories of Visual Impairment (Secretariat of World Health Organization, 2005).      

 

Category Category No. Worse Than 

Moderate visual impairment 1 20/70 

Severe visual impairment 2 20/200 

Blindness 3 20/400 

Blindness 4 20/1200 

Blindness 5 No light perception 

 

 

All users with visual impairments except Category 5 blindness have some level of light 

perception ability, allowing distinction between light and dark and comprehension of a general 

light source (American Foundation for the Blind, 2009).  However, these demographic segments 

are in need of assistance to achieve and maintain independence and encounter many difficulties 

associated with the activities of daily living, especially activities that they prefer to do 

independently.  One difficulty encountered in everyday life is awareness of the surrounding 

environment and problems reaching a specific destination due to vision loss (The Lighthouse Inc., 

1995).  The part of the brain of users with visual impairments that is usually devoted to 
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processing visual information is reallocated to increase processing for the senses of hearing and 

touch in an effort to compensate to some extent for the lack of sight (Jacobson, 1994; Rieser, 

2007), because visual information can be used both to acquire information about locations and 

the layout of near and far space, both explicitly and implicitly (Golledge, Klatzky, & Loomis, 

1996; Warren, 1978).   

 

3.3  Visual Aids for Users with Visual Impairments 

 

Many studies have been done in the area of visual aids to assist people with visual 

impairments.  A screen magnifier is a typical visual aid for individuals with visual impairments 

enabling them to read texts or see images.  It magnifies a small area of a display and the degrees 

of magnification recommended for different levels of impairment are shown in Table 8.  Some 

technologies translate text on a graphical interface into speech, thus converting the visual output 

of the standard user interface into a format that is accessible to users with visual impairments.  

Text-to-speech technology acts almost as a sighted companion to visually impaired users, 

reading out what is happening on the screen.   

 

Table 8. Magnification Table Corresponding to Visual Acuity 

 

 
 

 

Multimodal-based assistive technology using an alternate modality for people with visual 

impairment has also been developed (Oviatt, 1999).  Another approach in design assistive 
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technology for users with visual impairments is the use of augmented or virtual reality 

technology.  For example, a computer based rendering tool to convey tactile pictures for users 

with severe visual impairments has been introduced (Kurze, 1996; Rotard, Knödler, & Ertl, 

2005; Rotard, Taras, & Ertl, 2008).  The tactile rendering of web pages with graphical 

information that can be explored and filtered interactively in a special mode for faster images has 

been introduced for persons with visual impairments.   

 

In recent years, progress has been made towards the creation of sensory substitution 

devices that transform the characteristics of visual sensory modality into stimuli of another 

sensory modality, which is referred to as artificial vision for the blind (MaughIi, 2002; Staff, 

2009).  A brain or cortical implant provides visual input from a camera mounted on the visually 

impaired person to their brain via electrodes that are in contact with their visual cortex.   

 

3.4  Wayfinding Aids for Users with Visual Impairments 

 

Wayfinding that consists of navigation and orientation components refers to the ways in 

which people orient themselves in physical environments and navigate from place to place 

(Lynch, 1960).  Navigation is the action of carrying out movement and orientation is the ability 

to establish and maintain one's position in space.  Arthur and Passini (1992) refer to wayfinding 

as a continuous problem solving process in which the success of each wayfinding step depends 

on the success of the one before it, and these steps must be solved in a particular order.  

Wayfinding refers more broadly to the entire process of navigating through an environment 

(Long & Hill, 1997).  Here, navigation is a consequence of wayfinding and the action of carrying 

out a decision made based on environmental cues.   

 

Wayfinding is a cognitive task that requires human perception of current status, path 

planning and the memorization of path routes.  The cognitive process enables the individual to 

select a suitable path through an environment by applying spatial knowledge acquired with the 

aid of natural and artificial cues (Bowman, 2001).  Spatial orientation in wayfinding is a person's 
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ability to establish and maintain awareness of their position in space relative to landmarks in 

their environment and destination (Hill & Ponder, 1976).  People create cognitive maps based on 

the relationships between
 
cues in the environment (Davis, Therrien, & West, 2009).  Figure 16 

represents the overall process used by normally sighted individuals for wayfinding.  As the 

figure shows, the user selects a destination, plans a route to the destination, and then travels 

based on the planned route.  The user checks the current status of whether the current route is 

correct at intervals and, then continues along this route or replans the route between the current 

position and the destination if necessary.  Hence, wayfinding is made up of two components, 

namely the ability to recognize the present location and then provide the location of the 

destination.  Finding the present location represents where in the space the user is currently 

located, while providing the location of the destination then indicates which way the user should 

go.  The detailed routing to the destination represents finding an appropriate path and navigating 

along this path to reach the final intended destination.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 16. An Overall Process of Wayfinding 
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People with severe visual impairments encounter many difficulties in their daily life, 

especially in recognizing orientation and navigating physical space.  They try to navigate 

independently and safely, but often struggle due to their impaired vision.  Major barriers that 

users with severe visual impairments experience in wayfinding are identifying their current 

location, the location of obstacles, points of interest in the vicinity, such as the locations of exits, 

elevators, restrooms, and important offices and what route the user should take to reach the 

intended destination.  These aspects all contribute toward achieving safe, robust, and reliable 

independent wayfinding.  Although they able to navigate independently at home, since they have 

internalized the layout of their home from routine experience, independent wayfinding by users 

with severe visual impairments is difficult in unfamiliar places.  One difficulty for visually 

impaired people in their independent activities of daily living is the ability to recognize objects 

and their usage in unfamiliar environments.  They are mostly dependent on auditory stimuli to 

collect information (e.g., recognizing an object location from the sound) and tactile stimuli to 

verify information (e.g., fabric materials).  As a result, they encounter numerous hurdles in 

unfamiliar or dynamically changing environments and are frequently frustrated by lack of 

orientation and difficulty in navigating.     

 

A wayfinding aid is a tool that can assist the user to identify their current location, final 

destination and route to the final destination.  In an attempt to provide wayfinding assistance for 

users with visual impairments, many studies have been done to help them navigate in unfamiliar 

territory.  The white cane is a traditional interface that enables users with visual impairments to 

move while maintaining physical stability (Nichols, 1995a).  Biggs, who became blind after an 

accident and was uncomfortable with the amount of traffic around his home, claimed to have 

introduced the use of the white cane in 1921 (Strong, 1921).  The white cane serves both as a 

mobility tool and as a courtesy to others.  Mobility is defined as the capacity of facility of 

movement (Hill & Ponder, 1976).  The primary function of the white cane is to act as a bridge 

between the user and the environment, notifying the user about their current surroundings within 

the boundary created by the radius of the white cane and serving as a mobility tool that detects 

objects in the path of a user.  However, using the white cane requires a continuous searching task 

to avoid any physical obstacles in the user’s progression towards their final destination.  
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Nowadays, not all white canes are designed to fulfill only this primary function but may also 

increase physical stability, and serve as a courtesy device notifying others of the user’s special 

needs (Nichols, 1995b).     

 

In recent years a number of information technology-based wayfinding devices have been 

developed that involve modifying the environment, for example embedding computer chips in 

pavements, or adding transmitters at salient points.  Recent wayfinding systems for users with 

visual impairments include widely used sensor technologies, mobile and portable devices such as 

PDAs (Personal Digital Assistants) and GPS (Global Positioning Systems) to help with obstacle 

avoidance based on location.  The main purpose of using these technologies is to help users with 

visual impairments navigate unfamiliar territory by providing the user’s current location and 

digital information.  Some researchers have added a function of measuring distance to the white 

cane (Tzovaras, Moustakas, Nikolakis, & Strintzis, 2009).  Another device comprises a long cane 

with a laser measuring system (Yasumuro, Murakami, Imura, Kuroda, Manabe & Chihara, 2003) 

that detects objects in the area of a plane containing the cane by transmitting and receiving a 

laser beam.  This provides the user with more accurate distance information between themselves 

and surrounding objects.  Willis and Helal (2005) proposed an RFID (Radio Frequency 

Identification) based indoor and outdoor wayfinding system for users with visual impairments.  

Here, the indoor navigation involved installing RFID tags under the floor and providing the user 

with that information, while the outdoor navigation required RFID tags to be embedding in the 

sidewalk and road surfaces to provide the user with route information based on their location.  

Kaluwahandi and Tadokoro (2001) proposed a portable traveling navigation system consisting of 

a microcomputer, pedometer, magnetic sensor, memory and loud speaker.  Their proposed 

system delivered information based on the user’s location and then guided the user to a specific 

location.  The portable system saved the route data in advance, and then compared the data with 

the current location of the user.  A pedometer and a magnetic sensor were used to recognize the 

distance and orientation, respectively.  However, both the RFID-based system and the portable 

traveling navigation system require the use of at least one hand, hindering other activities during 

use.  The Institute for Innovative Blind Navigation has established a set of wayfinding guidelines 

as a curriculum for users with visual impairments.  The wayfinding guidelines (American 
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Foundation for the Blind, 2009) list some challenges that users with visual impairments 

experience and provide a curriculum for teaching children who are severely visually impaired to 

cope: 

 

 Understand what space is; how to study space and how to move through space with 

efficiency and grace.  

 Understand how to stay oriented in space; what to do when disoriented.  

 Understand how to move safely through space (mobility) 

 Understand how to develop a normal gait that is efficient and provides for good posture, 

with no unusual mannerisms. 

 Understand and accept (taking pride) in oneself as a blind individual; moving with grace 

and confidence through space. 

 Understand how to use the sense of hearing for accurate navigation; learning 

echolocation, facial vision, sound discrimination, and sound localization, etc. 

 Understand how to use the sense of touch for accurate navigation: the cane as an 

extension of touch 

 Understand the technologies (tools) that assist the natural senses to probe, analyze, and 

use environmental information (environmental literacy).  This includes location based 

technologies like GPS, smart wheelchairs (smart vehicles of any kind), and alternative 

perception tools like the Sound Flash, the Miniguide, the VoicE, and smart (sonic) canes 

 Understand the 20 plus uses of the long cane, and learning cane technique as it fits with 

developmental readiness. 

 Understand concepts on three levels, and as they become developmental appropriate: A. 

Body (sides, front, back, top, and bottom), B. Positional (the body relative to 

objects/sensory input; and the relationships of objects to objects), C. Environmental 

(what the particulars are of the objects in space; for example "the study of things you sit 

on", chairs.) 
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Wayfinding devices range from simple sound beacons to complex environmental systems.  

A mobile robot assisted wayfinding system for users with visual impairments has been used in 

structured indoor environments (Kulyukin, Gharpure, Nicholson, & Osborne, 2006).  The World 

Explorer, a PDA based agent system in wayfinding for users with visual impairments has been 

introduced that uses the Chatty Environment (Coroam˘a, 2003) where all objects have been tagged 

in advance and are sensed (Coroam˘a & R öthenbacher, 2003).  The World Explorer consists of 

wireless beacons such as RFID tags in conjunction with Wi-Fi technology, with wireless 

headphones being used to give the user audio feedback.  An input device can be installed either 

on a cane or via a switch on the PDA.  Szeto (2003) proposed the ENA (Emergency Navigational 

Aid) system, a portable device based on a PDA for detecting current location, for users with 

visual impairments for emergency situations.  Electronic beacons such as infrared sensors and 

RFID tags are utilized for this system as a means of indoor wayfinding since devices using GPS 

signals had previously been shown to hold particular promise for navigational assistance in the 

outdoor environment (Szeto, 2003).  Szeto examined the impact of several factors such as size, 

voice in/out, keyboard, level of hearing and trip recall when designing suitable indoor navigation 

aids for wayfinding systems.  However, both the World Explorer and the ENA are designed to 

provide directions via auditory cues and lack tactile feedback indicating path directions. 

 

Talking Signs (Brabyn, Crandall, & Gerrey, 1993) is an infrared-based speech module 

and wall-mounted system for users with visual impairments.  The talking sign system consists of 

short audio signals sent by invisible infrared light beams from permanently installed transmitters 

to a hand-held receiver that decodes the signal and delivers an appropriate voice message 

through its speaker or headset.  This is the first infrared system to work effectively in both 

interior and exterior applications.  However, because wall mounted enunciators require the 

building to be retrofitted, they are not cost-effective and have not been widely used due to their 

inherent inflexibility, high implementation costs and, possibly, bureaucratic inertia.  Installing 

expensive and inflexible enunciators becomes especially wasteful when offices relocate and/or 

the users change their travel habits, although Talking Signs may be useful wherever landmark 

identification and wayfinding assistance points are needed.  Similarly, Trekker (Humanware, 

2009) is an outdoor wayfinding aid that is based on handheld devices embedding GPS 
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technology and digital maps.  The Tactile Wayfinder (Heuten, Henze, Boll, & Pielot, 2008) is a 

vibration mechanism consisting of six motors and a GPS system that provides directions for 

users with visual impairments for outdoor navigation.  It is based on an off-the-shelf PDA that 

has been modified by adding a tactile overlay, a separate speaker, and a standard GPS receiver 

and serves as a wearable system for outdoor navigation purposes.  The Tactile Wayfinder’s main 

limitation is that it is useable only for outdoor navigation for users with visual impairments 

because current GPS systems are very inaccurate for indoor positioning data.  A wearable 

wayfinding aid equipped with a PDA, ultrasonic sensors and a bone conduction ear piece has 

also been proposed (C. Kim & Song, 2007) that is specifically designed to recognize obstacles 

and help the user avoid them.    

 

Based on this review, a wayfinding aid must be able to assist with decision making in 

orientation and navigation tasks and cognitive mapping is a vital part of this process.  The 

cognitive map is a person’s internal spatial representation and is strongly tied to wayfinding tasks.  

The lack of a cognitive mapping process and the subsequent inability to develop cognitive maps 

means that individuals with visual impairments will not be able to use conventional wayfinding 

aids successfully (Salmi, 2007).  Salmi (2007) addressed this issue by looking beyond the critical 

physical barriers in the built environment to uncover the hidden barriers to universal access.  

This approach implies the need to identify meaningful environmental information and include it 

into a wayfinding system in order to design a better wayfinding system for users with visual 

impairments.  

 

3.5  Environment in HCI 

 

Environment is defined as the sum of the physical, chemical, biological, social, economic, 

political, aesthetic, and structural surrounding of an organism (Bubolz et al., 1980) and refers to 

the physical, organizational and social aspects of the environment.  In this definition the human 

environment has three different types of sub-environments, namely natural, human behavior and 

human constructed environments.  In this study, environment is defined as the complex 

surrounding circumstances in which all information is situated and which therefore affects the 
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interaction behaviors of human beings as well as human cognitions.  Environmental cues 

(Trafton, Altmann, & Brock, 2005) are elements of information in the environment that trigger 

future actions (Dix, Ramduny, & Wilkinson, 1996); hence environmental cues are important in a 

situated interface (Schilit et al., 1994; Suchman, 1987).  For example, if an environmental cue is 

identified with a specific place, it can be referred to as a location cue.   

 

Many HCI and environmental psychology-related research has considered environment 

as a factor influencing an HCI system.  First, Eason’s three-level HCI model (Eason, 1991)  

extends the traditional HCI model by adding an environment and two extra hierarchical levels, 

task and organizational setting, resulting in three-level interactions: individual human-computer 

interactions (level 1), work-environment (level 2), and socio-technical systems (level 3).  In 

Eason's model, environmental factors at Level 2 refer to the physical environment and 

environmental factors at Level 3 refer to social factors.  Environmental factors have been added 

to this model to take into account how the performance of human-computer systems is 

influenced by environmental settings.  This implies that the environment has an impact on the 

interaction between the individual human and technology, and thus environment itself should be 

considered in designing HCI systems.   

 

Preece et al. (1994) included a category of environmental factors in their list of HCI 

factors, which ranged from system constraints, system functionalities, and productivity factors, 

through task factors, the user interface, and health and safety factors, to comfort factors, the user, 

and organizational and environmental factors.  However, they considered organizational and 

environmental factors separately in contrast to Eason’s HCI model in which organizational 

factors are considered to be environmental factors within Level 3.  Preece et al.’s HCI factor 

model also identified the human user as a complex being with several design considerations: 

cognitive processes and capabilities, motivation, enjoyment, satisfaction, personality, and 

experience level, all of which are influenced by the organizational and environmental factors on 

the top layer. 
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Activity theory, introduced by Leont’ev (1978), also encompasses environmental factors.  

The fundamental principle of this approach is to understand the unity of consciousness and 

activity that represent the human mind as a whole as well as human interaction with the objective 

reality under environmental settings such as the type of culture a community has and the set of 

rules that govern an organization. 

 

Activity theory can be characterized as an attempt to integrate three perspectives 

(Kaptelinin et al., 1995), namely objective, ecological, and socio-cultural aspects, in a similar 

way to Eason’s three-level HCI model.  In the structure of activity theory, Tools can be 

considered as equivalent to the technology in the HCI model that is utilized by the Subject in 

order to achieve a specific Object.  Rules, Community, and Roles can be considered as the 

environmental components that influence the Subject, as well as Tools that are associated with 

the Object.  Similar to Eason’s HCI model and Preece et al.’s HCI factors, activity theory also 

takes into account both cultural factors and developmental aspects of human mental life 

(Kaptelinin et al., 1995) to analyze how interactions take place associated with environmental 

settings.     
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3.6  Theoretical Frameworks 

 

A framework is a basic concept, definition, or a particular set of rules made up of 

fundamental structures for supporting or enclosing problems (Bunge, 1974; Preece, Rogers, & 

Sharp, 2006).  It offers a way of viewing reality based on a set of assumptions, concepts, values 

and practices and allows developers or designers to decompose a problem into individual 

components.  A framework is useful because it enables designers to create explicit structures that 

clearly address the designer’s goals.  The success of such an approach stems in part from the 

characteristics of frameworks: generality, applicability, reliability, accuracy, ease of use, 

consistency, and ability to solve the problem at hand.  Frameworks are similar to models or 

theories in that they are used to conceptualize the problem, represent the procedure, or support 

problem solving (Carroll, 2003).  A theory is an analytic structure designed to explain a 

phenomenon, and a framework and/or model are typically abstracted from a theory to help us 

understand the real world (Brathwaite, 2003).    

 

Frameworks have been used in many different disciplines to solve or address complex 

issues.  In software engineering, for example, they are a set of routines that provide a foundation 

structure for an application, avoiding the need to write each application from scratch (Roberts & 

Johnson, 1996).  In web application design, frameworks are used to provide libraries for database 

access, templates, and session management tools, and often promote code reuse.  Frameworks 

are also often used in designing socio-technical systems (Hendrick & Kleiner, 2000) to support 

organizational and process interfaces, emphasizing project based learning and the creation of 

group knowledge in early phase project planning and design activity.  The user interface 

framework in human computer interactions (Preece et al., 1994) supports the creation and use of 

interactive user interface elements in human computer systems (Rauterberg, 1995).  In 

interaction design, the framework supports the creation and use of design elements and provides 

advice or insights to designers as to what to consider, design or look for (Preece et al., 2006).  

Even though the framework has been applied in such different areas, it shares common 

characteristics and is reusable and reconfigurable, while at the same time offering a set of 

procedures and providing pre-solved problems. 
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A framework is particularly useful in designing applications where information is 

dynamically changed by many devices and a system must be able to recognize user activities to 

provide services, such as in ubiquitous computing.  However, clear and well-defined methods are 

not always easily identifiable because of the hybrid nature of this field where technology and the 

environment intersect, and thus interactions are taking place in the environment.  Several 

frameworks have been introduced that enable users to interact with services under ubiquitous 

infrastructure (Hodes & Katz, 1999; Ponnekanti, Lee, Fox, Hanrahan, & Winograd, 2001; 

Roman, Beck, & Gefflaut, 2000; Waldo, 1999).  These frameworks focus on selecting 

appropriate user interfaces based on contexts and patterns.  There is an element of group 

characteristics involved in analyzing the human user in collaborative framework models (Cugini, 

Damianos, Hirschman, Kozierok, Kurtz & Laskowski, 1997), but the framework model only 

allows users to describe their work requirements and to ascertain how well a given system or 

technology supports their work.  One evaluation framework that measures ubiquitous computing 

applications based on evaluation categories from desktop computing (Scholtz & Consolvo, 2004) 

uses seven metrics to measure system performance and the human aspect of satisfaction levels 

for a ubiquitous computing application, although there is no examination of any difficulties 

experienced by the user when interacting with the environment using a ubiquitous application.  

In this study, Scholtz and Consolvo (2004) developed a user evaluation framework called 

Ubiquitous Computing Evaluation Areas (UEAs) that has a total of nine evaluation areas for 

ubiquitous computing applications.  These frameworks show promise for applications such as 

identifying technological requirements and building a situated interaction focused on utilizing, 

aggregating or embedding media or recognizing object status, or a system or technology 

response based on a user’s specific situation (Dourish, 2000; Hirakawa, Priyantha, & 

Hewagamage, 2001; C. Lueg, Pfeifer, R. , 1997; Schmidt, Velde, & Kortuem, 2000b).    

 

It is important to note, however, that an application designed based on those frameworks 

may not be effective unless it includes a variable link to the user and a specific environment.  For 

example, consider an interaction with particular users such as individuals with visual 

impairments.  In general, frameworks neither emphasize the characteristics of the human user, 
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which must be taken into account at the design stage, nor include a dependency analysis between 

the user and the environment.  Hence, technology is not considered when defining potential 

limitations and appropriate interaction modalities of the user along with the environmental 

conditions.  For the purposes of this research, however, it is vital that any framework for situated 

interactions should include a component that analyzes dependencies between the user and the 

environment by considering the characteristics of that user within the application domain.  A 

component for finding and selecting an appropriate interaction modality according to user 

characteristics should also be considered and incorporated into all frameworks to support user 

behaviors and thus enhance user performance.  The primary reason for considering these 

components is that the human being is the reference point in the design and performs a major 

role in human computer interactions (Holtzblatt, Wendell, & Wood, 2005), so the removal of any 

factors that could hinder human interactions in a situated interaction should be addressed. 

 

3.7  Situated Interfaces 

 

A situated interface is an interface that is embedded in a dynamic environment to 

accommodate a specific circumstance in the environment increasing awareness.  For instance, 

this could include a person using his or her arm to reach for a nearby light switch while lying in 

bed or the use of hand guide rails fastened to the walls of a hallway in open traffic.  In today’s 

information era, the term situated interface also refers to an agent that can be embedded in a 

physical environment to interact with a particular type of user.  One example could be a situated 

interface monitoring the status of a user with dementia, with the interface notifying his or her 

family members if a problem arises and they need help.  Situated interactions are based on 

situated cognitions that originate in the environmental setting and are a part of the cognitive 

system (Wilson, 2002).  Since people interact with or within an environment, their knowledge of 

how it is used changes (Hollan, Hutchins, & Kirsh, 2000).    

 

In the examples above, awareness is a cognitive reaction to a condition or an event based 

on user perception in the environment; situation awareness is the perception of the elements in 

the environment within a volume of time and space, including the comprehension of meaning 
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and the projection of status (Endsley, 1990), and therefore refers to the awareness of a situation 

by an individual that contributes to a correct decision making process.  Situation awareness is 

closely associated with understanding environmental situations since environmental data 

provides many awareness cues that enable a person to recognize important aspects of his or her 

surroundings (Blasch, 1991).  Situation awareness is difficult in nearly static environments 

(Lemon, Pynadath, Taylor, & Wray, 1994), but in dynamic environments the complicated nature 

of the available information greatly increases the difficulty of decision making (M. Sanders & 

McCormick, 1993).  

 

A situated design methodology (Lueg & Pfeifer, 1997; Suchman, 1987) has been 

addressed, and many situated interfaces have been suggested and realized with specific aims.  

Situated design is based on the premise that human cognition and subsequent action is an 

emergent property of an individual’s moment-by-moment interaction with his or her physical and 

social environment.  Lueg (1997) introduced an approach that could be utilized to support users 

in information overload situations such as in a dynamic environment.  This situated approach 

was based on the notion that human cognition is most appropriately described as situated, and 

thus work addressing this issue aims to support humans as they attempt to cope with such 

situations.  Design issues of this type have been addressed with the stated aim of developing 

manipulation space that is so natural that it is effectively invisible to the user, especially for 

tangible user interfaces (Fishkin, Moran, & Harrison, 1998).  Fishkin et al. broke this down into 

six principles: embodiment, physical effect, metaphor, kinesthetic manipulation, sensing and 

communication.  In an attempt to produce a working example that exemplifies this approach, a 

wearable computing system was proposed to monitor and control intelligent environments 

(Kortuem, Segall, & Bauer, 1998) where the main components of the system were a service 

model and a wearable computer.  Boy (2004) pointed out that users need to be trained for a 

specific situation to ensure safety, comfort and/or high performance.  Situated communication 

interactions between physical and digital spaces has also been suggested (Rekimoto, Ayatsuka, 

& Hayashi, 1998), who referred to the situated communicating area as a “context aware area” 

where people can dynamically create digital data and attach it to the physical context.  In this 

context aware area, information is shown related to the current physical context.   
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Examples of situation awareness provide further insight into the importance of 

technological implementation.  For example, a proximity key senses when the device is near an 

automobile, allowing a user to lock and unlock the doors and start the engine once the user is 

inside the vehicle.  Moreover, providing approach lights on the left and right side of a car 

enhances driver awareness of nearby obstacles when the car is maneuvering in small spaces.  

Oliver, Horvitz, & Garg (2002) showed a real-time, multi-modal approach that can be used to 

augment human senses in an office environment.  They described the use of a system 

representation that diagnoses states of a user's activity for office awareness, analyzing a user’s 

activity level based on several different streams of data including video, acoustic and computer 

interactions.  Bardram, Kjæ r, & Pedersen (2003) introduced a user authentication security system 

for use in pervasive computing.  Their proposed system incorporated the concept of proximity 

based user authentication for ubiquitous computing systems and a context-aware user 

authentication protocol. 

 

Based on a user’s location, Schmalstieg and Reitmayr (2005) addressed the possibilities 

of Augmented Reality (AR) as a ubiquitous interface in the real world, in particular its ability to 

provide information to a user including visual or audio annotation of the physical environment.  

Höllerer and coworkers demonstrated a user interface management technique for collaborative 

mobile augmented reality in the form of a wearable medium for situated interactions such as 

situated documentaries (Höllerer, Feiner, & Pavlik, 1999).  Their technique was based on three 

main components: information filtering, user interface component design and view management.  

They asserted that only if a user interface is being actively managed can a system maximize the 

relevance of the information it supplies and minimize the confusion of virtual data in the real 

world. 

  

Situated interfaces have also been used in location-aware computing to provide 

appropriate information (e.g., messages) based on user location (Cheverst, Fitton, Dix, & 

Rouncefield, 2002; Streitz, Röcker, Prante, Stenzel, & Alphen, 2003).  A situated graphic user 

interface for information-seeking purposes has been proposed that is tailored to its user's 
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information seeking activities in daily life.  In this study, researchers classified user activities in 

terms of situated actions, resources and context.  Location information is one element of the 

physical context that is likely to be relevant for situated interactions.  Information on users' 

precise locations would enable devices such as computers and physical spaces such as homes, 

offices and public areas to adapt appropriately to provide optimum levels of support for their 

human inhabitants.   

 

The most recent applications of situated interactions are in the field of ubiquitous 

computing (Wren & Reynolds, 2004), where mobile devices and wearable platforms are being 

used for specific interactions and context provision.  Dey (2001) suggested an operational 

definition of context and discussed the different ways in which this context could be used by 

context-aware applications.  He defined context in an environment as any information that may 

be used to characterize the situation of an entity.  Here, an entity could include any person, place, 

or object that is considered relevant to the interaction between a user and an application, 

including the user and applications themselves.  It can be argued that awareness of situations or 

appropriate contexts of an environment will lead to improved human computer interactions 

(Schmidt, Velde, & Kortuem, 2000a) and mobile and wearable devices are especially useful in 

dynamic environments.  Clothing is also beginning to be used as a medium for situated 

interactions (Baurley, 2004; McGrane, 2008).  Pentland (2004) introduced health-wear capable 

of monitoring human body and mental status, as well as supporting social networking.  A 

multimodal user interface (Richter & Hellenschmidt, 2004) has been suggested to increase 

interactivity and usability by combining different input or output modalities into a single system.  

In other proposed applications, a multimodal user interface was used as an assistive technology 

to help people who are in need of alternate modalities, assisting users by reducing overloading 

stimuli and managing attention (Oviatt, 1999), while an auditory user interface has enabled 

people who are visually impaired to view web pages.   

 

Most situated interfaces that have been suggested so far have focused on utilizing, 

aggregating or embedding media or recognizing object status.  However, with the availability of 

new sensing technologies such as the ability to measure surrounding light conditions, the 
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motions of a user, the orientation of a camera, the user’s position relative to an information 

appliance, or the number of users in front of a device, situational contexts can be captured and 

used as additional inputs to the system.  Situated interaction is especially attractive for mobile 

and wearable devices such as cell phones, PDAs and wearable computers that are used while on 

the move.  The availability of these novel sensing technologies opens up a wide range of new 

opportunities to include information about the situation of use as well as the surrounding 

environment such as location, proximity, physical conditions and social setting.  This means that 

the situations in which human-computer interaction takes place are becoming increasingly varied 

as computers become highly portable and embedded in everyday environments (Schmidt et al., 

2000a).  Our environmental context is increasingly complex since we live in a ubiquitous era, 

surrounded by heterogeneous information that is constantly changing.  

 

3.8  Participatory Design 

 

Participatory design (Schuler & Namioka, 1993) is a collection of user-centered design 

methods that are specifically geared to determining user needs and validating concepts by 

bringing actual users into the design process in order to discuss the assessment, design, and 

development of technological or organizational systems.  It is used in many disciplines as a 

means of creating environments that are more responsive and appropriate to their inhabitants and 

to users’ cultural, emotional, spiritual and practical needs.  The principle reason for using 

participatory design in many disciplines is that reflecting actual users’ opinions is crucial in 

designing systems or products that will meet their needs.  Therefore, participatory design focuses 

primarily on the design process rather than the design output.  Although participatory design is 

an extension of user-centered design, user-centered design does not automatically imply the 

involvement of users on the design team.  Rather, participatory design is a type of user-centered 

design that is based on the philosophy of empowering representative users by intimately 

involving them in the design effort (Schuler & Namioka, 1993). 

 

Participatory design is now widely approved as an effective method in the field of user-

centered design.  From its original birthplace in Scandinavia, its use has now spread throughout 
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Europe and North America (Muller, 1991).  Participatory design has been applied in many 

different domains and contexts, serving to address complex and challenging issues.  For example, 

it has been used to design appropriate living environments for ageing people by encouraging 

them to take an active role in the design process (Demirbileka & Demirkan, 2004); in designing 

applications in networked health service organizations for biomedical informatics (Pilemalm & 

Timpka, 2008); in designing and re-designing industrial workspaces (Seim & Broberg, 2009); 

and in developing assistive technology, such as PDAs, for people with disabilities (Boyd-Graber, 

Nikolova, Moffatt, Kin, Lee & Mackey, 2006).   

 

Participatory design can be used for information architecture applications, where tacit 

knowledge is elicited to capture the user’s real-world needs (E. Sanders, 1999).  For example, 

professionals in the field of architecture and urban design frequently enhance the quality of their 

design work with the aid of citizen involvement (Crewe, 2001).  In software engineering, 

participatory design plays an important role in the development of scenario-based usability 

engineering.  Participatory design is particularly effective where it uses the collective knowledge 

of stakeholders rather than the individual creativity of designers to solve design problems.  Beck 

(Beck, 2002) stated that isolated technology developments are no longer common in well-

defined communities of work since we use technology anytime and anywhere, even when on the 

move.  Another reason for utilizing participatory design is that the underlying hardware of 

technological systems is advancing at a dramatic rate, paralleled by an ever-shifting environment.  

Therefore, bringing actual users into the design process and considering their characteristics is 

essential in order to assess new concepts and functionality and integrate emerging technologies.   

 

Participatory design is beginning to be used to design assistive technologies for groups of 

users in need of assistive tools or accessible environments.  Sharma and coworkers (Sharma, 

Simpson, LoPresti, Mostowy, Olson & Puhlman, 2008) used participatory design to design a 

wheelchair convoy system, while Wu and coworkers conducted participatory design with users 

with anterograde amnesia who had difficulty storing new memories.  They analyzed cognitive 

deficits of the users unrelated to memory and designed a tool called a Personal Digital Assistant 

(PDA) based on the results (Wu, Richards, & Baecker, 2004).  Similarly, participatory design 
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was used in a study adapting and combining traditional design methods to design assistive 

technology for people with cognitive disabilities and their family caregivers (Dawe, 2007).  To 

support individuals with aphasia, a handheld hybrid desktop system was developed using 

participatory design (Boyd-Graber et al., 2006).  In this research, participatory design was 

employed to bring aphasic individuals into the design process as proxies for the target population.  

Participatory design has also been utilized to explore the accessibility of the Web for individuals 

with visual impairments (Mak & Gillis, 2004).  Here, participatory design was utilized to explore 

the accessibility of the World Wide Web for individuals with visual impairments, especially 

those who are novice computer users, and to ascertain effective alternative modes of feedback 

mechanisms through auditory and tactile interactions.  A distributed participatory design 

approach (Farshchian & Divitini, 1999) has also been developed that actively involves all 

stakeholders, including employees, partners, customers, and citizens.  Distributed participatory 

design facilitates the direct participation of end users and other possible stakeholders distributed 

across many different locations in both the design work itself and its analysis.  Generally, 

stakeholders prefer to create environments that are more responsive and appropriate, so as a 

result distributed participatory design enhances understanding between people from very 

different backgrounds by giving them opportunities to apply their diverse experiences and 

expectations to the design process (Danielsson, Naghsh, Gumm, & Warr, 2008). 
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CHAPTER  IV 

 

4.  METHOD AND RESULTS  

The methods and the results obtained are discussed in this chapter.  The first section 

provides an overview of the research.  The second section discusses Study 1, in which a set of 

requirements were elicited from two panels using user centered design (UCD) guidelines, one 

with and one without the addition of an EUI framework, to guide the design of a wayfinding aid 

for individuals with severe visual impairments.  The third section describes how two prototypes 

designed based on the information gathered by the panels in the first study were developed.  The 

fourth section discusses Study 2, where the two prototypes were tested by having visually 

impaired individuals performs a wayfinding task and evaluates the effectiveness of each.     

 

 

4.1  Overview  

 

The research design included two studies and a development project, as shown in Figure 

17.  Study 1 evaluated whether the EUI framework is effective when used in conjunction with 

another design method to elicit a detailed set of design requirements for a wayfinding aid for 

individuals with visual impairments.  User-centered design (UCD) (ISO 13407, 1999; Norman, 

1986) was chosen as the overall design method and this was used by two panels, one with and 

one without the EUI framework.  In Study 1, two participatory design (Schuler & Namioka, 

1993) groups were formed in which one participatory design group, Group A, used UCD plus the 

EUI framework and the other participatory design group, Group B, used UCD alone.  Each 

METHOD AND RESULTS 
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participatory design group included one user with severe visual impairments and four designers.  

Participatory design was used in order to include an actual user with severe visual impairments 

in the design process working alongside the four designers to produce as complete a list of 

design requirements for a wayfinding aid as possible.   

 

The proceedings of the two participatory design meetings were recorded and then 

transcribed by two independent coders and labeled transcription A (UCD plus EUI) and 

transcription B (UCD alone).  These two transcriptions were used to compile a list of all the 

requirements mentioned by two judges, resulting in four sets of requirements, one set from 

design Group A (UCD plus EUI) and one from design Group B (UCD alone) for each judge.  

The judges also conducted a card sorting task to categorize the requirements for each 

participatory design group in terms of themes.   

 

Three subject matter experts then independently prioritized the four sets of requirements 

to identify the three most important requirements per set, resulting in a list of eighteen 

requirements ranked as the most important for each of the two participatory groups.  

 

The development project involved the construction of two prototype wayfinding aids 

based on the requirements identified as the most important by each of the design groups as a 

result of this prioritization, referred to System A (implemented based on UCD plus EUI) and 

System B (implemented based on UCD alone).  System A (UCD + EUI) was implemented based 

on the eighteen requirements produced by the first participatory design group (Group A, which 

used UCD plus EUI), while System B (UCD alone) was implemented based on the eighteen 

requirements produced by the second participatory design group (Group B, which used UCD 

alone).  For convenience, both systems were integrated into a single physical unit mounted on a 

vest type garment that could be worn by the user and switched between modes for testing. 
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Figure 17. Research Overview 

 

 

 

 

The second study, Study 2 consisted of testing each of the systems with five participants 

with severe visual impairments in order to evaluate both prototypes and thus determine whether 

System A (UCD + EUI), which was implemented based on the requirements elicited by the 

Development Work (n=3) 

STUDY 2 (n=5) 

 

STUDY 1 (n=17) 

o The development of two prototypes, System A (UCD + EUI)  

and System B (UCD alone), for usability testing  

o Requirement prioritization  

o  Protocol and questionnaire developments  

 

o Requirement elicitation for a wayfinding aid for individuals 

with visual impairments  

o  Two participatory design groups, Group A (UCD + EUI) vs. 

Group B (UCD alone), to produce requirements 

o  Two judges to find and list all requirements 

o  Card sorting for breadth  and depth analysis 

o  Three subject matter experts to prioritize requirements  

 

o Usability testing on the two prototypes  

o Participants were individuals with visual impairments 

o Think aloud and questionnaire to measure the effectiveness of 

the prototypes  
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group using the combined UCD and EUI framework, was more effective than System B (UCD 

alone), which was based on the requirements elicited by the group that used UCD alone.  All five 

of the participants with severe visual impairments took part in three concurrent think aloud 

sessions (Ericsson & Simon, 1993) regarding a given task, namely visiting a doctor’s office for 

medical advice.  In similar studies, think-aloud protocols have been used to identify the 

mechanisms underlying superior performance in kinesiology related research such as sport 

(Williams, Ericsson, Ward, & Eccles, 2008).  In the first session of three concurrent think aloud 

sessions, each participant attempted the task while performing a concurrent think aloud session 

wearing the life vest but without either prototype system being activated.  They then repeated the 

task with one of the prototype systems switched on, again providing a running commentary of 

their experience, and finally with the remaining prototype system activated.  The order of 

experiencing the prototypes was alternated, with three participants experiencing System A first 

followed by System B and two reversing the order, to remove any effects from the order in 

which the tasks were performed.  A questionnaire was administered at the end of the session to 

measure the overall satisfaction of the participants for each of the two prototypes and usefulness 

of the two prototypes in the wayfinding task.      

 

4.2  Study 1 

 

4.2.1 Objective 

Study 1 was devoted to evaluate whether the EUI framework could be effective in 

eliciting requirements when designing an HCI system for users with severe visual impairments in 

terms of quantity, breadth, and depth  (Gausepohl, 2008).  The design case was a wayfinding aid 

consisting of orientation, navigation, and perception of environmental cues.  This study sought to 

determine if the EUI framework facilitated the construction of user-centered design (UCD) 

guidelines as a sub-framework to identify relevant environment factors when designing a 

wayfinding aid.  A card sorting task was conducted by two judges in order to analyze the 

requirements produced by each of the two panels in terms of breadth and depth.  In addition, to 

rank the significance of the requirements, a numeral assignment technique (Brackett, 1990; 
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Karlsson, 1996) rating the requirements based on a five point rating scale was conducted by three 

subject matter experts. 

 

4.2.2 Hypotheses 

Three research hypotheses were generated as follows:  

H1.  In terms of quantity (total number of requirements), designers using user-centered 

design (UCD) guidelines plus the EUI framework will produce more design 

requirements than those using UCD guidelines alone.  

H2.  In terms of breadth (total number of categories) (Gausepohl, 2008), designers 

using UCD guidelines plus the EUI framework will produce more design 

requirements than those using UCD guidelines alone.  

H3.  In terms of depth (with regards to the requirements of environmental information) 

(Gausepohl, 2008), designers using UCD guidelines plus the EUI framework will 

produce more design requirements than those using UCD guidelines alone.  

 

4.2.3 Procedures 

Study 1 consisted of four phases and a total of 17 people participated, as shown in Figure 

18.   
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Group B 
(UCD)

Participatory Design 
(n=5, each group)
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(UCD+EUI)
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(quantity)
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- Independent 
Coding (n=2)

Produce
requirements

Method

- Subject Matter 
Expert (n=3)

- Card Sorting (n=2)
Theme analysis
(breadth and depth) 

Requirements
prioritization

Group of Guessers 1 Group of Guessers 1

Content Analysis

STUDY 1

Requirements Elicitation 
and Evaluation with UCD 
vs. UCD plus EUI

Phase 1

Phase 2

Phase 3

Phase 4

 

Figure 18. Overall Procedures for Study 1 

 

 

The task in Phase 1 was to gather a set of design requirements for the design case of a 

wearable wayfinding aid for individuals with visual impairments.  Each participatory design 

group lasted about two hours, including an administration segment at the beginning.  The 

participatory design discussed various topics such as the characteristics of individuals with visual 

impairments, their difficulties in daily living, types of wayfinding systems, and their related 

technological components based on a scenario provided by the researcher.  The scenario was 

designed to facilitate the discussion and consisted of an open ended discussion in which all 

participants, one of whom was themselves a potential user with a visual impairment, discussed 

designing a wayfinding aid.  The discussions were recorded in their entirety for later 

transcription.  The scenario used for the discussion is listed below and the full protocol for the 

participatory design meetings can be seen in Appendix A. 

 

Scenario: Imagine that you are visually impaired so that technically you cannot see at all.  

You are trying to get from one side of a room to the other side of the room to find a 

trashcan to throw away an empty bottle of milk.  There are obstacles, such as furniture, 

between you and your destination.  Now imagine that you have a wearable system 
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embedded in your clothing (e.g., a jacket) that can detect objects and give you feedback 

on where you are going and what is around and in front of you.   

 

In Phase 2, the verbal proceedings of the two participatory design groups were 

transcribed by two independent coders to produce two transcriptions: transcription A from Group 

A (UCD + EUI) and transcription B from Group B (UCD alone).  Two judges analyzed the 

transcriptions to identify the list each group came up with.  Each judge made two sets of 

requirements, one for each group, for a total of four sets as shown in Figure 19.   

 

Group A
(UCD + EUI)

Group B
(UCD )

Transcription BTranscription A

Two sets of 
requirements

Two sets of 
requirements

A1 B1 A2 B2

A1

B1 A2

B2

 

Figure 19. Requirements Listing From Phase 2 

 

 

In Phase 3, a card sorting task was conducted by the same two judges to analyze each of 

these four sets of requirements in terms of breadth and depth.  Before conducting the task, the 

four sets of requirements were divided into two groups, Group A (A1, A2) and Group B (B1, B2), 

and each set of requirements was printed on a card to be categorized.  The four sets of printed 

cards are shown in Figure 20. 
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         (a) A1 and A2 from Group A (UCD + EUI)     (b) B1 and B2 from Group B (UCD alone) 

Figure 20. The Four Sets of Cards Printed on Cards. 

    

Phase 4, the prioritization task was conducted by three subject matter experts to prioritize 

all requirements in order to analyze their significance.  They rated each requirement based on a 

five point rating scale in which one was the least important and ten the most important.  The 

instructions for this task and the rating scale, which was adapted from the numeral assignment 

technique (Brackett, 1990; Karlsson, 1996), can be seen in Appendix D.  Based on these results 

each subject matter expert chose the three most important requirements per requirement set (A1, 

A2, B1, and B2), resulting in a list of eighteen requirements per participatory design group.  

Figure 21 illustrates this process.     

 

 

 
 

Figure 21. Prioritizing the Four Sets of Requirements 
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4.2.4 Method 

Four methods, namely a participatory design, an independent coding, a card sorting, and 

a subject matter expert assessment were used in this study.  

 

First, a participatory design (Schuler & Namioka, 1993) approach was used in Phase 1.  

The primary reason for using participatory design was to involve actual users with severe visual 

impairments in the design process while at the same time producing as many requirements as 

possible with the aid of the four designers in each group.  Another reason for using participatory 

design was to integrate the needs and capabilities of an actual user with severe visual 

impairments to better achieve the ultimate design goals by reducing the bias that inevitably 

occurs when normally sighted designers are producing design requirements for visually impaired 

users.  Two groups completed this participatory design process to list the requirements for an 

effective wayfinding aid for individuals with visual impairment, one of which used UCD plus 

EUI and the other of which used UCD alone, as shown in Table 9.   

 

Table 9. Composition of the Two Participatory Design Teams (n=10) 

 

Area 
Group A 

(UCD + EUI) 

Group B 

(UCD alone) 
Note 

# of users with visual 

impairments 
1 1 Represents an actual user 

# of HCI system designers 2 2 
Represents an expert in 

interactive system design 

# of None HCI designers 2 2 
Represents a collaborator of 

design team 

Type of Design Method UCD + EUI UCD 
 

 

 

A one factor between-subjects design was used.  The factor was a type of design method 

that has two levels, namely UCD plus EUI and UCD alone.  Table 10 is a data matrix that shows 

the layout of the one-factor between-subjects design data set in which the participant is 
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represented as S.  By looking at the notation S in each cell, each group of participants are nested 

with factor A, where half of the participants (S1 (visual impairments), S2 S3, S4, S5) used UCD + EUI and 

the other half (S6 (visual impairments), S7 S8, S9, S10) used UCD alone.  The five participants for each 

participatory design were determined according to recommendations (Nielsen, 2000; Virzi, 

1992).   

 

Table 10. Experimental Data Matrix  

 

Factor A (Type of Design Method) 

UCD + EUI UCD alone 

Participants S1 (visual impairments), S2 S3, S4, S5 S6 (visual impairments), S7 S8, S9, S10 

 

 

The participant criteria for the two participatory design groups were: two users with 

visual impairments, four participants majoring or having majored in human factors or HCI 

related disciplines, and four participants who were non-HCI related individuals according to 

recommendations (Nielsen, 2000; Virzi, 1992).  The two users with severe visual impairments 

were recruited from a local organization serving the needs of individuals with visual impairments, 

and the eight designers were recruited through flyers and emails at Virginia Tech. 

 

The second data analysis method utilized for Phase 2 in Study 1 was an independent 

coding process that included the transcription of the recorded discussions of the two 

participatory design meetings (Group A (UCD + EUI) and Group B (UCD alone)).  Once all the 

design requirements from the two transcriptions (Transcription A from Group A (UCD + EUI) 

and Transcription B from Group B (UCD alone)) had been determined, the total number of 

requirements produced by each group was used to test the first hypothesis, H1, in terms of 

quantity (total number of requirements), namely that designers using user-centered design (UCD) 

guidelines plus the EUI framework would produce more design requirements than those using 

UCD guidelines alone.   
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The task of identifying all the requirements generated by each group was once again a 

one factor within-subjects design, with each judge looked at both transcriptions and listing 

requirements put forward by the members of each group.  The factor was a type of transcription 

that has two levels, Transcription A from Group A (UCD + EUI) and Transcription B from 

Group B (UCD alone).  Table 11 is a data matrix that shows the layout of the one-factor within-

subjects design data set in which the participant is represented as J.  By looking at the symbol for 

J in each cell, the two judges are crossed with the factor A for Transcription A from Group A 

(UCD + EUI) and Transcription B from Group B (UCD alone).   

 

Table 11. Experimental Data Matrix: Transcription A and Transcription B 

 

Factor A (Type of Transcription) 

Transcription A from Group A 

(UCD + EUI) 

Transcription B from Group B 

(UCD alone) 

Judges J1, J2 J1, J2 

 

 

The criteria are described in Table 12.  Two individuals, both with English as their first 

language, transcribed the two participatory design meetings and two judges, each having more 

than five years of experience in the area of interactive system design, identified the requirements 

from the two transcriptions.   
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Table 12. Criteria for Phase 3 of the Independent Coding 

Task 
# of 

participants  
Criteria Note 

Transcribing participatory 

design meetings 
2 

Individuals having English as their 

mother tongue 
Coders 

Eliciting requirements 2 

Individuals with more than five years 

of experience in the area of 

interactive system design 

Judges 

 

 

A card sorting task was implemented as the third method in Phase 3.  This was used to 

categorize the four sets of requirements elicited by the two judges: two sets from Group A (UCD 

+ EUI) and further two sets from Group B (UCD alone).  All the requirements were categorized 

based on the similarities among the requirements.  The results of the card sorting were used to 

test the last two hypotheses, H2 and H3.   

 

The fourth and final method applied was to invite three subject matter experts in Phase 

4 to prioritize the four sets of requirements.  This task was performed to determine the 

significance of the requirements.  A check list with a five point rating scale (Unimportant, Of 

Little Importance, Moderately Important, Important, and Very Important) was used to rate all 

requirements systematically and consistently.  The three subject matter experts were also asked 

to select the three requirements they considered to be the most important based on the sets of 

requirements thrown up by the two groups and these were used in developing the two working 

prototypes, System A based on the requirements produced by Group A (UCD + EUI) and 

System B based on the requirements produced by Group B (UCD alone).   

 

The participant criteria for the subject matter experts were that the three experts all had 

research and development experience in the design and evaluation of assistive technology for 

disabled users, as described in Table 13.       
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Table 13. Participants’ Criteria for Phase 4 of Prioritization 

Task 
# of 

participants  
Criteria Note 

Requirements 

Prioritization 
3 

Individuals having research experience 

in design and evaluation of assistive 

technology for disability 

Subject Matter 

Experts 

 

 

4.2.5 Data Collection 

The data collection methods used in this study are listed in Table 14.  First, each 

participatory design session was taped using both audio and video systems and the tape was 

transcribed using a word processor.  When eliciting requirements, all requirements were either 

recorded on paper or typed directly into the computer using a word processor.  The results of the 

card sorting activity, in which each requirement was printed on a card and placed on a white 

board, were captured using a digital camera.  The requirements prioritization task utilized a 

check list made up of a five point rating scale.  A rank order from one (least important) to ten 

(most important) was also recorded on the check list.  The check list can be seen in Appendix D.     

 

Table 14. Data Collection Method 

Task Phase # Data Collection Method  Instrument 

Producing 

Requirements 
1 Audio/ Video recording 

A camcorder and  a voice 

recorder 

Eliciting 

Requirements  
2 Transcription 

Word processor and writing 

materials (e.g., pencil and paper) 

Sorting 

Requirements 
3 

Four sets of requirements 

in card 

A whiteboard and a digital 

camera 

Prioritizing 

Requirements 
4 Record ratings A check list with a rating scale 
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4.2.6 Results 

Phase 1: Two design teams conducted a participatory design process for this study.  The 

composition of the two groups is shown in Table 15.  Both groups completed their discussion 

tasks successfully.  As shown in Figure 22, Group A (UCD + EUI) included five design 

members (M = 31, SD = 5.07) including one individual with visual impairments, while Group B 

(UCD alone) was composed of four design members (M = 33, SD = 7.81) including one 

individual with visual impairments.  One member was unable to join Group B (UCD alone) due 

to an emergency on the day the discussion was conducted.   

 

Both groups actively discussed several topics as part of their assigned task of designing a 

wayfinding system to address the provided scenario, however Group A, who used UCD plus the 

EUI framework started the discussion about 25 minutes later than Group B, who used UCD 

alone, as they needed some time to learn how to use the EUI framework, as it was new to them.  

Initially they had trouble with understanding the notion of an environment, and then they 

required some time to understand how relationships between the user and the environment may 

impact design tasks.  However, once they understood both these issues, they were quickly able to 

discuss possible problems between the user and the environment and successfully produced a set 

of requirements for the assigned task based on the application of the principles inherent in the 

EUI framework. 
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Table 15. Participatory Design Group Composition 

 

 Group A (UCD + EUI) Group B (UCD alone) 

Design Case Wayfinding aid for users with Severe Visual Impairments 

# of Members n=5 

n=4 

(one participant missed the session 

due to an emergency) 

Team 

Composition 

 One individual with visual 

impairments 

 Two HCI majors  

 Two non-HCI majors 

 One individual with visual 

impairments 

 Two HCI majors 

 One non-HCI major 

Design Method 
UCD plus EUI 

 
UCD alone 

Date Conducted July 14, 2009 July 15, 2009 

 

    

   

  (a) Group A (UCD + EUI)                                        (b) Group B (UCD alone) 

Figure 22. Snapshots of Participatory Design Meetings 

 

 

Phase 2: The verbal proceedings of each participatory design meeting were transcribed 

by two independent coders as shown in Figure 23 and they are available for viewing in Appendix 

I and Appendix J.  To maintaining consistency for the two judges who would later use the 

HCI major 

Non HCI major HCI major 

Actual user 

HCI major HCI major 

Non HCI major 
Non HCI major Actual user 
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transcriptions to identify requirements, the same style sheet was used when the two independent 

coders transcribed the verbal protocols.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

(a) Transcription A from Group A, who used UCD + EUI  (b) Transcription B from Group B, who used UCD alone 

Figure 23. Transcriptions of the Two Participatory Design Meetings 

 

Two judges identified the requirements from each transcription, as shown in Table 16.  

For Group A (UCD + EUI), Judge 1 listed twenty four requirements while Judge 2 listed 

eighteen in terms of quantity.  Judge 1 also listed more requirements for Group B (UCD alone), 

identifying thirty nine requirements compared to the twenty two requirements listed by Judge 2.  

The complete lists of the requirements can be seen in Appendix C.   

 

 

Table 16. Requirements Identified by the Two Judges 

Judge  
Group A 

(UCD+EUI) 

Group B  

(UCD alone) 
Total 

Judge 1 24 (38%) 39 (62%) 63 (100%) 

Judge 2 18 (45%) 22 (55%) 40 (100%) 

Total 42 (41%) 61 (59%) 103 (100%) 
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A Chi-square test (Snedecor & Cochran, 1989) with an alpha level of 0.05 was conducted 

to see if using the EUI framework with UCD significantly contributed to eliciting more 

requirements.  The results indicated that there was no evidence to suggest that the means of the 

two methods were significantly different, χ
2
 (1, n = 103) = 0.48, p = .48.  The Chi-square test 

outputs are listed in Appendix N.  This result tested the first hypothesis, H1, in terms of quantity 

(total number of requirements): designers using user-centered design (UCD) guidelines plus the 

EUI framework will produce more design requirements than those using UCD guidelines alone.  

This hypothesis was rejected based on these results, since the designers using user-centered 

design (UCD) guidelines plus the EUI framework did not produce more requirements than those 

who used UCD alone.   

 

After identifying the requirements, the two judges identified the themes from each 

transcription and these are listed in Table 17.  As Table 17 shows, Judge 1 found nine themes for 

Group A (UCD + EUI): Attitude of users, Avoidance to use new technologies, Cost effectiveness, 

Trust, Learning time, Environmental awareness, Cognitive capability, Appropriateness of 

feedback, and Adaptability with  environments; Judge 2 also found nine themes for Group A 

(UCD + EUI): User feedback, Cost, Trust in technology, Environmental information, Alternative 

design, Work with other devices, Location based service (Functionality), User friendly, and 

Notification to the user.  For Group B (UCD alone), Judge 1 found nine themes: Multiple 

stakeholders, Relativity of location information, Compatibility with different age groups, 

Technical Readiness, Learning time, Environmental awareness, Comfort ability, Flexibility and 

adaptability with environments, and Cost effectiveness, while Judge 2 found eight themes: 

Targeted user population, Technology requires learning, Features of jacket, Extra features of 

jacket, Physical dimensions of jacket, Environmental constraints, Different needs among users, 

and Self-consciousness of blind people.  A total of eighteen themes were found from Group A 

(UCD + EUI), and a total of seventeen themes were found from Group B (UCD alone).       
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 Table 17. Themes Identified by the Two Judges 

Judge 
Group A 

(UCD+EUI) 

Group B  

(UCD alone) 
Total 

Judge 1 9 (50%) 9 (50%) 18 (100%) 

Judge 2 9 (53%) 8 (47%) 17 (100%) 

Total 18 (52%) 17 (48%) 35 (100%) 

 

 

A Chi-square test with an alpha level of 0.05 was conducted to see if using the EUI 

framework with UCD significantly contributed to eliciting more themes (categories).  The results 

indicated that there was no evidence to suggest that the means of the two methods were 

significantly different, χ
2
 (1, n = 35) = 0.03, p = .86.  The Chi-square test outputs are listed in 

Appendix P.  This result rejected the second hypothesis, H2, in terms of breadth (total number of 

categories), which stated that designers using the EUI framework in conjunction with UCD 

would produce more requirements in terms of breadth for a wayfinding system design for users 

with visual impairments than those using UCD guidelines alone.  

 

The two judges then elicited environmental requirements as shown in Table 18 to see if 

there was any difference between Group A (UCD + EUI) and Group B (UCD alone).  As shown 

in Table 18, Judge 1 identified twelve environmental requirements, while Judge 2 identified ten 

environmental requirements for Group A (UCD + EUI).  For Group B (UCD alone), Judge 1 

identified ten environmental requirements while Judge 2 identified only four environmental 

requirements. 
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  Table 18. Environmental Requirements Identified by the Two Judges 

Judge 

# of Environmental 

Requirement 

Group A (UCD+EUI) 

# of Environmental 

Requirement 

Group B (UCD alone) 

Total 

Judge 1 12 (55%) 10 (45%) 22 (100%) 

Judge 2 10 (71%) 4 (29%) 14 (100%) 

Total 22 (61%) 14 (39%) 36 (100%) 

 

 

A Chi-square test with an alpha level of 0.05 was conducted to see if using the EUI 

framework with UCD significantly contributed to eliciting more environmental requirements in 

terms of depth.  The results indicated that there was no evidence to suggest that the means of the 

two methods were significantly different, χ
2
 (1, n = 36) = 1.03, p = .31.  The Chi-square test 

outputs are listed in Appendix Q.  This result rejected the third hypothesis, H3, In terms of depth 

(with regards to the requirements of environmental information), designers using UCD 

guidelines plus the EUI framework will produce more environmental requirements than those 

using UCD guidelines alone.  

 

Phase 3: The card sorting task, shown in Figure 24, was conducted by the same judges 

working together to identify themes (categories) and depth.  To do this, first, the four sets of 

cards were divided into two groups according to the type of participatory design group: Group A 

(UCD + EUI) and Group B (UCD alone).  Then, all the cards were mixed within the group to be 

drawn randomly by the two judges.  During the sorting task, the two judges discussed the 

category each card should be placed in, whether a new or an existing category.  Cards remained 

on the table until an appropriate category for each was decided.  The task of sorting each of the 

groups took an hour and a half, and Table 19 and Table 20 show the results.   Table 19 shows the 

six categories for Group A (UCD + EUI) and Table 20 shows the eight categories for Group B 

(UCD alone). 
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    (a) Sorting the first two sets: Group A (UCD+EUI)       (b) Sorting the remaining two sets: Group B (UCD alone) 

Figure 24. Card Sorting on the Four Sets of Requirements 

 

 

Table 19. Sorted Requirements from Group A (UCD + EUI) 

 

Appropriate Feedback 
considering perceptive 
organ

Provide sounds cues

Voice feedback

Multiple confirmation of 
the distance by touching

Provide different type of 
feedback based on the 
distance

Vibration to feel the object

Appropriate feedback 
considering outside 
environments

Provide vibration

Feedback (like cane), 
concrete (e.g., tactile)

Instinct, guide tell to pick 
up the object (notification, 
vibration, sound)

find optimal way to get the 
destination

Provide to interaction 
(communication) method 
between user and the device

Short learning time

Memorize location of the 
object

Reminder: memory 
assistance

User friendly interface

Equip with cane 
(communicate with a digital 
cane)

Communicate with objects

Portable GPS

It should be handy

Trust in technology (make 
the user trust the device)

Build trust between you 
and the device

Cost effective

Price (cheap)

Feedback Modality Functionality Environmental Info Alternate Design

Trust in Technology

Cost Efficiency

Identifying all objects in the 
environments

Considering width

Provide the information of type of 
objects
Provide shape and angle 
information

Provide room information

Provide the information about 
structure, door, and walls

recognize noise cues

Identifying Distance from the final 
destination
Detailed distance information to 
the objects lied in the way of the 
target
Notify if someone approach
Suggest path based on user 
preference

Relate width to other objects

Relate length to other objects

Relate locations to other objects

Provide the shape of the 
surrounding (3D)

Record layout

Show layout

Configuration layout

 

1 2 3 4 

5 

6 
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Table 20. Sorted Requirements from Group B (UCD alone) 
 

 

Feedback Modality (19) Functionality ( Environmental Info Alternate Design

Trust in Technology

Balancing Issues

Universal Deign

Cost Efficiency

Sound feedback in case that the user 
close to a big trash
Sense the stereo dynamic info (e.g., 
where the sound comes from)
Feedback by vibration
Feedback by audio
Prioritize the importance of info
Provide the info of distance to objects
Warning sound providing the location 
of obstacles (stereo sound)
Tactile feedback on buttons
Provide size info for the objects
Earphone or headphone unless not 
blocking the ambient or warning 
sound
Provide direction using vibration
Provide multiple cues (shape, size, 
depth of object, texture, etc)

Present info in organized way (e.g., 
menu hierarchy, menu items) 
warning the user by producing the 
sound cues 
Be sensitive to environment without 
land marks (i.e. no contrast)
Provide info that are uncommon to 
users
Provide vibrations to directions
Produce sound

Present info according to their 
importance to the user’s goal

Detecting device using sound (let the 
user where is the device)

Caregivers’ mode for GPS setting

AR for legally blind (except total 
blind)
Caregivers’ mode + Blind people’s 
mode and its interaction
High contrast on buttons or outside 
objects (for slightly blind people)
Controlling brightness to support 
legally blind
For caregiver, provide visual info 
same as Braille info

Present level of customization in 
terms of features (e.g., visual menus 
for slightly blind users)   
Provide a glasses (e.g., to display 
menus on the glasses)
Provide a product manual (problem 
solving) 
Include the feature of Braille 
Life saving feature (e.g., contact 911 
automatically)
Incorporate the feature of a cane 
(e.g., communicate with a digital 
cane)

Provide location info using Braille if 
they want to refer the info

Support dynamic environments 
such as streets

Provide map(survey) knowledge

Provide landmark knowledge

Provide more info about corners in 
the building

RFID into map information

Provide a map

provide size and location of objects

Suggest directions 

Provide assistance when losing 
directions (i.e., giving contact info 
when users are confused with 
something)

Belt type device 
(considerable weight)

Detecting sensors to check 
foot level (attach device to 
shoes)

Helmet based device

Glove

Different textures

Detachable device to be 
compatible for all jackets 
(detachable mechanism)

Watch type device or Pointer 
type (wrist watch shape) 

Considerable weight such as 
the weight of canes

Different design other than 
jacket (e.g., helmet)

Not heavy

Provide self-confidence

Consider the psychological needs 
(self-confidence)

Assist with good balancing while 
walking

Consider aging effects for balance
Consider a style of woman

Compatible with children (fit 
to child)

Accommodate all blind 
people (e.g., totally or 
slightly blind)  

Gender difference 
considerationsCost effective

 

 

 

As Table 19 shows, there are six categories that represent the breadth of Group A (UCD 

+ EUI) and these are shown in Figure 25, namely 1) Feedback Modality, 2) Functionality, 3) 

Environmental Information, 4) Alternative Design, 5) Trust in Technology, and 6) Cost 

Efficiency.  In contrast, eight categories were identified for Group B  (UCD alone) and these are 

shown in Table 20 and Figure 26, namely 1) Feedback Modality, 2) Functionality, 3) 

Environmental Information, 4) Alternative Design, 5) Trust in Technology, 6) Cost Efficiency, 

7) Universal Design, and 8) Balancing Issues. 

 

1 2 3 4 

5 

6 

7 
8 
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Feedback Modality
24%

Functionality
21%

Environmental Info.
40%

Alternative Design
5%

Trust in Technology
5%

Cost Effective
5%

 

Figure 25. The Distribution of Categories in Group A (UCD + EUI) 

 

   

    

Feedback 
Modality, 31%

Funcitionality, 
21%

Environmental 
Info., 17%

Alternative 
Design, 16%

Trust in 
Technology, 

3%
Cost Effective, 

2%

Balancing 
Issues, 3%

Universal 
Deign, 7%

 

Figure 26. The Distribution of Categories in Group B (UCD alone) 
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As Figure 25 and Figure 26 make clear, Group B (UCD alone) without the EUI 

framework produced more themes in comparison with those suggested by Group A (UCD + 

EUI) applying UCD and the EUI framework approach.  As shown in Phase 2, this does not 

appear to support the second hypothesis, H2, that designers using the EUI framework in 

conjunction with UCD would produce more requirements in terms of breadth for a wayfinding 

system design for users with visual impairments than those using UCD guidelines alone.  

 

All requirements under each category in Table 19 and Table 20 were counted and these 

are listed in Table 21.  As Table 21 shows, Group B which used UCD alone produced more 

requirements in most categories than Group A which used UCD plus the EUI framework.   

 

    Table 21. Number of Requirements under Each Category 

Category (Theme) 
# of Requirement 

Group A (UCD+EUI) 

# of Requirement 

Group B (UCD alone) 

1 Feedback Modality 10 (24%) 19 (31%) 

2 Functionality 8 (19%) 13 (21%) 

3 Environmental Information 18 (43%) 10 (16%) 

4 Alternative Design 2 (5%) 10 (16%) 

5 Trust in Technology 2 (5%) 2 (3%) 

6 Cost Effective 2 (5%) 1 (2%) 

7 Balancing Issues 0 (0%) 2 (3%) 

8 Universal Design 0 (0%) 4 (7%) 

Total 42 (100%) 61 (100%) 

 

 

However, within the category of environmental information, Group A (UCD + EUI) 

produced eighteen (18, 43%) requirements out of forty two (42), while Group B (UCD alone) 

produced only ten (10, 17%) of sixty one (61) requirements.  Although, it was revealed in Phase 

3 that there was no evidence to suggest that the means of the two methods were significantly 
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different in terms of depth, this result supports the third hypothesis, H3, that designers applying 

the EUI framework in conjunction with UCD would produce more environmental requirements 

for a wayfinding system design for users with visual impairments than those using UCD 

guidelines alone.   

 

Phase 4: Three subject matter experts rated each item included in the four sets of 

requirements based on a five point rating scale adapted from the Numeral Assignment Technique 

(Brackett, 1990; Karlsson, 1996), as shown in Figure 27.   

 

 

Figure 27. Requirements Rating based on a Five Point Rating Scale adapted from the Numeral 

Assignment Technique (Brackett, 1990; Karlsson, 1996) 

 

 

Table 22 shows the mean value of the rated requirements for Group A (UCD + EUI) and 

Group B (UCD) by each subject matter experts.   

 

Table 22. Mean Value of the Rated Requirements by the Subject Matter Experts 

Subject Matter Expert (SME) 
Group A  

(UCD+EUI) 

Group B  

(UCD alone) 

SME 1 3.73 3.43 

SME 2 4.63 3.58 

SME 3 3.30 3.22 
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The mean value was calculated by adding all rated values first and then divided by the 

total number of requirements per group, as shown in Equation (4) and Equation (5).   

 

  

Mean Value of Group A (UCD + EUI) by Each Subject Matter Expert = 

 (Rated Number by Each Subject Matter Expert) / Total Number of Requirements of  

Group A (UCD + EUI) 

Equation 4. Mean Calulation for Group A (UCD + EUI) per Subjace Matter Expert 

 

 

Mean Value of Group B (UCD alone) by Each Subject Matter Expert = 

 (Rated Number by Each Subject Matter Expert) / Total Number of Requirements of  

Group B (UCD alone) 

Equation 5. Mean Calulation for Group B (UCD alone) per Subjace Matter Expert 

 

 

A Wilcoxon Signed Rank test with an alpha level of 0.05 was conducted to determine if 

the requirements produced by Group A (UCD + EUI) were rated higher by the subject matter 

experts than the requirements produced by Group B (UCD alone).  The results of the Wilcoxon 

Signed Rank test indicated that there was no statistically significant difference between the two 

groups, S = 3, and p = .25.  The outputs are listed in Appendix R.  Although, there is no 

statistical significance between the groups, the requirements produced by Group A (UCD + EUI) 

were rated higher (M = 3.88, SD = 0.68) by the subject matter experts than the requirements 

produced by Group B (UCD alone) (M = 3.41, SD = 0.19).   

 

These rating values were plotted onto the bar charts as shown in Figure 28 and Figure 29, 

which represent the data for Group A (UCD + EUI) and Group B  (UCD alone), respectively.  In 

both Figures 28 and 29, the numbers on the X axes denote individual requirements and Y axes 

show their rated values.  The numbers used to designate each requirement on the X axis are listed 

in Appendix C.  The shaded bars in both graphs represent those requirements associated with 
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environmental information and highlight how important the environmental requirements were 

considered to be by the subject matter experts.  To avoid any bias, the subject matter experts 

were not informed about which requirements were associated with environmental requirements 

while they were rating the requirements. 
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Figure 28. Rated Requirements of Group A (UCD + EUI) 

(Data were normalized and sorted by the highest value to lowest) 

 

 

 

N= 42 

Moderately  

Important 

Requirement number 

Importance  
(1 is the most and 0 is the least) 
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Figure 29. Rated Requirements of Group B (UCD alone) 

(Data were normalized and sorted by the highest value to lowest) 

 

 

 

As Figure 28 and 29 reveal, most of the environmental requirements were rated highly 

(from moderately important to very important) as indicated by the upward pointing arrow.  In 

addition, the environmental requirements were distributed in the first half of the distribution, as 

indicated by the arrow pointing to the left in both graphs, although this is less marked in the data 

from Group A (UCD + EUI).  This is probably because a far greater proportion of the 

requirements listed by Group A fall into the environmental category   

 

All the subject matter experts rated at least one environmental factor as one of the very 

important requirements.  For example, requirement number 4.15, “Suggest a path based on user 

preference” was rated as the highest requirements in Group A (UCD + EUI), while requirements, 

3.13 and 4.10, “Recognize noise cues (e.g., noise coming from the ceiling or a door on the 

corner)” and “Notify if someone is approaching” were rated as the next most important 

requirements by the same group (Figure 28).  In contrast, requirements 1.11 and 2.22, “Support 

dynamic environments such as street information” and “Provide assistance to the user when 

N= 61 

Moderately  

Important 

Requirement number 

Importance  
(1 is the most and 0 is the least) 
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losing direction (i.e., giving contact information when the user is confused with something)” 

were rated as the most important requirements by Group B (UCD alone) (Figure 29).    

 

 

4.3  Development Work 

 

4.3.1 Objectives 

A development project carried out after the results of Study 1 had been analyzed 

constructed two prototype systems for use in the second half of this research, Study 2, and 

evaluate the utility of these results in a real-world setting.  This consisted of two objectives: (a) 

Determine two sets of design requirements with which to develop two prototypes, System A 

(UCD + EUI) and System B (UCD alone), from the four sets of requirements listed by the two 

judges, and (b) Construct two working prototypes based on these identified requirements.  

 

4.3.2 Procedures 

The prioritization process shown schematically in was followed to achieve these two 

objectives.  For this project, three subject matter experts were recruited and asked to select the 

three requirements they considered most important in each of the four requirement sets.  The 

high priority requirements from the Group A (UCD + EUI) lists were then implemented in one 

prototype and those from the Group B (UCD alone) list in the other.  After each subject matter 

expert had prioritized the requirements in each of the four sets of requirements, they went on to 

select the three most important requirements from each set.  This resulted in eighteen prioritized 

requirements per group (three requirements from A1 + three requirements from A2 for each of 

the three subject matter experts) as shown in Figure 30.  Duplicates were eliminated and similar 

requirements were merged.  The instructions used in the prioritization task can be seen in 

Appendix D. 
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Two sets of 
requirements

Two sets of 
requirements

A1 B1A2 B2

A1 A2 B1 B2 A1 A2 B1 B2 A1 A2 B1 B2

Group A
(UCD + EUI)

Group B
(UCD )

Prioritization 
(scored)

3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3

System A
System B

Three (3) most important requirements from 
each set of requirements (18 in total)

18 Requirements 18 Requirements
 

Figure 30. Prioritization Process for the Four Sets of Requirements 

 

 

4.3.3 Results 

Two prototypes were implemented according to the steps shown in Table 23 to Table 28.  

Table 23 and Table 24 list the results of the three most important requirements prioritized by the 

three subject matter experts for each of the four sets of requirements, for a total of eighteen 

requirements for each prototype.  Each number enclosed by parentheses represents the scores 

awarded by the two judges.  The full list of requirements can be seen in Appendix C. 

(UCD+EUI) (UCD alone) 
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Table 23. Three Most Important Requirements for A1 and A2 (UCD + EUI) 

 

Requirement Set: A1 

 

Subject Matter Expert #1 

List of Requirements Rank  

Cost effective (3.3) 1 

Provide sounds cues (3.22) 2 

recognize noise cues (3.23) 3 

 

Subject Matter Expert #2 

List of Requirements Rank  

Voice feedback (3.1) 1 

Identifying distance from the final destination (3.8) 3 

Detailed distance information any objects obstructing the path to the target (3.9) 2 

 

Subject Matter Expert #3 

List of Requirements Rank  

Cost effective (3.3) 1 

Vibration to feel the object (3.2) 2 

Voice feedback (3.1) 3 

 

Requirement Set: A2 

Subject Matter Expert #1 

List of Requirements Rank  

Provide vibration (4.1) 1 

Suggest path based on user preference (4.15) 2 

Feedback (like cane), concrete (e.g., tactile) (4.2) 3 

 

Subject Matter Expert #2 

List of Requirements Rank  

User friendly interface (4.16) 1 

Communicate with objects (4.4) 2 

 Price (cheap) (4.5) 3 

 

Subject Matter Expert #3 

List of Requirements Rank  

 Price (cheap) (4.5) 1 

Suggest path based on user preference (4.15) 2 

Notify if someone approaches (4.10) 3 
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Table 24. Three Most Important Requirements for B1 and B2 (UCD alone) 

 

Requirement Set: B1 

 

Subject Matter Expert #1 

List of Requirements Rank  

Earphone or headphone unless not blocking the ambient or warning sound (1.34) 1 

Cost effective (1.31) 2 

Provide direction using vibration (1.35) 3 

 

Subject Matter Expert #2 

List of Requirements Rank  

Support dynamic environments such as streets (1.11) 1 

Sound feedback in case that the user close to a trash bin (1.12) 2 

Detecting device using sound (enabling the user to locate the device) (1.8) 3 

 

Subject Matter Expert #3 

List of Requirements Rank  

Cost effective (1.31) 1 

Provide landmark knowledge (1.26) 2 

Tactile feedback on buttons (1.24) 3 

 

 

Requirement Set: B2 

 

Subject Matter Expert #1 

List of Requirements Rank  

Accommodate all blind people (e.g., totally or partially blind) (2.1)  1 

Provide a product manual (problem solving) (2.2) 2 

Present information according to their importance to the user’s goal (2.9) 3 

 

Subject Matter Expert #2 

List of Requirements Rank  

Produce sound (2.8) 1 

Incorporate the features of a cane (e.g., communicate with a digital cane) (2.6) 2 

Life saving features (e.g., contact 911 automatically) (2.4) 3 

 

Subject Matter Expert #3 

List of Requirements Rank  

Life saving feature (e.g., contact 911 automatically) (2.4) 1 

Accommodate all blind people (e.g., totally or slightly blind) (2.1)  2 

Provide a product manual (problem solving) (2.2) 3 
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Table 25 and Table 26 show the results once duplicates have been eliminated and similar 

requirements merged among the eighteen requirements.  The requirements that were eliminated 

or merged are highlighted using the same colors in both tables.  The resulting common features 

shared by the System A (UCD + EUI) and System B (UCD alone) requirements are listed in 

Table 27, while the unique features of each are listed in Table 28.   

 

Table 25. Eliminate/merge Similar Requirements (A1 and A2) 

 

List of Requirements Rank 

Cost effective (3.3) 1 

Provide sounds cues (3.22) 2 

Recognize noise cues (3.23) 3 

Voice feedback (3.1) 1 

Identifying distance from the final destination (3.8) 3 

Detailed distance information for objects obstructing the path to the target (3.9) 2 

Voice feedback (3.1) 3 

Vibration to feel the object (3.2) 2 

Cost effective (3.3) 1 

Provide vibration (4.1) 1 

Feedback (like cane), concrete (e.g., tactile) (4.2) 3 

Suggest path based on user preference (4.15) 2 

Communicate with objects (4.4) 2 

 Price (cheap) (4.5) 3 

User friendly interface (4.16) 1 

Price (cheap) (4.5) 1 

Notify if someone approaches (4.10) 3 

Suggest path based on user preference (4.15) 2 
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Table 26. Eliminate/merge Similar Requirements (B1 and B2) 

 

List of Requirements Rank 

Cost effective (1.31) 2 

Earphone or headphone unless not blocking the ambient or warning sound (1.34) 1 

Provide direction using vibration (1.35) 3 

Detecting device using sound (enable the user to locate the device) (1.8) 3 

Support dynamic environments such as streets (1.11) 1 

Sound feedback in case that the user close to a trash bin (1.12) 2 

Tactile feedback on buttons (1.24) 3 

Provide direction using vibration (1.35) 2 

Cost effective (1.31) 1 

Accommodate all blind people (e.g., totally or partially blind) (2.1)  1 

Provide a product manual (problem solving) (2.2) 2 

Present information according to their importance to the user’s goal (2.9) 3 

Life saving feature (e.g., contact 911 automatically) (2.4) 3 

Incorporate the feature of a cane (e.g., communicate with a digital cane) (2.6) 2 

Produce sound (2.8) 1 

Accommodate all blind people (e.g., totally or slightly blind) (2.1)  2 

Provide a product manual (problem solving) (2.2) 3 

Life saving feature (e.g., contact 911 automatically) (2.4) 1 
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Table 27. Common Features of System A (UCD + EUI) and System B (UCD alone) 

 

# Features 
System A  

(UCD + EUI) 
System B  

(UCD) 

C1 Cost effective (1.31) Yes Yes 

C2 
Provide direction using vibration 

(1.35) 
Yes Yes 

C3 Produce sound (2.8) Yes Yes 

C4 
Present information according to their 

importance to the user’s goal 
Yes Yes 

C5 
Incorporate the features of a cane 

(e.g., communicate with a digital cane) 
Yes Yes 

C6 User friendly interface (4.16) Yes Yes 
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Table 28. Unique Features of System A (UCD + EUI) and System B (UCD alone) 

 

# Features 
System A  

(UCD + EUI) 
System B  

(UCD) 

A1 
Identifying distance from the final 

destination (3.8) 
Yes No 

A2 
Detailed distance information for objects 

obstructing the path to the target (3.9) 
Yes No 

A3 
Suggest path based on user preference 

(4.15) 
Yes No 

A4 Recognize noise cues (3.23) Yes No 

A5 Notify if someone approaches (4.10) Yes No 

B1 
Detecting device using sound (enabling the 

user to locate the device) (1.8) 
No Yes 

B2 
Accommodate all blind people (e.g., totally 

or partially blind) (2.1) 
No Yes 

B3 
Provide a product manual (problem 

solving) (2.2) 
No Yes 

B4 
Life saving feature (e.g., contact 911 

automatically) (2.4) 
No Yes 

B5 
Earphone or headphone unless not 

blocking the ambient or warning sound 
No Yes 

B6 
Support dynamic environments such as 

streets (1.11) 
No Yes 

 

   

Figure 31 shows the wayfinding system produced based on these results that included all 

the features that were held in common as well as the unique features of System A (UCD + EUI)  

and System B (UCD alone).  A single physical prototype was built that was capable of 

functioning as either System A or System B, as needed, by switching between operational modes.  

The prototype was mounted on a vest that was made by members of the Textile and Apparel 

Department at North Carolina State University. 
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                   (a) Front View                                         (b) Controller: Tablet PC 

 

 

         
 

 (c) Four Channel Interface Board           (b) Vibration Motor (left)        (c) RFID Reader 

Figure 31. Prototype Wayfinding System 
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4.4  Study 2 

 

4.4.1 Objective 

Study 2 was designed to show the efficacy of applying the EUI framework to the design 

process for a wayfinding task by evaluating two prototypes developed based on the data 

produced by the two different design approaches.  Five volunteers with severe visual 

impairments tested the two prototypes by performing a real world wayfinding task.  A usability 

testing, along with a concurrent think aloud commentary, was used by the participants.  The 

purpose of this study was to determine whether the requirements that were produced by the 

design group using UCD plus the EUI framework approach were more effective when applied to 

a prototype wayfinding system and used by an actual user with severe visual impairments than 

those produced by a similar group using only UCD.  How well the users with severe visual 

impairments were able to perform the wayfinding task with each of the two prototypes was 

measured by analyzing the participants’ mental model using the verbal protocol data.   

   

4.4.2 Hypothesis 

The following two research hypotheses were tested:  

H1.  Overall, individuals with severe visual impairments will be more satisfied with a 

system implemented based on a list of requirements identified using UCD plus 

EUI than another system based on the use of UCD alone.  

H2.  For a wayfinding task, individuals with severe visual impairments will be more 

satisfied with a system implemented based on a list of requirements identified 

using UCD plus EUI than another system based on the use of UCD alone.  

 

4.4.3 Procedures 

There were four sessions in this study as shown in Figure 32 and the all sessions lasted 

about two hours per participant.  The research protocol used for the study is listed in Appendix B. 
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Procedure Method

Formative Usability 
Testing (n=5, users 
with visual 
impairments)

Concurrent think 
aloud

Questionnaires

STUDY 2

Formative Usability 
Testing for Two 
Prototypes

Concurrent 
think aloud

Experience Both Prototypes: 
System A (UCD+EUI) and 
System B (UCD alone)

Concurrent think aloud 
using the prototypes

Questionnaires

Session 1

Session 2

Session 3

Session 4

 

Figure 32. Overall Procedures for Study 2 

 

 

In Session 1, a participant with severe visual impairments wearing a vest was asked to do 

a concurrent think aloud for a specific wayfinding task, namely visiting a doctor’s office to 

obtain medical advice.  The task was prepared by the researcher and described to the participant 

as follows. 

Imagine that you have a wearable wayfinding system like the one you are wearing 

right now.  It has all the functions you need for your navigation and orientation tasks in 

your daily living.  Please assume that you are on the 5th floor of the Whittemore Building 

at Virginia Tech.  You need to visit Dr. Woodrow Winchester’s office to ask him about 

your current health status (medical advice).  Your task is to find his office using your 

wearable wayfinding system (jacket).  Please tell me how you will use your system in 

steps giving as much detail as possible.     

 

 

In Sessions 2 and 3, each participant experienced the two prototypes, System A (UCD + 

EUI) and System B (UCD alone) alternately, with odd numbered participants trying System A 

first and even numbered ones trying System B first.  Each was asked to perform the same 

wayfinding task as that described previously in Session 1 while giving a running commentary to 

provide the researcher with the verbal protocol data.  The same concurrent think aloud method 
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was used as in Session 1, and was performed before experiencing the next prototype so that the 

participant was not biased.  The overall processes followed in Sessions 2 and 3 are illustrated in 

Figure 33.  After finishing both sessions, a questionnaire was administered to measure the 

usefulness of the two prototypes.  

 

System BSystem A

Yes

No

Odd 
Participant #?

Yes No

Finish

Perform the Task

Think Aloud

Start

Experienced 
System A & B?

 

Figure 33. Illustration of Session 2: Experiencing Two Prototypes 

 

 

4.4.4 Method 

Three methods were used to evaluate the performance of the two prototypes, namely 

concurrent think aloud session, usability testing, and a questionnaire.  First, verbal protocol data 

was collected and used to analyze the mental approach adopted by the participants with severe 
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visual impairments while they were performing the wayfinding task first without the prototype 

and then with the two prototypes, System A (UCD + EUI) or System B (alone).   

 

The second method was a formative usability testing to evaluate the two prototypes by 

having potential users try them out as they performed an assigned wayfinding task.  This was a 

one factor within-subjects design in which each participant experienced both prototypes 

alternately while conducting a concurrent think aloud task per prototype.  The factor was a 

prototype with two levels, System A (UCD + EUI) and System B (UCD alone), as shown in 

Table 29.  Table 29 is the data matrix that shows the layout of the one-factor within-subjects 

design data set in which the participant is represented as S.  By looking at the symbol S in each 

cell, all participants are crossed with factor A and experience both levels of the prototype.   

 

Table 29. Experimental Data Matrix: Two Prototypes 

 
Factor A (Type of Prototype) 

System A (UCD + EUI) System B (UCD alone) 

Participants S1, S2 S3, S4, S5 S1, S2 S3, S4, S5 

 

 

The third method was a questionnaire to evaluate the participants’ user experience of the 

two prototypes for the given wayfinding task.  This measured the usefulness of the two 

prototypes in terms of overall feature of each system and wayfinding task.  The questionnaire 

consisted of five sections: 1) demographic information, 2) previous experience of using 

wayfinding tools, 3) overall user satisfaction and usefulness of each of the two prototypes, 4) 

rating of their wayfinding task with each of the two prototypes, and 5) the perceived strengths 

and weaknesses of each prototype.  A 5-point Likert scale was used both for 4) and 5) to analyze 

the overall user satisfaction and wayfinding tasks regarding the two prototypes.  A Wilcoxon 

Signed Rank test, which is a non-parametric statistical hypothesis testing method, was used to 

test these results.  The questionnaire can be seen in Appendix E.     
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The participant criteria were five individuals with severe visual impairments aged over 

18 years old living in or around Blacksburg, VA.  Five participants with severe visual 

impairments were recruited for a formative usability testing according to recommendation and 

suggestions (Nielsen, 2000; Pribeanu, 2009) and their ages varied according to the sociological 

categories (Koronis, 2010; Thomas, 2010): Generation Y (1982-2003, at least above 18, 1 

participant), Generation X (1961-1981, 1 participant), Baby Boomers (1943-1960, 2 

participants), and the Silent Generation (1925-1942, 1 participant).  The reason for using the 

sociological categories is that their daily life style would be different and this could influence 

their use of a wayfinding system (Koronis, 2010; Thomas, 2010).  All participants were recruited 

from a local organization serving the needs of individuals with visual impairments and screened 

by asking them about their visual acuity in each eye.  The participants’ visual acuity and their 

experience with a cane are listed in Table 30.  

 

Table 30. Participants with Severe Visual Impairments 

 

Participant 
Visual Acuity Cane 

Experience Left Right 

P1 Completely blind Completely blind Yes 

P2 Completely blind Completely blind Yes 

P3 Worse than 20/800 Between 20/600-20/800 Yes 

P4 Between 20/400-20/600 Between 20/600-20/800 Yes 

P5 Between 20/600-20/800 Completely blind No 

 

 

As Table 30 shows, all participants except one had experience using a white cane; the one 

exception has 20/200 vision in her left eye.  Although a person who has 20/200 vision is 

considered legally blind, they can often perform some limited wayfinding tasks.  The other four 

participants noted that the cane was helpful in their daily life because it assisted them to avoid 

obstacles on the floor and prevented them from tripping or falling.  However, these participants 
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also commented that the cane does have several limitations, one of the most severe of which is 

its inability to locate objects at near eye level that result in collisions with their head.   

 

4.4.5 Data Collection 

There were four data collection methods as shown in Table 31.  All sessions of Study 2 

were audio and video recorded using a camcorder (Panasonic PV-GS39) and a voice recorder 

(Myvoice DMR 918 SU), and then reviewed after the study.  User experience data were 

collected via a questionnaire and coded with Excel for analysis.   

 

Table 31. Data Collection Method 

Task Session # 
Data Collection 

Method  
Instrument 

Concurrent 

think aloud 
1, 3 Audio/ Video recording 

A camcorder (Panasonic PV-

GS39) and  a voice recorder 

(Myvoice DMR 918 SU) 

Experiencing 

the prototypes 
2 Audio/ Video recording 

A camcorder (Panasonic PV-

GS39) and  a voice recorder 

(Myvoice DMR 918 SU) 

Take survey 4 Questionnaire Questionnaire 

 

 

4.4.6 Results 

 

Session 1: Each visually impaired participant started the first session by conducting a 

concurrent think aloud regarding a real world wayfinding task that involved visiting a doctor’s 

office to obtain medical advice.  The task was conducted while wearing a life vest similar to that 

on which the prototype system was mounted, as shown in Figure 34, to produce conditions as 

close to those of the actual task as possible, help them focus on the objective, and identify any 

potential problems.    
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Figure 34. Conducting a Concurrent Think Aloud for Phase 1 

     

 

In the concurrent think aloud task, a participant whose age is in the Silent Generation 

category failed to complete the task as her verbal protocol shows in Appendix K.  The remaining 

four participants completed the first wayfinding task by think aloud, even though efforts to 

utilize their wayfinding techniques were not successful.  Observation revealed that they had a 

problem with starting immediately and did not know which direction to head in, how to navigate 

in a hallway, or how to utilize environmental cues.  Another problem observed was that all 

participants appeared to have trouble using the system and spent some time learning how to 

operate it.  For example, they did not immediately understand how to turn it on or off and how to 

input their destination.  This problem was unexpected but could not be addressed immediately as 

it was outside the scope of this study.  However, this would be a good topic for further research. 

 

Session 2 and Session 3: Following the procedure shown in Figure 35, each participant 

experienced the two prototypes, System A (UCD + EUI) and System B (UCD alone) in turn.   

The first participant tried out System A for about 20 minutes under the guidance of the 

researcher, and then performed the same wayfinding task as in Session 1 utilizing System A and 

giving a running commentary.  She then repeated this process with System B.  The second 

participant performed the same tasks but with the order of the prototypes reversed so they 
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experienced System B first and then System A.  The remaining participants followed the same 

rules, alternating the order of the prototypes.    

 

    

         

Figure 35. Experiencing the Two Prototypes 

 

 

Each participant’s concurrent think aloud task on the wayfinding task was recorded in 

second as shown in Table 32.   
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Table 32. Wayfinding Tasks using Concurrent Think Aloud 

Unit: Second 

Participant With Vest 
With System A 

(EUI + UCD)  

With System B 

(UCD Alone) 

P1 389 120 170 

P2 195 55 85 

P3 120 85 160 

P4 217 155 185 

P5 
600  

(failed to complete the task) 

600 
(failed to complete the task) 

600 
(failed to complete the task) 

Mean 304.2 203.0 240.0 

SD 192.4 225.1 204.9 

 

 

As Table 32 shows, Participant 5, who failed to complete the wayfinding task with the 

life vest in Session 1, also failed to complete the task within 10 minutes (600 seconds) with both 

System A (UCD + EUI) and System B (UCD alone) in Session 2 and Session 3.   All four of the 

other participants managed to complete the tasks with both prototypes.   

 

A Kruskal Wallis test with an alpha level of 0.05 was conducted to determine if there 

were any differences between the think aloud task using two prototypes and the life vest.  The 

results of the Kruskal Wallis test revealed that there was no statistically significant difference 

between the two groups, 
2
(2, n = 5) = 2.80, p = .25.  The outputs are listed in Appendix S.  

Although, there is no statistical significance between the groups, when the four participants who 

successfully completed the wayfinding task used System A implemented based on UCD plus 

EUI framework they needed noticeably less time (M = 203.0 sec, SD = 225.1) than when they 

used System B (M = 240.0 sec, SD = 204.9) implemented based on UCD alone.  All four were 
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consistently faster when using System A, reducing their completion times by between 30 and 75 

seconds. 

 

Session 4: After finishing Session 3, a questionnaire was administrated to measure the 

usefulness of the two prototypes for the given wayfinding task and overall satisfaction with the 

two prototypes in terms of overall feature of each system.  A Wilcoxon Signed Rank test with an 

alpha level of 0.05 was conducted to determine if System A (UCD + EUI) was more effective 

than System B (UCD alone) in terms of overall satisfaction and usefulness in the wayfinding task.  

The results of the Wilcoxon Signed Rank test for overall satisfaction indicated that there was no 

statistically significant difference between the two prototypes, S = 3 and p = .50 (Median = 4, 

Mean = 4.4, SD = 0.55 for System A and Median = 4, Mean = 4.4, SD = 0.84 for System B).  

This result rejected the first hypothesis, H1, that overall, participants with severe visual 

impairments would be more satisfied with a system implemented based on requirements 

produced by a design group using UCD plus the EUI framework than another system designed 

based on the results of a UCD process alone.  A second Wilcoxon Signed Rank test with an 

alpha level of 0.05 for usefulness in the wayfinding task also revealed that there was no 

statistically significant difference between the two prototypes, S = 5, and p = .13 (Median = 5, 

Mean = 4.6, SD = 0.55 for System A and Median = 3, Mean = 2.8, SD = 1.79 for System B).  

This result also rejected the second hypothesis, H2, which stated that for a wayfinding task, 

individuals with severe visual impairments would be more satisfied with a system implemented 

based on a list of requirements identified using UCD plus EUI than another system based on the 

use of UCD alone. 

 

However, interestingly, the two sets of results showed that the participants generally 

preferred System A (UCD + EUI) over System B (UCD alone) in the wayfinding task.  A 

qualitative analysis also supported this finding that System A (UCD + EUI) was preferred overall 

by the participants compared to System B (UCD alone), as shown in Figure 36.  The participants 

expressed an overall level of satisfaction of 53.7% for System A (UCD + EUI), while their 

overall level of satisfaction for System B (UCD alone) was slightly lower, at 46.3%.  The 

participants were also more satisfied with System A than System B for a wayfinding task, 
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expressing satisfaction levels for System A (UCD + EUI) of 62.2%, compared to satisfaction 

levels of 37.8% for System B (UCD alone).  When asked which system would help their 

wayfinding tasks better in their daily lives, all five of the participants (100%) selected System A 

(UCD + EUI), as shown in Figure 36.   

 

100%

62.2%

53.7%

37.8%

46.3%

System Preference

Wayfinding

Overall Satisfaction
System A (UCD + EUI) System B (UCD)

 

Figure 36. User Satisfaction on System A (UCD + EUI) and System B (UCD + EUI alone) 

 

 

 

.        
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CHAPTER  V 

 

5. GENERAL DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION  

 

This chapter is devoted to a general discussion of the results of the two studies and the 

conclusions that can be drawn from them.  The first section looks at the lessons that can be 

learned from the two studies, including participatory design meetings.  The second section of the 

chapter examines the limitations of the study that restrict the generalizability of this research, and 

the third section suggests several directions for future work building on the results reported here.  

The fourth and final section concludes this dissertation.   

 

 

5.1  Discussion 

 

5.1.1 Requirement Elicitation Task in Study 1 

As the results of Study 1 given in Chapter IV revealed, incorporating the EUI framework 

into the UCD guidelines did not significantly contribute to eliciting greater numbers of 

requirements.  There was no statistical evidence that the EUI framework enhanced the UCD 

guidelines to facilitate the production of more requirements and themes.  Part of the reason for 

this finding could be that Group A (UCD + EUI) spent much of the time in the meeting simply 

attempting to understand the EUI framework.  This is an important issue.  The participatory 

design meeting was scheduled to last for a total of two hours, including the introduction, 

discussion, questionnaire, compensation, and wrap up.  Within this session, the discussion was 

GENERAL DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION 
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allotted an hour and this had to include a twenty to thirty minute short lecture about UCD and the 

EUI framework.  Hence, the discussion time for this group was very limited and was therefore 

not sufficient to cover all the topics related to the design case.  Group A (UCD + EUI) actually 

produced most of their requirements in the last few minutes of the meeting, which implies that if 

this group had had more time for discussion they would likely have produced more requirements.  

This problem could be addressed in future studies by conducting the participatory design 

meetings over two separate days, for example giving a lecture about the design method one day 

and then discussing the product requirements the next day.  If this approach had been taken here, 

there may well have been a different outcome.   

 

Although, the discussion time was limited, an interesting finding was that the majority of 

the requirements listed by Group B (UCD alone) were feedback modalities, 31% (19 out of 61) 

corresponding to a technological area, while feedback modalities were only the second biggest 

group, 24% (10 out of 42) requirements in Group A (UCD + EUI) as shown in Table 21 in 

Chapter IV.  The majority of the requirements listed by Group A (UCD + EUI) were 

environmental information, 43% (18 out of 42), while it was the third largest group, 16% (10 out 

of 61) in Group B ( UCD alone).  From this point of view, the use of the EUI framework clearly 

influenced the type of the majority of requirements, although those suggested by Group B (UCD 

alone) actually had more breadth.  This is a substantial result with importance to the design 

community as it indicates that incorporating the EUI framework into another design approach 

markedly affected the design process and eventually facilitated the production of more 

environmental information, even though the statistical analysis failed to support this.     

 

5.1.2 Wayfinding Task using Concurrent Think Aloud in Study 2 

Regarding the think aloud tasks performed by individuals with severe visual impairments 

using System A (UCD + EUI) and System B (UCD alone), both prototypes influenced how well 

the wayfinding tasks were performed by actual users, as revealed by their verbal protocols given 

in Appendix L and Appendix M.  The wayfinding task with System A (UCD + EUI) appeared to 

be handled better than either the same task with System B (UCD alone) or with the life vest 

alone, with the four participants who successfully completed the task doing so more quickly 
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when using System A (UCD + EUI) than with System B (UCD alone).  It is interesting to note 

that the logic applied by the participants when completing the wayfinding task with System A 

(UCD + EUI) tended to be much clearer than with either System B (UCD alone) or with the life 

vest alone.  In addition, as the verbal protocols provided in Appendix L and Appendix M show, 

the wayfinding task with System B (UCD alone) was approached in a less logical fashion than 

the wayfinding task with the life vest alone.  This was an interesting finding; System B (UCD 

alone) did not seem to facilitate user interactions in the wayfinding task at all for these five users 

and also did not appear to enhance the participant’s ability to perform the wayfinding task in 

setting up a destination, planning a route to the destination, and then traveling based on the 

planned route.  In contrast, System A (UCD + EUI) did facilitate user interactions by enhancing 

these processes, as shown in Table 33 and Table 34, and thus reduced the overall difficulty of the 

wayfinding task.   

 

 

Table 33.  Wayfinding Task Performed by Participant #1 with System A (UCD + EUI) 

 

1. ……….tell the system somehow …………… 

2. ….. give me the direction to …office 

3. …and then program  ……………. 

4. … tell me how to leave the room I was in …….. 

5. …tell me how close I was to the elevator … 

6. … getting close to it ………. 

7. ….it would tell me when I was there…… 

8. … continue to tell you more directions …  

9. … How far away 

10. … make right …  go 30 feet …..make left 

11. … if somebody is coming toward me  … 

12. … it would tell me who is coming 

13.   ..  I can see him before I got his office ….. 

 

 

Plan and Destination 

Selection 

Route 

Evaluate 

Stop 

Route 

Evaluate 
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Table 34.  Wayfinding Task Performed by Participant #4 with System B (UCD alone) 

 

1. ………hmm 

2. … well, I guess I have to run the program first  …  

3. … using the manual … 

4. …but I don’t know… 

5. …other than what I can or can’t using the manual … 

6. …….. hmm …  

7. … knowing what road I’m on could be useful… 

8. … but I have to know a lot more than that …  

9. …… 

10. …connecting could be 911 useful but I am not sure…. 

11. ….. 

12. ….if  it does…..I would do the same way … 

13. … set up the map and tell me the direction…. 

14. … but I don’t know … if this system does the same thing that System A does…. 

15. …system A was a lot easier to understand because … 

16. …actually how the features fit into the process.  

 

 

 

One participant with System B (UCD alone) faced difficulties utilizing the features of 

System B in order to complete the wayfinding task.  As Table 34 shows, the participant had 

problems selecting the destination with System B (UCD alone) and the route to be followed.  

The logic applied by the participants when completing the wayfinding task with System B (UCD 

alone) appears to suggest that this system did not facilitate user interactions by enhancing 

wayfinding processes such as destination selection, routing, and evaluating, as shown in Figure 

37.  Figure 37 illustrates the wayfinding tasks presented in Table 33 and shows that System A, 

which was implemented based on the requirements from UCD plus the EUI framework, 

successfully facilitated user interactions by enhancing wayfinding processes. 

 

 

 

 

 

Plan and Destination 
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Plan and Destination 

Selection 
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Figure 37. An Overall Process of Wayfinding with System A (UCD + EUI) 

 

 

However, the participant in the Silent category failed to complete the wayfinding task in 

all three sessions, failing to perform the task successfully using the life vest in Session 1, System 

A (UCD + EUI) in Session 2 or System B (UCD alone) in Session 3.  This may indicate a gap in 

the ability to adopt the two prototypes of wayfinding aid within the sociological categories.  

Examining the performance results in Table 32 in Chapter IV in conjunction with the 

demographic data, the participant in the Generation Y category exhibited the clearest logic in 

using the prototypes among the participants, followed by the Generation X participant, as shown 

in Appendix L and Appendix M, respectively.  However, although the participant in the Silent 

category consistently failed to complete the wayfinding task, her performance in Session 2 and 

Session 3 with the two prototypes was better than her attempt in Session 1, and using the 

prototypes did appear to help her to some extent.  All four of the other participants managed to 

complete the tasks with both prototypes, but they performed better with System A implemented 

based on UCD + EUI than System B implemented based on UCD alone and clearly found it 

easier to set out in the right direction utilizing the feature of guiding distance information 

embedded in System A (UCD + EUI).   
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5.1.3 Understanding the Notion of Environment 

While conducting the participatory design exercise, several of the designers in Group A 

(UCD + EUI) spent some time seeking to understand and identify the notion of environment as 

well as its relationships with the user, although the EUI framework provided them with a specific 

example, an auditory alarm introduced in Section 2.4 in this dissertation.  One reason for this 

apparent uncertainty is that the term environment has broad meanings that cannot be defined by 

only one term.  The way the term environment is applied can vary considerably based on the 

context.  As stated in Chapters II and III, environmental factors in Preece and colleagues’ HCI 

research represented physical environments such as noise, heating, lighting and ventilation 

(Preece et al., 1994), but it is also possible to extend the concept to include organizational factors 

such as training, job design, politics, and roles.  In a similar way, Eason (Eason, 1991) 

considered the environment more broadly in terms of the way it influences jobs and 

organizational settings from the ergonomic perspectives.  Bubolz et al. (1980) defined the 

environment as the sum of the physical, chemical, biological, social, economic, political, 

aesthetic, and structural surrounding of an organism, while Wray and his colleagues (Wray, 

Chong, Phillips, Rogers & Walsh, 1994) proposed a very general definition referring to the 

physical, organizational and social aspects of the environment.  This definition is broader than 

either of the others as it includes physical, social, and cultural aspects.  Identifying the precise 

meaning of environment and its potential relationships with the user are important when utilizing 

an EUI framework, especially in the context of wayfinding, because wayfinding refers more 

broadly to the entire process of navigating through an environment (Long & Hill, 1997).   

 

In this study, environment was defined as the complex surrounding circumstances in 

which all information is situated and thus it affects human interaction behaviors as well as 

human cognitions.  Environment could include space and place (Harrison & Dourish, 1996) in 

terms of spatial representation and can be distinguished from space and place as it provides 

environmental factors (Trafton et al., 2005), which are the elements of information in the 

environment that trigger future actions (Dix et al., 1996).  As both Preece et al.’s (1994) HCI 

factor model and Eason’s (1991) three-level model identify several environmental factors as 

design considerations, it is recommended that researchers should identify the notion of 
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environment and its relationship with the user given the context of that use, and this may vary 

from case to case.  It is important to be aware that the user is also one of the environmental 

factors and this could itself have an impact, as well as others’ status, affecting, for example their 

cognitive status, motivation, enjoyment, and satisfaction at being considered in computer 

supported cooperative work (CSCW) and emotion related research in the social domain.   

 

It is expected that the EUI framework will be more useful if it is used based on the 

understanding of Preece et al.’s (1994) HCI factor model and Eason’s (1991) HCI model.  For 

example, noise is one of the environmental factors in Preece et al.’s HCI factors, but how is it 

associated with the user?  How should the user interface treat environmental noise?  What are the 

roles of the user interface?  This will enhance the utility of the EUI framework in identifying the 

relationships between the human, environment, and the role of a user interface (technology).   

 

As Preece et al.’s (1994) HCI factor model and Eason’s (1991) HCI model show, the 

environmental and organizational factors should be considered at the earliest stage of the design 

process, taking into account user characteristics and the design domain to enable designers and 

developers to identify environmental factors and apply them in designing more effective user 

interfaces (technology).  This is illustrated in Figure 38, where environmental factors between 

the user and environment are identified first and then addressed using appropriate technological 

components according to the environmental factors in order to produce more useable HCI 

systems that minimize any human-computer interaction problems that arise due to the 

environments in which they are applied.            
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Figure 38. A Conceptual Diagram of Three Components Analysis in the EUI framework 

 

 

As computers become highly portable and embedded in everyday environments, and thus 

interactivity becomes ubiquity as Figure 39 illustrates, the design process of HCI systems for 

human use should take into account environmental factors by using the EUI framework and 

referring to Preece et al.’s (1994) HCI factor model and Eason’s (1991) HCI model in order to 

minimize problems caused by environments. 

 

User

Environment

Interface
(Technology)

 

Figure 39. A Conceptual Diagram of the Relationship between the User and the Environment 
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Relationships 
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5.1.4 Framework 

In this research, the EUI framework played an instrumental role in helping the designers 

focus on identifying environmental factors when designing a wayfinding aid for users with 

severe visual impairments.  As mentioned in the above section, the framework acted as a tool 

based on the structure of activity theory (Engestrom, 1999; Kaptelinin et al., 1995; Leont'ev, 

1978).  This tool was sufficiently effective to produce a large number of environmental 

requirements, represented as shaded bars in Figure 40 and dots in Figure 41.  As these two 

figures show, compared to the total number of requirements produced by the groups, the use of 

the EUI framework appeared to facilitate the inclusion of environmental considerations in the 

participatory design process and was responsible for the high percentage (about 43%; 18 out of 

42) of environmental requirements generated by that group.  The group carrying out the same 

design task but without applying the EUI framework produced a markedly lower proportion 

(17%; 10 out of 61) of environmental requirements.   

 

Specifically, during the participatory design meeting with the visually impaired member 

of the design team Group A (UCD + EUI) elicited very diverse environmental design 

requirements, such as distance, layout, shape, final destination, slope of the surface, status of 

surface, the concept of near and far environment, and surroundings.  In contrast, although Group 

B (UCD alone) also included a visually impaired member they focused primarily on 

technological design requirements such as global positioning system (GPS)-based location 

services, different shapes of designs as an alternative design solution, and user characteristic-

based designs, such as altering an operational mode according to the user's gender that are based 

on the fundamental principles of UCD approach.   

 

Most importantly, in the formative usability testing carried out by five users with visual 

impairments, they generally preferred the system that was implemented based on the EUI 

framework over the other system.  Although four of the five participants successfully completed 

the assigned task using both systems, their completion times were noticeably faster using System 

A (UCD + EUI) and even the participant who consistently failed to complete the task performed 

better using this system.  All five stated an overall preference for the System A design.  This 
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implies that the traditional UCD approach does not take sufficient account of the environmental 

factors involved in performing this type of task successfully.  The EUI framework played a key 

role capturing relevant environmental factors when designing a wayfinding aid for users with 

severe visual impairments.  From the observations of the design group meetings, the EUI 

framework was instrumental in focusing the attention of the designers on environmental 

components, as in Preece et al.’s (1994) HCI model.   
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Figure 40. Rated Requirements of Group A (UCD + EUI) 

(Data were normalized and sorted by the highest value to lowest) 
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Feedback Modality
24%

Functionality
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Environmental Info.
40%

Alternative Design
5%

Trust in Technology
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Cost Effective
5%

 

Figure 41. The Distribution of Categories in Group A (UCD + EUI) 

 

 

The members of Group A (UCD + EUI) consistently suggested factors associated with 

environment regardless of the quantitative results generated by the two participatory design 

meetings.  However, an issue that remains unresolved is how to ensure a good “relationship” 

between the user and his or her environment in a specific context of use, as shown in Figure 42.  

Consequently, it is recommended that a good participatory design team be configured based on 

the fundamentals of activity theory or adopt other design methods to address this difficulty.  
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Define the application domain

Analyze the user

- Physical or psychological limitations

Analyze the environment

- Environmental factors

Analyze Human-Environment Dependency

Specify the Human –Environment 
Dependency 

- Factors which can hinder user interactions

Find available technological components for 
the Human-Environment dependency

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 42. The EUI Framework and Human, Computer and Environment (HCE) Interaction 

Representation 

 

 

 

5.1.5 Lessons Learned from the Two Participatory Designs 

As described earlier, a participatory design approach was adopted for this research 

consisting of two separate design groups that conducted discussions based on the use of UCD 

approach, one of which also applied the EUI framework to their deliberations.  Each 

participatory design meeting discussed various requirements that should be taken into account 

when designing a wayfinding aid to serve as assistive technology for visually impaired 

individuals.  Overall, the participatory design approach was satisfactory and successfully 

achieved several objectives, as described below.   

 

First, the participatory design approach made it possible to share knowledge among the 

designers regarding the characteristics of visually impaired people and their daily lives, 

especially their wayfinding problems and the strategies they adopt to deal with them.  For 

example, the normally sighted designers gained valuable knowledge from the visually impaired 

participants on how people with severe visual impairments orient themselves and navigate 

through their surroundings.  The designers had an opportunity to understand the types of mental 

model adopted by users with severe visual impairments to help them carry out wayfinding tasks.  
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This process allowed the designers to identify the basic information needed to design a 

wayfinding system for users with severe visual impairments as assistive technology.  A specific 

example of this is the information that auditory output and adjustable vibration settings were 

strongly preferred by the user with visual impairment on their design team, as was the ability to 

disable functions to avoid distractions.  Once the designers understood this point, they applied it 

to the design and this accelerated the discussion by generating other thoughts.    

 

Second, the participatory design approach kept the discussion on the right track.  For 

example, in one meeting, a designer suggested an idea in the area of technology intended to help 

people with visual impairments.  This was based on a misunderstanding of the behaviors of 

visually impaired people but was assumed by the designers on the team to be a mainstream 

approach to meeting one of the major requirements.  Fortunately, the idea was not further 

developed because the visual impaired member of the team pointed out that it should not in fact 

be a major requirement as it would not be helpful for actual users.  This clearly shows how 

participatory design played an important role in keeping the design meetings focused and on 

track.    

  

Third, the participatory design approach contributed to making the discussion smooth and 

fruitful.  Similar to the point addressed in the previous paragraph, it helped all the members 

connect with and focus on the special perspective brought to the process by the visually impaired 

team member.  During the meeting, the designers continually discussed and checked their 

assumptions with the user with visual impairment even as they switched backwards and forwards 

between several topics.  It appeared that in both groups the user with severe visual impairments 

played multiple roles in the meetings as a mentor, advisor, and judge as well as a designer while 

the designers focused primarily on the role of designer.     

 

The following recommendations were developed as a result of conducting the two 

participatory designs for designing assistive technology for people with visual impairments.  

First, the structure of the participatory design is crucial to facilitating the collaboration 

between researchers and actual users and thus producing successful outcomes.  The group 
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composition for the participatory design process should be considered carefully to draw out the 

needs and requirements of actual users as it engages members in the design process and thus 

influences activities.  In this research, the two participatory design meetings clearly demonstrated 

this.  For instance, the total number of members in each group and their roles were matched, 

since a between-subjects design was chosen for this study.  It is also recommended to include an 

appropriate actual user who represents the target population in the discussion process.  Careful 

selection of other research members is also important to facilitate the collaboration with the 

actual user and to analyze the results of the participatory design.  In this research, experts in 

human-computer interaction (HCI) that included human factors researchers and interactive 

system designers were involved, as well as non-HCI experts serving as collaborators to bring in 

other disciplines relevant to the study.   

 

Second, clear objectives should be set to guide the discussion explicitly as well as 

motivate each member and thus engage them more in the discussion.  In this instance, it was 

clear from the beginning that the meeting should address the issues that impact how wayfinding 

aids for people with visual impairments work, given that individual users may have different 

mental models that they currently use to assist them in wayfinding tasks.  It is also important not 

only to stress to participants with severe visual impairments that their opinions are just as critical 

to the overall design activities as the researchers’ opinions, but also to bring home to the 

designers that their opinions and decisions are critical to designing a workable system for users 

with visual impairments.  In practice, the visually impaired participants tended to be passive until 

they were convinced of the importance of their involvement and that their opinions and input 

were valued by the professional designers on their team.    

 

Third, it is also important to engage an actual user representing a target population in the 

participatory design process wherever possible.  If an actual user is not fully engaged in the 

participatory design meeting, there will be no significant new insights or advances that will 

contribute to future design processes.  Recruiting an actual user into the participatory design 

process who can act as a proxy representing the views and experience of the target population is 

crucial for team success.  This is an important part of activity theory (Engestrom, 1999; 
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Kaptelinin et al., 1995; Leont'ev, 1978) and will be discussed in the next section.  This is natural, 

because this approach encourages a user with severe visual impairments to participate in the 

process and empowers them to give feedback and contribute to design decisions.  Similar to any 

field research, it is crucial to meet actual users of the proposed new technology in locations that 

are familiar and at times that fit their schedules, which is particularly true for visually impaired 

volunteers who may not be comfortable in unfamiliar surroundings.  Regarding this, the 

participatory design meetings were scheduled based on the actual user’s availability since the 

level of engagement is also affected by scheduling and comfort.   

 

Finally, selecting appropriate discussion topics or questions is the foundation of a 

successful participatory design process if it is to provide significant improvements over the status 

quo.  It is also essential to ensure the sessions are not overly cumbersome to the consultants by 

avoiding digressions and cutting short discussions of unnecessary topics.  For example, in this 

study we limited the design meeting to two hours because the attendees were busy with other 

demands and the likelihood that fatigue would reduce the quality of the information.  This will 

vary depending on the study objectives, but it is recommended that all sessions in a participatory 

design process should not exceed two and a half hours to ensure information quality is not 

undermined.   

 

5.1.6 Collaborations in the Participatory Design  

The two participatory design sessions provided an interesting opportunity to review how 

activity theory (Engestrom, 1999; Kaptelinin et al., 1995; Leont'ev, 1978) operates on a small 

scale (in this case for a group of five individuals rather than on the macro-ergonomics scale such 

as an organization) and utilize activity theory in HCI design activities.  As discussed in Chapters 

II and III, activity theory represents the human mind as a whole and human interaction with an 

objective reality under environmental settings such as the culture of a community and rules in an 

organization.   
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Based on the fundamental principles of activity theory, the compositions of the two 

participatory design groups, Group A (UCD + EUI) and Group B (UCD alone), were as shown 

in Figure 43.    

 

    

 

(a) Group A (UCD + EUI)                                         (b) Group B (UCD alone) 

Figure 43. Two Participatory Designs Based on the Structure of Activity Theory 

 

  

 

As Figure 43 shows, there were two different settings between the two groups, tools and 

subjects, highlighted in gray.  As an instance of tools, UCD and the EUI framework were used in 

Group A, while UCD alone was used in Group B.  Each group had different members, which is 

an instance of subjects in activity theory, as the study was designed as a between-subjects design 

intended to compare the results between the tools.   

  

The composition of each participatory design group was based on the structure of activity 

theory, as shown in Figure 43.  Tools in activity theory corresponded to the different design 

methods that each group used, and Subjects in activity theory were the designers and the two 
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users with visual impairments.  Rules, Community, Roles, and Objects in activity theory were 

the discussion of a wayfinding aid as open-ended discussion for visually impaired people 

experiencing travel problems in their daily lives as either a designer or an actual user.  The two 

schemes in Figure 43 reveal the fundamental goal of a participatory design process that 

introduced an actual user into the design stage to remove unintentional biases that designers may 

have had and also to help control the design processes.  A participatory design could be a form of 

activity theory, or activity theory could be the basis for participatory design.  Activity theory is 

an attempt to integrate three perspectives (Kaptelinin et al., 1995), namely the objective, 

ecological, and socio-cultural aspects, and this is similar to or the same as the participatory 

design approach.   

 

Based on observations of the group discussions, each structure in Figure 43 revealed 

unique symptoms that resulted in different outcomes.  First, there were individual differences 

and characteristics in each group and this influenced the other participants while interacting with 

the tool.  This factor was indicated in the earlier section of participatory design, which noted that 

team composition is one of the most important factors contributing to a successful participatory 

design.  For example, while conducting the participatory design exercise, two of the participants 

who had the same origin and were older than the researcher were less focused on the study's 

objectives but instead tried to evaluate the study itself.  They appeared to have trouble switching 

to a designer role and failed to focus on eliciting design requirements as they tried to evaluate the 

study.  While other participatory design members also appeared to experience a problem with 

switching their roles to a designer role, this was less apparent than with these two members.  As 

the lines shows in the structure of activity theory, this affected the interactions among the 

participants under the settings of rules and community and resulted in slightly fewer outcomes 

than expected.  In contrast, one participant in the other group had broad knowledge in technology 

and this affected the other members of the group, facilitating vibrant discussions and resulting in 

productive outcomes.   

 

Based on these cases, it is recommended that configuring a participatory design based on 

the structure of activity theory that includes Tools, Subject, Rules, Community, Roles, Objects 
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and Expected Outcomes would be a good approach to form an appropriate team and achieve the 

best outcomes.  Finally, activity theory can make an important contribution to the evaluation and 

development of design support tools. 

 

5.2  Limitations 

 

The present study suffered from four limitations that may hinder the researcher’s ability 

to generalize its results.  These limitations may have serious implications, and future research 

should be undertaken to further clarify the issues discussed herein. 

 

5.2.1 Number of Participants with Severe Visual Impairments  

The five participants in each participatory design team were determined according to 

standard recommendations (Nielsen, 2000; Virzi, 1992), and the five participants with severe 

visual impairments were additionally recruited for a formative usability testing according to 

standard recommendations and suggestions (Nielsen, 2000; Pribeanu, 2009).  Even though, as 

recommended by previous research, bringing more participants both in the participatory design 

meetings and formative usability testing could have resulted in different outcomes.  The lack of 

potential participants with severe visual impairments falling in the appropriate demographic (i.e. 

between 18 and 67 years of age (Koronis, 2010), generally healthy and self-mobile with or 

without the white cane, and severely or completely impaired in both eyes) in the local region 

severely limited the pool of potential participants.   

 

5.2.2 Prototypes and Task 

Each prototype was implemented based on eighteen requirements selected by three 

subject matter experts.  Including more requirements or eliminating some of the current 

requirements would affect the user experience.  In this research, a wayfinding task of visiting a 

medical doctor’s office was conducted in Study 1 using a concurrent think aloud method 

imagining orienting and navigating around the floor of the building where the office was located 

in order to conduct a formative evaluation and safety reason.  The non-significance differences 

between the two prototypes may be due to the reliance on imagination rather than full task 
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performance.  Performing an actual wayfinding task of finding the office both with and without 

the guidance of the two prototypes would probably lead to different results.  In addition, the 

alpha level of .05 that was used for the Wilcoxon Signed Ranked test in Study 2 may have been 

too conservative for the hypotheses testing in this exploratory research.    

 

5.2.3 Design Case and Evaluation Method 

The design case of the EUI framework was a wayfinding aid for individuals with visual 

impairment.  Other design cases with the EUI framework could result in different outcomes.   

Also, the evaluation activity in this study was focused on formative evaluation (Scriven, 1991) 

rather than summative (Rubin, 1994), primarily because finding appropriate requirements is a 

continuing process throughout the development lifecycle (Belanger & Jordan, 2000).  A 

summative evaluation is also needed to fully investigate the effectiveness of the prototypes.   

 

5.2.4 Configuration of the Participatory Design Process 

There were limitations in the participatory design process itself.  In the study, a total of 

twenty to thirty minutes of a short lecture about UCD were given to each group before starting 

the design discussions.  One group also received a further short lecture on the EUI framework.  It 

is possible that providing a more detailed lecture, or dividing the structure of the participatory 

design process into two (e.g., giving a lecture one day and conducting discussions on the other 

day) would have resulted in different outcomes.    

 

As stated in an earlier section, there were individual differences within each group as 

well as between the two participatory design groups (between the users with severe visual 

impairments and between the designers).  Since the participatory design was a between-subjects 

design, this gap was unavoidable with the available resources, although all participants were 

recruited based on their experience and expertise.  A within-subjects design was also considered 

but it was not chosen because it was expected to be difficult to remove learning effects caused by 

previous sessions.     
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5.3  Future Research  

 

5.3.1 Design Another Case  

A natural extension of this study would be to apply the EUI framework to another design 

case to refine the way it is used in the design process and identify which types of problems it is 

most suited to.  Finding the requirements for an augmented reality-based application is expected 

to be another fruitful design case as it is one area where the user faces many daily human-

environment dependencies.  As computers become ubiquitous in our everyday lives we are 

becoming ever more dependent on them, but adjusting the technology of an HCI system to take 

into account the different environmental settings where it may be used is becoming increasingly 

complex and challenging as designers strive to produce useable HCI systems that minimize 

problems caused by environments.  A primary concern in designing interactive systems is to 

provide more flexible and seamless interactions to the user (Myers, 1998) and thus HCI 

designers should aim to identify limitations of the user that would be affected by the 

environment and thus enable the user to cope with possible problems caused by different 

environmental situations.   

 

 

5.3.2 Usability Testing on the Prototypes   

Summative usability testing with participants with severe visual impairments with and 

without the two prototypes is expected to be conducted in a future study in order to measure the 

performance of the prototypes implemented based on the EUI framework design process.  This 

usability testing can be designed as a within-subjects design in which visually impaired 

participants walk across a floor to reach a specific location using the two prototypes alternately, 

one with System A (UCD + EUI) and the other with System B (UCD alone).  Another possible 

experimental design could be a comparison study with another similar or different wayfinding 

aid.  Here, the performance achieved using the prototype and the existing wayfinding aid could 

be compared.   
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As possible outcomes from these studies, the interaction behaviors of users with severe 

visual impairments in a wayfinding task can be described as they interact with a range of 

environmental stimuli using the wayfinding aid and without using the wayfinding aid, or while 

they are performing a wayfinding task with particular wayfinding aids.  This may reveal how 

users with visual impairments' thought processes relate to the prototypes and environment, as 

well as how their mental workload changes as a result of using the devices.   

 

5.4  Conclusion  

 

This research proposed and evaluated the efficacy of using an environmental user 

interface (EUI) framework by conducting two studies comprised of several phases and sessions.  

The studies revealed that the proposed EUI framework was indeed an effective way to enhance 

the design process as it played an important role in eliciting a greater number of environmental 

factors when it was incorporated into another design method, and hence produced a device that 

was preferred by individuals with severe visual impairments when performing a wayfinding task.   

 

The major contributions achieved from this study are the construction of a framework, 

referred to here as an environmental user interface (EUI) framework, the systematic process for 

requirements gathering using participatory design (Schuler & Namioka, 1993) and independent 

coding in software engineering, and the implementation of a prototype wayfinding aid produced 

by the resulting design process.  This was then subjected to usability testing by actual users with 

visual impairments and the results compared to the performance of a similar aid based on a 

model produced using a parallel design process that did not incorporate EUI.  In this research, 

the EUI framework demonstrated how the three components (human, technology, and 

environment) suggested in previous HCI models (Eason, 1991; Preece et al., 1994) should be 

considered and integrated explicitly in the context of HCI in order to create seamless and flexible 

HCI systems that function well in different environmental settings.  The requirements gathering 

process showed how design requirements for a HCI system were identified in the design process 

and considered in the implementation stage.  The prototype constructed for this research was an 

instance of an HCI system that incorporated environmental components designed to prevent 
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problems caused by environmental factors and thus enable its users to cope more readily with 

possible problems by using the HCI system.  Three further contributions are described below.   

First, this research looked at the way the three components, namely human, technology, 

and environment, can be utilized through the EUI framework to create seamless human-

computer interactions under dynamically changing environmental situations.  The study's 

findings indicate that environmental factors are crucial in performing wayfinding tasks and that 

these factors should be bridged by applying technological components.  In the study, relevant 

environmental factors were identified by the EUI framework and utilized in a prototype to help 

users with severe visual impairments accomplish a real-world wayfinding task satisfactorily 

using concurrent think aloud.  In this case, the EUI framework played a key role capturing 

relevant environmental factors for a wayfinding aid for users with severe visual impairments.  

The EUI framework provided a structure that helps identify human-environment dependency 

affecting human interactions that should be taken into account when designing an interactive 

system associated with environmental contexts.  In the research, the EUI framework facilitated 

the design process by incorporating the requirements gathering process into the Waterfall model 

(Sommerville, 1992) and allowed designers to identify dependent variables in the environment 

when designing an interactive system.   

 

The second contribution of this research is the lists of requirements produced by the two 

participatory design meetings.  A total of 103 requirements for a wayfinding aid for users with 

severe visual impairments were generated for this research.  It is expected that designers or 

developers in the area of assistive technology could significantly benefit from utilizing these 

requirements when designing new types of assistive technology to help visually impaired people 

navigate and orient independently.  Further, the requirements found in this research will facilitate 

other research areas, for example by creating taxonomy in wayfinding aids for users with visual 

impairments to support requirements engineering and by highlighting relevant design 

considerations in the area of building construction.     

 

As the third contribution, this study addresses several lessons about the participatory 

design process gained from the two participatory design meetings with people with visual 
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impairments.  Two prototypes were produced as a result of these participatory design processes 

in which collaborations were taking place between designers and people with visual impairments.  

People who are working in other interdisciplinary areas requiring the involvement of 

multidisciplinary experts and actual users could benefit from the lessons learned here.   

 

In summary, it is expected that leveraging contextually appropriate environmental data 

through the EUI framework can increase the interactivity between the user, system, and 

environment.  This interaction concept can enhance human situational awareness and, thus, 

support decision making.  Practitioners in the area of human-computer interaction or industrial 

designers could benefit from utilizing the EUI framework when they design and implement 

interactive systems for use in different environmental contexts.  It is expected that the results of 

this study will contribute to other areas such as ubiquitous computing, augmented reality, 

situated interactions, and advanced assistive technology, in which the ability to convey 

environmental contexts is crucial in order to create seamless interactions among the three 

components (human, technology, and environment), thus enabling the user to perceive 

environmental cues clearly and without distractions.   
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APPENDIX A: Protocol for Study 1 

 

Introductions & informed consent (7 minutes) 

 

Thank you so much for joining our design team.  You are serving as a member of our design 

team.  We all have the same duties and roles on this team.  We have to design a wearable 

assistive technology for wayfinding task for individuals with severe visual impairments.  

 

In this meeting, our role is to elicit design requirements for a wearable wayfinding system that 

tells the user which way to go by providing object and environmental information.  We want you 

to be as creative as possible in this discussion.  Don’t worry what the actual system will look like 

right now we only want to know what is needed and wanted in a system like this, and then we 

will figure out what is feasible.   

 

We will all join in on this discussion.  Please be respectful of people’s ideas.  Since we are brain 

storming, one rule to remember is that no idea is a dumb idea.  All ideas are good ideas, so 

please do not criticize people’s ideas no matter how far-fetched they may seem.  I am going to 

read a scenario.  This scenario is a way to get us started on brainstorming. 

 

Scenario (3-5 minutes) 

 

Imagine that you are visually impaired and that technically you cannot see at all.  You are trying 

to get from one side of a room to another side of the room to find a trashcan to throw away an 

empty bottle of milk.  There are obstacles, such as furniture, between you and your destination. 

Now imagine a wearable system embedded in your clothing (e.g., jacket) that can detect and give 

you feedback on where you are going, and what is around.   
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This ends the scenario.  Notice that it is broad because we want you to fill in the blanks.  

Remember that this is a design session to find design requirements (both functional and user 

requirements) for the wearable wayfinding system in the scenario.  You may get some 

information from the materials in front of you and a short lecture that is going to be provided by 

the experimenter.   

 

 

Short lecture (15-20 minutes) 

 

 

Conducting discussion (1 hour) 

 

 

Closing (5 minutes) 

 

Thanks again for your participation. Are there any other items you would like to include?  Also, 

feel free to call or email me if you think of something later that is important.  Thanks again for 

sharing your time and joining this study. 
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APPENDIX B: Protocol for Study 2 

 

Introduction: (5min) 

 

Thank you again for participating in this research project.  The goal of today’s study is to 

improve the design of a wearable wayfinding system which helps your navigation & orientation 

tasks.  In this study, you will use two prototypes implemented by two different design teams.  

The two prototypes are implemented as a jacket so you can wear it on your outfit. Please note 

that there is only one jacket but inside there will be two different systems with different 

functionalities by switching the mode.  We will call them System A or System B.   

 

This study consists of three (3) sessions and the entire session will take about one and a half 

hour.  

In the first session, you will wear a jacket and you will be asked to imagine you have a 

wearable wayfinding system (jacket) worn on your upper body. Your job is to think aloud 

(please tell me in detail) how will you use your system to achieve a specific task. I will give you 

the task later.      

 

In the second session, you will use two prototypes implemented as a jacket.  In this 

session, you will know the overall features of the two systems. You will sit on a chair or a stool 

and wear the wayfinding jacket and then the researcher will demonstrate all features.  After 

demonstrating all of its features, you will be asked to imagine how you can use/ apply the system 

in your daily living.  In this step, you will also be asked to think aloud the same task in the first 

session but this time you will use the features of each system.   

 

The third step is to choose the most important or useful three features that are needed for 

your wayfinding tasks in your daily life.  In this step, if you need, the researcher will demonstrate 

all the features again.  This step also includes post questionnaires comprised of several questions. 
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Please note that there is no right or wrong way to tell your opinions. Your comments will be very 

helpful in helping me improve the prototypes. Please speak freely during the time you use the 

prototypes. Please remember that I am evaluating the system  not you. 

 

 

Experiment: (1 hr 20 min) 

 

Okay, I am going to help you put on a jacket to take the first session. Do you have any questions 

before doing that? Great, let us begin. 

 

[1
st
 Session] 

Put a jacket on a participant 

Imagine that you have a wearable wayfinding system like you are wearing right now. It has all 

functions you need for your navigation and orientation task in your daily living. Please assume 

that you are on the 5
th

 floor of Whittemore Building at Virginia Tech.  You need to visit Dr. 

Woodrow Winchester’s office to ask him about your current health status.  Your job is to find his 

office by using your wearable wayfinding system.  Please tell me how you will use your system 

in detail.     

  

[2
nd

 Session] 

The second session is about experiencing all functions of the two systems, System A and System 

B.  Your job is to understand all functions of the two systems and compare them in terms of 

which system would be better for your wayfinding tasks in daily living.  Do you have any 

questions before we move on the 2
nd

 session?  Great.  Let me take off your jacket and put you on 

a prototype (System A or System B). 

  

1) Wear the system (5 min) 

 

2) Experience the Prototype A (EUI) 

a. Demonstrate features (15min)  
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b. Think Aloud (10min) 

c. Select three most important features with reasons (10min) 

 

3) Experience the Prototype B (UCD) 

a. Demonstrate features (15min) 

b. Think Aloud (15min) 

c. Select three most important features with reasons (10min) 

       Note: Step 2) and 3) will be counter balanced. 

 

 

[3
rd

 session] 

Okay, we last the third session which is post questionnaire.  Let me take of the jacket. 

 

 

Post Questionnaire: (10min) 

 

 

Wrap-up/ Compensation: (5 min) 

That concludes our study. Do you have any questions or final comments? 

Thank you again for your participation in this research project 
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APPENDIX C: List of Requirements 

Requirement (B1) by Judge 1 for Group B (UCD alone) 

 

List of Requirements 

1.1  Caregivers’ mode for GPS setting 

1.2  Caregivers’ mode + Blind people’s mode and its interaction 

1.3 Provide location information using Braille if they want to refer the information 

1.4 For caregiver, provide visual information same as Braille information 

1.5 Detachable device to be compatible for all jackets (detachable mechanism) 

1.6 Watch type of device or Pointer type (wrist watch shape)  

1.7 Considerable weight such as the weight of canes 

1.8 Detecting device using sound (let the user where is the device) 

1.9 Compatible with children (fit to child) 

1.10 Belt type device (considerable weight) 

1.11 Support dynamic environments such as streets 

1.12 Sound feedback in case that the user close to a big trash 

1.13 Detecting sensors to check foot level ( attach device to shoes) 

1.14 Sense the stereo dynamic information (e.g., where the sound comes from, localization) 

1.15 Feedback by vibration 

1.16 Feedback by audio 

1.17 Prioritize the importance of information 

1.18 Provide the information of distance to objects 

1.19 AR for legally blind (except total blind) 

1.20 Aid balancing (assist with good balancing while walking) 

1.21 Warning sound providing the location of obstacles (stereo sound) 

1.22 Consider aging effects for balance 

1.23 High contrast on buttons or outside objects (for slightly blind people) 

1.24 Tactile feedback on buttons 

1.25 Provide map(survey) knowledge 

1.26 Provide landmark knowledge 

1.27 Provide size information for the objects 

1.28 Provide more information about corners in the building 

1.29 RFID into map information 

1.30 Consider a style of woman 

1.31 Cost effective 

1.32 Helmet based device 

1.33 Provide self-confidence 

1.34 Earphone or headphone unless not blocking the ambient or warning sound 

1.35 Provide direction using vibration 
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List of Requirements 

1.36 Glove 

1.37 Different textures 

1.38 Controlling brightness to support legally blind 

1.39 Provide multiple cues (shape, size, depth of object, texture, etc) 
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Requirement (B2) by Judge 2 for Group B (UCD alone) 

 

List of Requirements 

2.1 Accommodate all blind people (e.g., totally or slightly blind)   
2.2 Provide a product manual (problem solving)  
2.3 Include the feature of Braille  

2.4 Life saving feature (e.g., contact 911 automatically) 

2.5 Not heavy 

2.6 Incorporate the feature of a cane (e.g., communicate with a digital cane) 

2.7 Gender difference considerations 

2.8 Produce sound 

2.9 Present information according to their importance to the user’s goal 

2.10 Present information in organized way (e.g., menu hierarchy, menu items)  

2.11 Present certain level of customization in terms of features (e.g., provide visual menus for slightly 
blind users)    

2.12 Provide a glasses (e.g., to display menus on the glasses) 

2.13 warning the user by producing the sound cues  

2.14 Be sensitive to environment without land marks (i.e. no contrast) 

2.15 Provide a map 

2.16 provide size and location of objects 

2.17 Provide information that are uncommon to users 

2.18 Provide different design other than jacket (e.g., helmet) 

2.19 Consider the psychological needs (self-confidence) 

2.20 Provide vibrations to directions 

2.21 Suggest directions  

2.22 Provide assistance when losing directions (i.e., giving contact information when users are 
confused with something) 
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Requirement (A1) by Judge 1 for Group A (UCD + EUI) 

 

List of Requirements 

3.1 Voice feedback 

3.2 Vibration to feel the object 

3.3 Cost effective 

3.4 Build trust between you and the device 

3.5 Short learning time 

3.6 Appropriate Feedback considering perceptive organ 

3.7 Memorize location of the object 

3.8 Identifying Distance from the final destination 

3.9 Detailed distance information to the objects lied in the way of the target 

3.10 find optimal way to get the destination 

3.11 Identifying all objects in the environments 

3.12  Considering width 

3.13 Multiple confirmation of the distance by touching 

3.14 Portable GPS 

3.15 It should be handy 

3.16 Provide to interaction (communication) method between user and the device 

3.17 Provide the information of type of objects 

3.18 Provide different type of feedback based on the distance 

3.19 Provide shape and angle information 

3.20 Provide room information 

3.21 Provide the information about structure, door, and walls 

3.22 Provide sounds cues 

3.23 recognize noise cues 

3.24 Appropriate feedback considering outside environments 
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Requirement (A2) by Judge 2 for Group A (UCD + EUI) 

 

List of Requirements 

4.1 Provide vibration 

4.2 Feedback (like cane), concrete (e.g., tactile) 

4.3 Instinct, guide tell to pick up the object (notification, vibration, sound) 

4.4 Communicate with objects 

4.5  Price (cheap) 

4.6 Trust in technology (make the user trust the device) 

4.7 Record layout 

4.8 Show layout 

4.9 Configuration layout 

4.10 Notify if someone approach 

4.11 Reminder: memory assistance 

4.12 Relate width to other objects 

4.13 Relate length to other objects 

4.14 Relate locations to other objects 

4.15 Suggest path based on user preference 

4.16 User friendly interface 

4.17 Equip with cane (communicate with a digital cane) 

4.18 Provide the shape of the surrounding (3D) 
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APPENDIX D: Rated Requirements by Subject Matter Experts 

 

Instructions 

 

Introduction 

 

 The purpose of this task is to evaluate requirements that were collected from two 

participatory design meetings in which several designers and an individual with severe visual 

impairments discussed designing an assistive technology for users with severe visual 

impairments. 

 The four sets of requirements that you received are for designing a wayfinding system 

providing directional information as well as environmental information for individuals with 

severe visual impairments. 

 The wayfinding system can be worn by the user (e.g., jacket) and thus it can be called a 

wearable wayfinding system for individuals with severe visual impairments. 

 Your two jobs are:  

a. Rate all the requirements in the four sets based on a five rating scale (Unimportant, 

Of Little Importance, Moderately Important, Important, and Very Important). 

b. Rank the most important ten (10) requirements by giving them a number from 1 to 

10 (One as the lease important, and 10 as the most important).  

 This task consists of three phases explained each below. 

 

1. Phase 1 

 

a. There are four sets of requirements. The four sets of requirements are categorized by a 

numeric prefix with a hyphen (e.g., 1-, 2-, 3- and 4-). 

b. Your task is to review all the requirements and rate them based on a five rating scale: 

Unimportant, Of Little Importance, Moderately Important, Important, and Very 

Important. 
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2. Phase 2 

 

a. For each set of requirements, choose the ten (10) most important requirements that you 

think should be considered for designing a wearable wayfinding system. 

b. Next, rank them from 1 to 10 (1 as the least important and 10 as the most important). 

c. There should be forty (40) requirements in total selected from the four sets of 

requirements and each ranked from 1 to 10 for each set of requirement. 

 

3. Third Phase 

 

a. The third phase is to choose twenty (20) requirements from the four sets of requirements. 

This phase consists of two sub-steps explained below. 

b. The first step is to choose ten (10) requirements from the four sets of requirements that 

must be considered for a current development cycle. In other words, what ten (10) 

requirements should be included in a current design in terms of cost and technological 

limitations? Please rank the ten (10) requirements using a number from 1 to 10 (1 as the 

least important and 10 as the most important). 

c. The second step is the same as the first step above except here you will choose another 

ten (10) requirements from the four sets of requirements that represent the ultimate goal 

of the system.  In other words, what ten (10) requirements should be considered for the 

final product regardless of cost or technological limitations in the future? Please rank the 

ten (10) requirements using numbers from 1 to 10 (1 as the least important and 10 as the 

most important). 

 

If you have any questions or comments regarding this task, please feel free to contact me 

via email at hikim@gmail.com or call me at 540-808-7300. Thank you very much for your time. 

 

 

mailto:hikim@gmail.com
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Subject Matter Expert 1 
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Subject Matter Expert 2 
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Subject Matter Expert 3 
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APPENDIX E: Questionnaires for Study 2                            #______    Date:____________ 

Pre Questionnaire                                                               

 

1. Age _________________ 

 

□ Below 28 

□ Between 29 and 49 

□ Between 50 and 66 

□ Above 67 

 

2. Gender           

□ male            □ female 

 

 

3 Visual acuity 

 

Left 

   □ 20/200-20/400           □ 20/400-20/600 

   □ 20/600-20/800           □ worse than 20/800 

 

Right 

   □ 20/200-20/400           □ 20/400-20/600 

   □ 20/600-20/800           □ worse than 20/800 

 

 

4. What diagnosis has been given as the cause of your 

vision limitations? 

 

___________________________________________ 

 

5. How long, in years, have you lost your vision (been 

blind)?                        

                                               _________________ 

year(s)  

 

 

6. What is the actual visual distortion that you are 

experiencing?  In other words, are you able to see 

anything, including light and shadow?   

 

____________________________________________ 

 

7. Have you ever used a cane?  

 
□ No 

 
□ Yes:    

 

Was it helpful?   

 
□ No: why? 

_________________________________ 

 

□ Yes:  how? 

________________________________ 

 

 

8. Have you ever used any other way-

finding/ navigation aid?  

 

□ No 

□ Yes:    

 

What kind? 

__________________________________ 

 

Was it helpful?   

 

□ No: why? 

_________________________________ 

 

□ Yes:  how? 

________________________________ 

 

9. Have you felt any frustration as a result 

of using your wayfinding system?   

 

□ No 

□ Yes:  what it was? 

________________________ 
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Post-Questionnaire  

 

 

1. How would you rate your level of overall satisfaction with System A? 

 

Extremely 

Dissatisfied 
Dissatisfied Neutral Satisfied 

Extremely 

Satisfied 
     

 

 

2. How would you rate your level of overall satisfaction with System B? 

 

Extremely 

Dissatisfied 
Dissatisfied Neutral Satisfied 

Extremely 

Satisfied 
     

 

 

3. How well can you reach a specific destination with System A in your daily living? 

 

Very 

Difficult 

Somewhat 

Difficult 
Neutral 

Somewhat 

Easy 

Very Easy 

 
     

  

 

4. How well can you reach a specific destination with System B in your daily living? 

 

Very 

Difficult 

Somewhat 

Difficult 
Neutral 

Somewhat 

Easy 

Very Easy 

 
     

 

  

5. With which system, would help your wayfinding tasks (navigation and orientation) better in 

your daily living? 

 

 System A  System B  
   

 

Could you please explain why? 
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6. Could you please explain the strength and weakness of both System A and System B? 

 

System A: 

- Strength: 

 

 

- Weakness: 

 

 

System B : 

- Strength: 

 

 

- Weakness: 

 

 

 

7.  What features do you need more of from the wayfinding aid? 

 

 

 

 

 

8.  Do you have any other comments? 
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APPENDIX F: Informed Consent Form for Study 1 (User with Severe Visual Impairment) 

 

VIRGINIA POLYTECHNIC INSTITUTE AND STATE UNIVERSITY  

Informed Consent Form for Participants of Research Project Involving Human Subjects 

 

Title of the Project: Development of a Wayfinding and Recognition System for Users with 

Severe Visual Impairments 

 

Principal Investigator: Dr. Tonya Smith-Jackson 

Co-Investigators:      Dr. Francis Quek 

             Mr. Si-Jung Kim 
 

I. The Purpose of this Research/Project 

The purpose of this project is to develop a system that will help individuals with severe 

visual impairments to move around independently in public spaces and recognize people and 

objects who approach within about 4 feet.  We would like to elicit your thoughts about the 

best way to design the system and the features that will be most effective.   
 

II. Procedures 

If you choose to participate in this study, we will ask you to sign one informed consent document 

(this document).  You will keep a copy for yourself.  We will then ask you to complete a 

demographic form, which helps us to categorize our data to make comparisons as needed.  We 

will ask you to participate in 3 design meetings that will take place in a location that is 

convenient to participants.  Each meeting will last 1.5 hours.  Seven other participants will be in 

a group with you and will attend the meetings as well.  We will video- and audiotape the 

meetings.  The data will be transcribed and used for our research purposes, that is, to improve the 

effectiveness, efficiency, and satisfaction of the system.  Transportation will be provided by the 

researchers.  
 

III. Risks  

Risks to you for participating in this study are minimal. The only identifiable loss is related to the 

inconvenience that may be introduced by taking time out of your schedule to participate.  We will 

make every effort to avoid interfering with your daily schedule, and will stick to the agreed-upon 

time schedule.   Actual participation in this study is not likely to cause any harm. 
 

IV. Benefits of the Project   

You will probably not gain any direct benefits as a result of your participation, but you have the 

knowledge of having benefitted efforts to enhance the independence of individuals with severe 

visual impairments.   
 

V. Extent of Anonymity and Confidentiality 

We assure confidentiality to all participants. However, anonymity cannot be guaranteed, because 

we will need to have your signatures on the Informed Consent document.  However, this 

document will be kept in a locked cabinet for 5 years and your name will not be released.  At the 

end of the 5-year period, we will destroy the documents.  Your name will not be associated with 
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the content of this observation, but you will be assigned a three- digit number to protect your 

privacy.  Your number is ____, and this number is also on your folder.   
 

All data will be collected by the researchers only. No one other than the researchers will have access 

to the data, unless it is aggregated first. All responses will be coded so as not to include the name of 

the participant. The information you provide will have your name removed and only a three- digit 

participant number will identify you during analyses and any written reports of the research.  
 

This study is being conducted solely for educational and research purposes and the resulting data 

and interpretations will also be the part of the researchers’ academic work. Consistent with these 

academic purposes, any results would be freely publishable. However, to protect your identity, 

neither personal nor institutional names nor site names or distinguishing information will be used 

in any published works.  
 

VI. Compensation  

 Compensation for participating in this study is $15.00 per hour. 
 

VII. Freedom to Withdraw 

Participation in the study is voluntary and the decision about whether you wish to participate is 

strictly your own. You may discontinue participation at any time without penalty or loss of 

benefits to which you are otherwise entitled. Withdrawal from the study will not result in any 

adverse effects. 
 

VIII. Approval of Research  

This research project has been approved by the Institutional Review Board for Research Involving 

Human Subjects at Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University and by the Department of 

Industrial and Systems Engineering (College of Engineering). 
 

IRB Approval Date : July 29, 2008                                            IRB Expiration Date: July 28, 2009                                             
 

IX. Participant’s Responsibilities 

Upon signing this form below, I voluntarily agree to participate in this study. I have no 

restrictions to my participation in this study. 
 

X.  Participant’s Permission 

I have read and understand the Informed Consent and conditions of this study. All of my 

questions have been answered. I agree to participate in this project.  

 

____________________________    ____________________ 

Participant’s Signature     Date 

 

Should I have any questions about the research or its conduct, I may contact: 

 

Dr. Tonya Smith- Jackson    Email:smithjack@vt.edu        Phone: (540) 231-4119 

    

Dr. David M. Moore,           Email : moored@vt.edu          Phone: (540) 231-4991 

Chair, IRB 
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APPENDIX G: Informed Consent Form for Study 1 (Designers) 

 

VIRGINIA POLYTECHNIC INSTITUTE AND STATE UNIVERSITY  

Informed Consent Form for Participants of Research Project Involving Human Subjects 

 

Title of the Project: Development of a Wayfinding and Recognition System for Users with 

Severe Visual Impairments 

 

Principal Investigator: Dr. Tonya Smith-Jackson 

Co-Investigators:       Mr. Si-Jung Kim 

 

I. The Purpose of this Research/Project 

The purpose of this project is to develop a system that will help individuals with severe 

visual impairments to move around independently in public spaces and recognize people and 

objects that approach within about 4 feet.  We would like to elicit your thoughts about the 

best way to design the system and the features that will be most effective.   

II. Procedures 

If you choose to participate in this study, we will ask you to sign one informed consent document 

(this document).  You will keep a copy for yourself.  We will then ask you to complete a 

demographic form, which helps us to categorize our data to make comparisons as needed.  This 

meeting will last about 2 hours.  Three or four other participants will be in a group with you.  We 

will video- and audiotape the meeting.  The data will be transcribed and used for our research 

purposes, that is, to improve the effectiveness, efficiency, and satisfaction of the system.   
 

III. Risks  

Risks to you for participating in this study are minimal. The only identifiable loss is related to the 

inconvenience that may be introduced by taking time out of your schedule to participate.  We will 

make every effort to avoid interfering with your daily schedule, and will stick to the agreed-upon 

time schedule.  Actual participation in this study is not likely to cause any harm. 
 

IV. Benefits of the Project   

You will probably not gain any direct benefits as a result of your participation, but you have the 

knowledge of having benefitted efforts to enhance the independence of individuals with severe 

visual impairments.   
 

V. Extent of Anonymity and Confidentiality 

We assure confidentiality to all participants. However, anonymity cannot be guaranteed, because 

we will need to have your signatures on the Informed Consent document.  However, this 

document will be kept in a locked cabinet for 5 years and your name will not be released.  At the 

end of the 5-year period, we will destroy the documents.  Your name will not be associated with 

the content of this observation, but you will be assigned a three- digit number to protect your 

privacy.  Your number is ____, and this number is also on your folder.   
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All data will be collected by the researchers only. No one other than the researchers will have access 

to the data, unless it is aggregated first. All responses will be coded so as not to include the name of 

the participant. The information you provide will have your name removed and only a three- digit 

participant number will identify you during analyses and any written reports of the research.  
 

This study is being conducted solely for educational and research purposes and the resulting data 

and interpretations will also be the part of the researchers’ academic work. Consistent with these 

academic purposes, any results would be freely publishable. However, to protect your identity, 

neither personal nor institutional names nor site names or distinguishing information will be used 

in any published works.  
 

VI. Compensation  

 The participation is voluntary and unpaid. 
 

VII. Freedom to Withdraw 

You are free to withdraw at any time of the experiment. 
 

VIII. Approval of Research  

This research project has been approved by the Institutional Review Board for Research Involving 

Human Subjects at Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University and by the Department of 

Industrial and Systems Engineering (College of Engineering). 

__________________                                                         _______________________ 

IRB Approval Date                                                              IRB Expiration Date                                             

 

IX. Participant’s Responsibilities 

Upon signing this form below, I voluntarily agree to participate in this study. I have no 

restrictions to my participation in this study. 
 

X.  Participant’s Permission 

I have read and understand the Informed Consent and conditions of this study. All of my 

questions have been answered. I agree to participate in this project.  

 

____________________________    ____________________ 

Participant’s Signature     Date 

 

Should I have any questions about the research or its conduct, I may contact: 

 

Principal Investigator:   

Dr. Tonya Smith- Jackson     Email: smithjack@vt.edu  Phone: (540) 231-4119 

 

Co-Investigator: 

Mr. Si-Jung Kim   Email: hikim@vt.edu  Phone (540) 808-7300 

 

Review Board:  

Dr. David Moore  Email : moored@vt.edu  Phone (540) 231-4991 

Chair, IRB 

 

mailto:smithjack@vt.edu
mailto:hikim@vt.edu
mailto:moored@vt.edu
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APPENDIX H: IRB Application 
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APPENDIX I: Transcription (Group A) 

 

Researcher:  So in this scenario where our system means is like your clothing. So um it is like  

Designer_3:  Sorry but what is our objective?  

Researcher:  Your objective in this session is to find design requirements for the wearable assistive technology.  

Designer_3:  What is the objective for this scenario? What are we doing in this scenario? 

Researcher:  Oh oh okay. Based on the scenario you guys try to find some design requirement to design way 

finding system.  

User:   So in other words you’re trying to figure out, you’re trying to figure out what you want that devise 

in your jacking or clothing to tell you.  

Researcher:  Right Right  

User:   If you want it to tell you there is an object there or to tell the distance from the far wall. Or what 

you want it to tell you or whether you want it to vibrate or whether you want it to give you 

information or what. So you’re trying to design what is in the persons clothing. Is that what you 

are trying to do? 

Researcher:  Would you please say that again. 

User:   You’re trying to design or figure out what information the devise that you’re working on would 

tell a blind person.  

Researcher:  Mmhum Right.  

User:   So what do you want to know? What do you want me to tell you? 

Researcher:  Um okay our object is to design a search assistant right, telling direction and uh providing some 

environment information that is the object. Than what requirements should be there to realize that 

uh way finding path. You said vibration right? 

User:   well that’s I think I’ve heard something like that  

Researcher:  Right I think you said it vibrates something. That could be one design requirement. If you guys all 

agree that it is necessary to that way finding task to let the user um which way he has to go. 

User:   Or you know in my case, since I am the only visually impaired person here, you know I would get 

up and walk down and find the chairs and use my cane and usually when your cane, you know I 

don't want to give it up.  Cause to, well to, I don't want to say stupid or to simple of an answer. 

You know you’re trying to design technology sometimes technology sounds like it doesn't make 

any sense. But when you get to put it together, it might help you sure enough. But I mean, what I 

would do is use my cane and when it hit the wall or wood. And then when it hit the metal trash can 
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I would know that’s the trash can. Course it could be something else. Like I said I don't want to 

give you a short answer. Or you could just answer where the trashcan is. You could just ask 

somebody where’s the trash can and they would say "Over there" or "I'll throw it away for ya" or a 

"Under the wooden table." or "Down in the corner" and when you got out their they would 

probably say "keep going straight, a little bit to the right, There it is, right there!" 

Researcher: Okay so that means when you’re saying where the trashcan than the jacket is can tell you, where is 

the location of the trash can.  

User:   well the, what you got in the jacket, whatever kind of devise you got in your jacket might uh help 

you pick up objects. It might cause you to walk a little straighter. You know if you were walking 

down using your cane swinging it back and forth, if your jacket, you know it can inform you that 

there is a table beside you or you know maybe it can vibrate different or something. I actually saw 

a movie when I was a kid. We went to the theater, and of course I was in a blind school, and there 

was a screen up there and there was a movie. And what they had set up was uh when people 

walked around they had this sort of a wall that came up maybe three or four feet in front of you 

and vibrations would come across that wall and somehow or the other you could feel it in front of 

your body. That’s something, I don't know if they were playing around or but was something that 

happened when I was a kid, 20 some years ago.  

Researcher:  Okay, I think that you are on the right track, you have said several important things. That is like 

the vibration. 

User:   Yea I heard you say vibration, you were talking about, so that is where I got vibration. But I have, 

you know they say that uh when you lose your vision you can hear objects that you walk past them 

all the time. That’s a very simple thing but I mean that is something you can do. Sorry to interrupt.    

Researcher:  No, it is okay. Thank you for uh telling us that point. But you are on the right track you said 

several important points. Like uh, vibration and talking trash can or voice comments right, 

something like that. We are working on that point. So when we design a way finding task, what 

functionality does the clothing need, like voice commend is appropriate for people with severe 

visual impairment to find something. 

User:   Hey Jun, I didn't say anything about a talking trash can, I don't think I said that. (Laughter) I don't 

think you need that really. Course with some of the speech equipment I'm sure you could put some 

kind of chip. I don't think anybody wants a talking trash can.  

Researcher:  Okay the reason I brought the trash can example in this scenario um is I have several individuals 

with seeing impairment and they said one of their very difficult task in their daily living is to find 

the trash can. So I brought that scenario here.  

Designer _3:  So I guess my question was are we just brainstorming how to find a trashcan                                                                                                                                                                     
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  when you are blind. We are just trying to brainstorm right? 

Researcher:  That is right, brainstorm for a finding design requirement. Now okay now we are in a company 

now we are designing a product that is where ever way finding for users with visual impairment. 

What features does the way finding need to sell our product. The first one is to analyze the user 

and their needs. And we need to find like the functions or something like that for the users with 

visual impairments.  

Designer_1:  Is there certain limitations.  

Researcher:  No limitations, as I said it is a really broad concept. Any idea or you can bring. 

Designer_1:  For example if a jacket that has a devise and that detects objects um where's the furniture around 

you. It has to somehow communicate with the furniture and the objects around. But right now the 

environment is not that high tech.  

Researcher:  Right, but I think I need to restrict my opinion.   

Designer_1:  So do we just imagine that there is the technology  

Researcher:  Yes you guys can be assured that there is technology that um supports any of your ideas. There is 

technology now to realize your concepts or ideas.  

Designer _2: For example a trash can that can tell us where it is.  

Researcher:  Yes a talking trash can or you guys can apply the robot idea or any space or satellite, any of this 

technology you can apply.  

Designer_1:  Actually I have a question to Mr. Smith, Do you usually use cane when you walk around.  

User:   Not at home, and you’re talking about finding the trashcan, it depends on where you are, if you’re 

out or if you’re at your own home I always put it at the same place.  

Designer_1:  But what if you’re in a different building. For example in this room, like how would you try to 

find the trashcan?  

User:   I would ask someone and then get up and go where they told me.  

Designer_1:  What if there is no one here. 

User:   Uh well then I would look in obvious places. I would look in the corner or by the door. 

Designer_1:  But would you use your cane? 

User:   Cane? Yea. Where is it I’ll find it? If you want to see me find it. So where’s the trash can 

Researcher:  Behind you  

User:   Is it in the corner or something? Right there 

Researcher:  yea  

User:   you can find it because it is plastic and has that big bag in it so it is pretty obvious. It may not be 
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the trash can but you are telling me that it is, so it probably is.  

Designer_1:  So do you feel any inconvenience in doing so  

User:   No I don't. And if it is really a crowded room and you don't want to get up and wander around, 

you can ask someone to throw something away for you.  

Designer_1:  That is the best way.  

User:   I was about to say, especially depending on how much money you would spend. But now, I hate to 

say, now a days you know now a days with the speech equipment that they have that they didn't 

use to have, you know to do that in a jacket may not seem that farfetched. I guess it is taking time 

for all these things to come down in price. Sometimes you have to realize that if you can't pay for 

something you will just have to do without it.  

Designer_3:  What if I can provide you with a navigation system that tells you "walk 2 steps to the right, 3 steps 

to the left." Do you think that will help you out? In term of  

User:   Yea it might, you know if I knew how to set it up and how to work with it. You know in the first 

place you have to build trust with what that thing is telling you. If it tells you once or twice it is a 

few steps to the left and you fall off of something. You know but of course you could be using 

your cane as well. You have to find a way to make that thing usable to provide you information 

about where you want to go.  

Designer_3:  So what is the typical way to build trust between you and the device?  

User:  I want you to where it in the world where you would use it. You have to be able to rely on it and 

plus you have to know how to use it. You know I was doing something with Mina the other day. I 

don't know if you all know her or not. But it was some kind of cell phone study and um we were 

talking about almost the same thing. It was a smart phone with a flat screen and no buttons, and 

when you touch the buttons it will either speak or vibrate to a certain degree. And I was beginning 

to learn how to use it but then she came back with some tasks and I didn't do very well on the 

tasks. So I was talking to her and you now that is just the first and second time that I had seen it.  

Designer_1:  So if you get use to it than you will do much better.  

User:   Yea  

Researcher:  Okay, um I'm sorry to interrupt you guys but first let me introduce the material briefly and then we 

talk about the design. So okay first your task is getting design requirements for a wearable way 

finding apt or individuals with severe visual impairments.  You guys can list off necessary 

requirements on the paper on this desk. Also please collaborate.... .... (16:40).  This is a 

participatory design which is going on the actual user into the design stage, so that we can better 

understand what we are working on. Our tool to design that wearable assistant technology is using 

user center design.  So first let me introduce what is user center design very briefly. So user center 
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design is an approach that starts from the user needs and user expectations. So designs that we are 

working on should not exceed the user’s limitations. So the user is a reference of the design in 

designing something. So first we need to understand the user first and their limitation and their 

capabilities and based off that we design something that is a user centered design. And if you look 

at the page number 4 there is the concept representation of user centered design by ISO there is 1 3 

4 or 7 ... ... (18: 21) Sorry I don’t remember the full name. So you can take any step you don’t 

have to follow these specific steps, you can get into any of these steps, you can evaluate first, if 

you want to start with identifying the human center design you guys can take that step first. So that 

means you guys can take any of these steps if you see that that is appropriate. And on page 6 the 

typical user center design process is listed. The first step is an analysis phase meeting with key 

stake holders and include usability task in the project plan. And second category is design page so 

need to brainstorm design concepts much like what we are doing right now. And on page 7, this is 

another typical process of the user center design. So this means there are several, there are may 

modified versions of user centered design processes. So that means user centered design is a really 

powerful approach but also it is a really flexible approach. Okay from the page nine the material is 

a task about the environmental user note base. So let me briefly introduce what is the 

environmental user note base. Sometimes I will call it EUI Environmental user Interface. Or just 

EUI. The environmental user interface is to weave environmental contacts into human computer 

instruction systems. So what we're finding is sort of a Human Computer Instruction System 

because there will be IT technology and that IT technology will be collaborated with human 

engineering. If it is a voice comment or the pressing of a switch or something like that. So if you 

look at the diagram there is a system function F, there is a system, and there is a cloud right? 

Cloud means that it is the environment surrounding the technology. So for example there is noise, 

I hear noise from the ceiling that is one of the environmental factors. Okay, on page 10, or let me 

go back to page nine so environmental user interfaces is to weave environmental contacts with the 

system. And environmental user interface framework is a framework that has designers or 

developers in finding environmental factors which in the human and environmental context 

affecting the human interests. For example, when we talk here if there is noise here (he points to 

the noise coming from the ceiling) one of us might not be able to listen to what I am saying. Right. 

I can say the outside noise effects our communication. If those levels are getting higher we 

couldn’t hear is someone is talking right? So that is one of the environmental factors which can 

affect our interactions. And the reason that we are trying to find environmental factors is to coop 

with possible interaction protocols caused by the environmental situations. So the concept is 

represented on page 10. So if we look at this slide there are 3 components, the environment, the 

user, and technology. So there are 3 components. So the idea of the EUI framework is to find the 

environmental factors in the environment and user first and then look at the technology to see if 
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there is available technology to overcome those environmental factors. So in that noise example 

okay, so if there is technology that can distract the level of this noise and can recognize the certain 

level of this ……. (22:59)  noise, the technology might tell us if the noise is too high so you need 

to increase your level of voice or you need to use some microphone or amplifier or something. So 

I will give you a more specific example. So let’s look at page number 11. So this slide tells you 

the specific steps of a EUI framework. First define the application only, so define the application 

domain in which the design will be used. Is it their home, occupational purpose, school or hospital 

or something. But in our design case the way finding is for home purpose, inside the home, not for 

the outside purpose.  

Designer _2: Only inside the home? 

Research:  Yea for finding the trashcan. The second step is analyzing the user and observes their physical and 

cognitive limitations. And the third step is to analyze human environment dependency. In this step 

extract all entities that constitute an environment and determine an environmental factor which is 

called human environment dependency. So in this case, in this room, the entity would be desk, 

chair, people, light on the ceiling and one projector under the ceiling, door, trashcan, clothing 

hanger, a whiteboard and … …. (25: 02) noise. Anything can be an entity.  

Designer_1:  like the temperature.  

Researcher:  yea thank you. Like the temperature. The next step is to find the technology components, in this 

step you guys might draw and entity relationship diagram or use case diagram. So I said we found 

all entities in the 3
rd

 step right. So after finishing the third step you guys draw a relationship 

between each entity. Such that you guys might find some environmental factors between the 

entities. Okay, um, page 12 is a structural representation of environmental factors, 1
st
 step, 2

nd
 

step. Okay and page 13 is to provide you what kind of environmental categories there are. So 

physical environment like the surface of the floor or temperature or something like that. And 

spatial environment, so if I reach that category one of the factors that affect perceptions pertaining 

to the space, such as dept, distance, layout, size, and shape. And primitive type environment, the 

color, the emotional factor or something like that, and social environment and cultural 

environment. So let me give you one example, design example based on EUI framework. So if 

you look at page 15 there is one typical auditory alarm system, so we just say alarm, clock we look 

at the clock and then we receive the auditory quo from the clock if I set 7 am then I will receive 

the auditory quo from the auditory alarm clock. But the typical auditory alarm just gives us sound 

cues according to a specific time setting. It does not consider environmental contacts for example 

… … (27: 26) noise so for example if the clock is located in a place surrounding severe noise we 

might miss the cue from the clock because of the severe noise. Think about the situation like an 

airplane or train or wherever there is severe noise. So let’s redesign this typical clock based on the 
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EUI framework. If you look at the page 16 the first step is defining application domain in home 

use providing auditory cues. 2
nd

 a user with hearing noise, so in this case the user must take a 

certain medicine at a certain time because the user has a severe disease. And 3
rd

 step finding 

environmental factors, in this case noise and distance would be an environmental factor that can 

hurt interactions between clock and user. That means that if there is a severe noise because the 

user has hearing noise he or she might miss the auditory cues from the clock. Also if the user is to 

get out of this room they have no way to catch the auditory cue. Clock is here and just out of the 

room is the user. So in the step four the technology keeps monitoring the noise level and the 

proximity between the user and the devise. So if the outside noise gets louder than the technology 

increase the sound level of the alarm clock. So that the user can catch the sound. So if the user is 

far away, and the technology detects the distance, it will switch its cue. For example it will not 

sound an auditory quo but just turn on the vibration imbedded in the users clothing. Because the 

technology knows that after a certain distance the auditory cue might not be delivered to the 

person. So this idea can be applied to like an emergency situation like a fire situation or like a 

police man. Okay so if you look at page 17 and 18 this is a representation of the entity relationship 

diagram. So if you look in the upper part where the user clock and sound are. So user set the clock 

right, and the clock played the sound, and one entity in the environment is NBIOT noise. And that 

links the 2 components there between the user and the sound. So in this case the noise is one of the 

environmental factors that can affect the interaction. So after analyzing this noise, if you will look 

at page 18, there is one more technology component that detects the level of the outside noise, and 

also decides its functionality based on that noise. So in that way there is an environmental 

component. And if you look at page 19, the star shape and cross shape represent the 2 

components. So the star shape just keeps checking the time of the clock and the cross shape keeps 

monitoring the level of NBIOT noise and also its functionality. Okay so from the slide 21 you will 

see general information on this case, what are the requirements that we are working on. So our 

purpose is to find the system requirements and to find the visual requirements both.  

Designer_3:  Excuse me, is in this case we are being the expert in designing this system. I don’t want to be rude 

or anything like that, but here where he asked him, if he had a trashcan at home how does he find 

the trashcan. He (points to the user) knows where it is. So basically he doesn’t need any help. If 

the design requirement is trying to find that if he is looking for trashcan at home then we don’t 

need to find the design requirement. If he knows where it is.  

Researcher:  But that case is for a familiar place but what happens in an unfamiliar place.  

Designer_1:  So that is why I asked if it was home if the design was specified for home. So maybe we should 

change where that happens. Like school or hospital or something like that.  

Designer_3:  it is going to be hard for us to find a design requirement if he already knows where the trashcan is.  
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Researcher:  That is for the specific case, but for the general case, like when someone is exposed to unfamiliar 

place, for example if someone visits someone’s house, he or she might like to trash something. Or 

just worst case, because design requirements can cover worst case, if just one minute everyone got 

up.  

Designer_3:  So basically you are saying the place is not home.  

Researcher:  Yes, the place is an unfamiliar place. Yes, (calls on the user to talk)  

User:   Um, I think what Jun was trying to do, and the research team was trying to do, like obviously I 

might know where the trash can is, someone might know what they are looking for and they have 

been there before and they know where it is. But to hear him talk, he is trying to design technology 

for people who they might be in a situation where they need this technology, it may be a hospital 

situation where they need to find something, because if they can do that then they maybe don’t 

need an assistant or a nurses help at a certain particular time, and if they can do that, they can go 

farther in what they need to do. Like you’re looking at me and you’re talking about finding 

something, I’m thinking about finding something outside, or you were saying a devise that tells 

you go two steps right or behind or something like that. I picture that being in a building or in a 

big shopping mall. If you had that and you were going down the hall, it might prevent you from 

running into something. I think Jun was trying to take this stuff and go a little farther with it.  

Designer_4:  So I think you understand your whole situation based on your experience.  

User:   Yea because you can set it up the way you want it.  

Designer_4:  Right.  

User:  if I can’t set anything else up, I can sure set my own up. I can’t always do that because I live with 

my mother. I mean you don’t want to know the situation but I live with my mother and we have a 

nurse and it is her home it is not in my name, so I can’t just do anything that I want to do. But I 

have lived by myself, and when I do that then I fix things the way I want. But I mean I guess that 

there is different technology and different need for things.  

Designer_1:  So I think based on this conversation we need to change the location of the devise. Because we are 

trying to design something and we are specifying it as home. And the task is trying to find the 

trash can, and then we can’t really have any kind of design.  

Designer_3:  Well do you want me to be a blind person.  

Researcher:  yes as I said from the scenario you have to imagine as if you are a visually impaired person.   

Designer_3:  And I am visiting his house, Mr. Smith’s house, right. And just trying to find the trashcan.  

User:   Everybody’s home is not so familiar, it depends on your situation. If you can have your home with 

some assistant, and have your home set up to where you can really use it, some people really 

might appreciate that, I knew a lady one time, as far as I can remember it was like 25 years ago, 
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and I didn’t know her very well. But she was paralyzed neck down, but she had her home set up, I 

think she could see if I can remember, but she had her home set up to where she had a computer 

where she could right things on it, actually I don’t think she could write I think she spoke to it. She 

couldn’t even write. And it would do things in her home and it would home things. And I think it 

had a straw that she could blow into where if someone knocked on the door it would open the 

door. And that is just the tip of the iceberg of what she had. And I knew a deaf blind guy one time, 

and when somebody knocked on the door there was a device up on the ceiling that would blow air 

down on him or something. So your home, you know I was thinking the other day, that you work 

in your house, you know it is not like I am not working somewhere, and I was thinking you can 

work too hard in your own home.  

Designer_4:  Even though your home is very stable, for example if I visit your house and I move your trash can 

from the living room to kitchen, in that case how can you find your trashcan, based on the new 

place.  

User:   You get used to it.  

Designer_2:  How did you find it the first time? 

Researcher:  Even though we found a trashcan you need to memorize the other thing to get to the point of the 

trashcan.  

User:   yea, I do a lot of memorizing. That is good, when it comes to using some of the technology, like I 

said, you gotta be able to put in information and get out what you want and use it, and I guess 

there is just different levels for all different people.  

Designer_3:  So in this case I have to analyze myself. So I am not analyzing the user I am analyzing myself.  

Researcher: Uh, it depends on your method. You can get the idea from other, you can get it from the user, or maybe 

yourself , maybe you are one of the users.  

Designer_3:  So here I am the designer and I am the user.  

Researcher:  Right  

Designer_3:  Okay 

Researcher:  But I don’t push you, that is an approach that you guys can use. You can make yourself, just like if 

I am the designer, then I would like to get some information from Mr. Smith or something like 

that. But I would like to say thank-you because you guys brought up a really important point of the 

scenario. I think I need to revise the scenario. Let’s say we visit someone’s house, imagine that we 

are visually impaired person and we visit someone’s house and we need to find the trashcan, to 

trash our empty bottle of milk. So let’s move on to page 29. Oh actually it is page 27. So we need 

to design something right, something that is wearable. Here we see many competitors and here we 

see that there are several types of way finding apt. The first one of the left side is a cane, a long 
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cane, which is a primary mobility tool. And it is a cane, a typical cane, equipped with lazar line. 

So the lazar line detects the distance and tells the user the distance. And you see 2 different types 

of computer vision equipped with this type of cane. So the computer vision analyze the image and 

based on that tells the user something.  

Designer_1: What is the Mygo cane how does that work?  

Researcher:  There is a technology on the cane that vibrates the cane like in an emergency situation. So 

example when a step is falling down or going up, the cane vibrates. Okay on page 28, we see 

different types of the way finding apt. The two on the left side show us the GPS on the way 

finding apt based on the location of the user, the device tells the user the current location. On the 

right side is an RFID based Radio Frequency Identification. So once a user passed by a specific 

area the RFID detects the user and sends back some information. Let’s look at page 29, I would 

say that these two are examples of wearable interface, many times I talk about wearables, but in 

this case the backpack is the wearable system. Not some kind of clothing. So the first one on the 

top indicates where the talking speaker is. The speaker just vibrates right, telling the direction. So 

that backpack is equipped with 9 speakers. Course from the specific direction. And one is 

equipped with computer visual system. There is a computer system right, and the computer system 

keeps trying to track the moving object or the stationary object. And locate the database to 

measure the change in the real object and the virtual object. So if there is a virtual object 

corresponding to a real object, the system tells the user what it is. Okay in the slide from 30 to the 

last, just look at the terminology or definitions that we will be using. So again, your goal is to 

design wearable way finding apt. So already you guys have come up with some requirements. But 

you guys should keep working on finding design requirements. And I would recommend you guys 

look at again the EUI framework, on page 11, yea from 8, 9, 10, 11, and from the example you 

guys might get an idea of where to start designing this wearable way finding technology. So any 

questions or feel free to talk among each other.  

Designer_1:  Does it have to be wearable.  

Researcher:  It doesn’t have to be wearable. The reason that I ask you for wearable assistive technology 

specifically for this way finding task, is because if Mr. Smith has another assistive devise his 2 

hands will be dominated. Now his one hand is dominate because he has to hold a cane, if there is 

another like a GPS devise which has to be hold by another hand it might cause other difficulties. 

So wearing assistive technology would be a good idea to provide secondary assistive technology. 

That is why I draw that it is wearable assistive technology. You might think wearable means 

clothing. So if I ask you there any kind of human environment dependency when the user with 

severe visual impairment is trying to find the trashcan. Or when they walk around at home, or on a 

hallway, or in an office place. What could be the environmental factors that could affect their way 
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finding task.  

User:   Environmental Factors? 

Researcher:  Yes.  

Designer_1:  I am looking at the categories.  

Researcher:  Okay,  

Designer_1:  Environmental categories. It has physical, spatial, social, and cultural, I think these environments, 

um. 

User:   So, what is his question?  

Researcher:  What could be environmental factors which can affect and influence your way finding task.  

User:   So he is supposed to find something out of that list he just made? 

Designer_1:  No I am just saying them as a reference.  

Designer_3:  His environment means the distance between you and the final destination. If there are any kinds 

of mediums or things between, that would be the environment.  

Researcher:  Right, so define the environment, the environmental factors are the things that make up the 

surroundings in a given place. The environmental contacts are a set of conditions, situated in an 

environment. And provides cues and stimuli to the human, on page 30 and 31   

Designer_3:  What was the scenario? Are we actually brainstorming using scenario or are we using the hearing 

person.  

Researcher:  No it is for the people with the severe visual impairments, not hearing. Let me re-read the 

scenario. I will modify but I will just follow the scenario, and you guys think about when you are 

exposed in an unfamiliar place. Imagine that you are a visually impaired; technically you cannot 

see at all. You are trying to get from one side of the room to another side of the room to find a 

trashcan to trash out an empty bottle of milk. There are obstacles such as furniture between you 

and your destination. And now imagine a wearable system imbedded in your clothing, such as 

jacket, that can detect and give you feedback on where you are going what is around and in front 

of you.  

Designer_3:  And… 

Researcher:  That is it.  

Designer_3:  So we need to find the design requirements  

User:   So you said where and around, what is in front of you. So how, this devise, so how far away from 

this device, in your shirt or in your shirt pocket or coat pocket, how far away from the first, or 

second, or third object will that devise be before it will pick it up. Is it going to be 4 feet away or 

20 feet away. Course, you haven’t made it yet, and whatever you make can be improved on, and in 
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the future it will tell you more than where your trashcan is.  

Researcher:  As you said this jacket can give you those kinds of information. That can be one design 

requirement. But if I say the jacket should provide the specific distance between the user and each 

object.  

User:   yea and maybe the person can be 4 feet and several years later you might be able to get it to 14 or 

20 feet.   

Researcher:  Yea, that could be one design requirement. 

User:   Yea and several years down the road you will have more information and know what to do with it. 

Researcher:  Right, and how can the jacket provide those kinds of information.  

Designer_3: I really don’t have any clue, are we designing navigation system or are we designing the 

framework? 

Researcher:  No, it is based on the framework, we are designing a wearable system. For example, let’s say we 

are designing, 

Designer_3:  Wait, when he is asking the question is it 4 feet away 3 feet away, that is another technology. That 

is a design requirement. Right? Because the machine has to tell him that the furniture is a foot 

away from you. That is what the design requirements are based off of? Is it?  

User:  Jun was in a meeting of ours and Jun was telling us that things were 4 feet, so that is where I came 

up with that, and another thing, I am not trying to get you guys going or throw you off, maybe I 

should not say as much. Course I guess you would me to say something, but I am not trying to go 

in circles with you, but that is the only reason that I brought that up. He said something 4 feet the 

other day, so I thought I would throw that in. I will try not to throw you around.  

Designer_2:  I think that there are 2 types of issues that become with this object and things. First of all, we 

should find the destination for example the object should go 5 feet in front of you and 4 feet to the 

right. And it should also say, for example if we are going there, if the trashcan is there it will tell 

you there is an obstacle here, you should go this way. And it should find the most optimum way to 

go there. With the minimum obstacle and the shortest way to get to the trashcan.  

Designer_3:  So we are assuming that the machine is fully capable to detecting everything.  

Researcher:  I want to restrict my saying, because it is up to you, you can decide if the jacket should have those 

kind of functions, you guys decide.  

Designer_4:  I just wonder, 2 or 3 feet or 4 feet, well in my house like my master bedroom is like 10 feet, but 

the hall way is only 2 feet. The width is just 2 feet, I wonder if the variety of the width, or if the 

object will direct the signal to me has quite a variety, even though at home.  

Researcher:  Okay so if I say again in the presentation, the jacket should consider the width and it should 
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understand the layout of the environment. Am I correct? The width or the height or something like 

that. In the area of the bedroom is quite enough to move around but hallways is narrow right.  

Designer_4:  So I mean the environment variables are changing, so the signal should be changing.  

Designer_3:  So the wearable system can create an electromagnetic field to maybe find out where the wood is or 

something like that and it can create a field and understand the map of the house and that can help 

the users to get it through.     

Designer_1:  I think, it doesn’t, I mean here in the example, we are focusing only on the options right? But I 

think, it doesn’t have to be that complicated. Whether you can go or not, that includes the building 

structure, the objects, and everything. And the other thing that we have to consider is the final 

destination, where is the user trying to go. If we have that information than we can somehow give 

information back to the user. And we can help them to do what they want.  

Researcher:  So what about you just close your eyes, and you are really and totally relying on your jacket, 

because you are exposed in an unfamiliar place, what function should the jacket have to take you 

to the trashcan or someplace?         

Designer_3: I hope it tells me where the trashcan is.  

User:   Whatever function it does have, it gotta be something that the user can work with. Earlier you 

were talking about an electronic cane, this cane is nothing, and this cane is just an aluminum stick 

with a grip. I’m not trying to be simple but that is what it is. That is what it is, it might of cost 18 

or 15 dollars.  

Designer_1: But you have trust in the cane right? 

User:  Well, uh yea, I don’t trust it to take me anywhere, I can’t go anywhere and everywhere in the 

world.  

Designer_1: Do you use any other device to move around.  

User:   Uh, I have seen some other ones, but I don’t use any. I have seen an electronic cane. Or something 

that bounces sounds off the walls or the ceiling or something. I know they are trying to work on 

that. I was at a meeting one time, and they were trying to work on that stuff. But it was like 

anything, it was kind of expensive, but most people just didn’t have it. And I am not trying to 

close the door on your object because it might have a feature on it. But I don’t think no one had 

one, but then the instructor said I should try to use it, you know everyone got a chance to use it.  

Designer_2: You might can use this device as an extra assistance. If you want to put something in the trashcan, 

that device can just help you. It can show the person okay, go there it is in the corner. He can still 

use his cane, it is an extra, and he doesn’t have to rely on it.  

Designer_1:  I think I kinda agree with that just because what I thought right now is that even though the cane 

doesn’t have any kind of electric devise, even if the jacket tells me you have to go that way or step 
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right 2 steps and then go 4 steps, I still need to confirm by touching the object. In my personal 

view, the cane provides a lot of information.  

User:   Yea, when you learn to use it, and I am sorry to cut you off, a lot of times when you cut someone 

off it ruins their thought.  

Designer_1:  No it is okay.  

User:   You’re taught to walk in step, when you step with your left foot your cane goes to the right. And 

when your right foot goes forward it goes to the left. Now you finish what you were saying.  

Designer_1:  yea so actually, so even if there is the technology that helps someone navigate around they still 

need some way of connecting the person with the physical environment and they need to check 

that out at times and I think that will build trust in building technology. I think that no matter how 

good is the jacket, the jacket and the cane would be the best option.  

User:   Now what I was going to say is there is a devise out for blind people, there is a bunch out there 

and I have a few but I don’t have all of them. But there is a bunch of things out and I need to read 

up on a few but there is one devise out and you put software in it, and it speaks to you and you can 

put headphones in it, and it has, if I can remember, it has a GPS system and a map so if you are 

out somewhere it will tell you how far you are from a restaurant and the address and it will tell 

you all how many steps and how many blocks. I don’t have one so I have never used one, but I 

had a friend who had one. And that is just one thing that I can think of.  And that could become 

handy. Do you all get information and read about the technology that is already out there for blind 

people or deaf people or people in wheel chairs. Do you read up on that, because I would say that 

is a good starting point right there.  

Researcher:  Yea I would say all devises are available right now.  

User:   What did you say?  

Researcher:  All devises that are available.  

User:   The ones that you talked about? 

Researcher:  Which one? 

User:   The devises that you guys are trying to put together are already available.  

Researcher:  No, the devises that are mentioned in the introduction. Like the digital cane, or the RFID way 

finding technology.  

User:   Oh I see, I understand. But you know with the internet you can find so many things if you go 

almost anywhere and type in this handicap or that disability, you will come up with more devices 

than I have ever heard of. Some of the stuff is so expensive though. Maybe you will get some with 

work, maybe the department that sponsors you will get you some. Or if someone is in the hospital 

that could be a whole different application. You know if somebody is in the hospital and can’t do 
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anything without someone telling them, you know if you wanted to make life simple for the 

people who work there and for the patient to.  

Researcher:  Okay lets more focus on the wearable device, clothing based way finding. And let me as you one 

question. Is there any environmental factor that you guys consider in this way finding apt.  

Designer_3:  In this scenario? 

Researcher: Yea so for example, if we work at page 33 O, in this slide tells us the user comment, and talks 

about, even though there is assistive technology for way finding apt. the user double check or 

verify what that is. Even though the jacket gives some information to the user likes to double 

check what that is by touching something.  

Designer_3:  But that is like Mr. Smith said, if he has trust in the devise that he doesn’t have to check it again.  

Researcher:  Yea that could be another factor.  

User:   What if you program it to do what you want it to do.  

Researcher:  Right, but now as I mentioned before we trust technology, we can use any technology that already 

has been proved. Because now that we can imagine, we trust the technology. So what I would like 

to say on page 30, is I want to add, on user comment, we can divide our environment into 2 

categories. The near environment is the area surrounding the user and then the user can percept the 

information by the use of touch sense. That is near environment. And the far environment the area 

greater than the human can envelop. The Human envelop being the area that the user can touch 

using their hands. So usually that is 18 inches. The lengths of our arms, that area we can define as 

our near environment, and the area farther than that we can define as our far environment. So this 

concept also supports Mina’s opinion. Mina mentioned that the jacket used to tact the final 

location and destination and based on that can provide information to the user. So my question 

again, is what could be the environmental factors and the human and environmental dependency 

that we should consider in designing way finding apt. If we follow EUI framework, on pages 11 

on the 3
rd

 step we need to analyze a human environment dependency in a way finding task. What 

factors could affect their way finding task. That is slope, or surface, types of surface, very slipper, 

or some kind of stone, not paved, a surface that is not even, and right now I am just talking the 

physical environment.  

Designer_3:  I think that if he uses his cane he can figure almost everything out by just using the cane, if he 

doesn’t have the cane, the navigator just tells you move left and right, than he doesn’t have any 

idea what is around him.  

User:   That is very true, a lot of times, I don’t want to put anything down but a lot of times I just go to 

familiar places, I hate to say that, but well, I guess you have to go everywhere for the first time 

once, but then usually someone shows you. But that doesn’t close the door on what his project is.     
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Designer_1:  So I think that is one example of a physical environment, so the devise has to provide that and 

somehow detect that and it will have to somehow communicate with the user, and after about 5 

feet there will be a signal coming out, that would help and that would adjust the users behavior 

and help him predict what is coming, there are other important things.  

User:   There are other ways.  

Designer_1:  Yea there are of course other ways and um based on the categories the important thing is artificial 

environment the example for those can be any type of object. I am going by the definition that you 

wrote here, which says factors that were built by human beings, so it is saying that it can be stairs 

buildings, anything, and I think for the basic navigation, this information has to be informed to the 

user right, if it is near environment that has to speak to the user in more portent way if it is far it 

can just tell the user the distance and tell the user that it is going to come.   

Designer_3:  In that case we need to define how far is far.  

Designer_1:  Yea, and I think I found something strange. The spatial environment and primitive type of 

environment those two categories have the same variable called distance, and we don’t know what 

that distance is.  

Researcher: Between? 

Designer_1:  Between Spatial and Primitive type environment. But it has the same variable.  

Researcher: The same variable I thought some of these variables can categories in there.  

Designer_1:  Then I think that it is spatial environment that detects or deals with the distance of everything, 

distance of artificial environment, artificial objects or physical environments.  

Researcher:  Physical environment represents the environment in the nature. The artificial is something that has 

been created by human beings.  

Designer_1:  But any kind of information has to be provided by the distance right.  

Researcher:  If you think so.  

Designer_3:  I am thinking environmental wise, let’s say you’re walking, and you’re walking very slow. Maybe 

you don’t need distance, maybe you need shape, or maybe you need angle.  

Designer_1:  Yea of course, but it has to tell you that after 5 feet there is going to be a down slope.  

Designer_3:  Yea that is true.  

Designer_1: So it has to detect the distance of any kind of information and it has to provide to the user.  

Designer_2:  I was thinking of something else, I don’t know if it is really important, but um for example in this 

scenario that you told us about being in a house. I think that it is important not to enter some 

rooms, for example if the kids are slipping into a room and they shouldn’t go there. For example if 

the trashcan is in the bedroom but we shouldn’t go there. That can be for example, an issue.  
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User:   If you enter into someone’s home, you probably better stay in the living room. Unless they invite 

you into the kitchen. You might better stay where they sit you. If it was your home, you can go 

anywhere that you want to.  

Designer_1:  So are you saying that the devise has to inform that information. 

Designer_2:  Yea maybe.  

User:   So you mean the devise you make you want it to tell you when you go into a home what rooms 

you shouldn’t go into.  

Designer_2: Yea maybe.  

User:  Okay well yea that is a good idea. You know usually something should always tell you that. Yea if 

you’re in someone’s home you don’t just start walking into someone’s bedroom. You may be able 

to go into their kitchen if they invite you.   

Designer_3:  So you would actually have to find a map and identify each area. Unless,  

there is no way for the devise to identify each area and to say this is the living room.  

Designer_2:  With all this technology we can figure out  

Researcher:  In terms of how we can tag specific locations and place, so such in that way we can realize that 

okay if I walk in the hallway outside this room and based on the RFI tag. We just attach the tag. 

On each room, and the device will decode the ID, and tell the user that this room is not allowed to 

enter at certain hours or always 24 hours. And also we can apply this idea to some places like 

dangerous places.  

Designer_2:  yea like some conference room.  

Researcher: Yea like a conference room, or if there is a high electric city. The devise will say there is a 

hazardous place in front of you. Get 5 feet away from this thing. Let me ask you, is it important to 

perceive the layout of the environment and inform the user of the layout? Should the jacket 

understand the layout of the home to which the final destination where the trash can is.  

User:  Or maybe you can program it where um I don’t know, I don’t know, but there are something’s that 

I guess you don’t need to know.  

Researcher: Okay, well then in terms of environmental factors could the layout of the room affect the 

components or the interactivity of the user and the destination.  

Designer_2:  I think so because for example, wait what do you mean my layout, just the structure of the house, 

walls or doors. 

Researcher:  Yea 

Designer_2:  Well then it should be important because if you walk through the door, the devise should guide 

you through the door.  
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Researcher: And are there any other environmental factors, like perceiving the layout of the home.  

User:   Um, maybe your devise could have be designed to be put together in such a way that if you go into 

a building it could tell you the shape of certain rooms, just the basic outline of maybe the walls, 

and that way you can use it anywhere, if you went into a mall you would have a basic feeling of 

what the rooms around you were, yet you may not know exactly what is in the room. You might 

have a little devise that tells you the layout of the room, but it won’t tell you what is in there. You 

better be careful if you try and use that in someone’s home. They might not like that so much.  

Researcher: I see. Any other thought? Okay then let me give you another question to raise another discussion. I 

think the sound cue, auditory cue, from the ceiling for example and from the door, “EE-EEE” 

something like that could be an environmental factor. Should the jacket consider the sound cues 

coming from the environment, and how can we utilize the sound cue when we design the way 

finding? 

Designer_2:  Uh, just still talking about the subjects being in the house?  

Researcher:  House? Yea.  

Designer_2:  Or for example if it is outdoors, when you get close to a car or traffic there might be an alarm.  

Designer_3:  Yea if you are trying to find a trashcan on the road that is definitely important. You don’t want to 

be hit by a car.  

Researcher:  Yea, let’s extend the conversation to outdoors. How the jacket should consider or should the jacket 

consider sound cues.  

Designer_3:  Yea but if you are trying to find the trashcan then I don’t think that there will be sound cues or 

interruptions. Because you just need to identify any obstacles between me and the trashcan, so in 

this case I don’t think noise is a problem. You gave me examples about taking medicine at the 

right time, in that case it is very important, but I don’t think that in this case it is very important.  

Researcher:  Okay then what about this case, um or this same domain, let’s say the user is trying to find a 

trashcan and based on sound cue. Because let’s say he or she has a mental map that trash can is 

next to TV. So whenever he lost his or her orientation he first find the remote control to turn on 

the TV because he or she knows that there is a trashcan next to the TV, so to get the environmental 

cue, not to try and find the trash can first but to find the remote control to turn on the TV. Maybe 

she/he always keeps the remote control at home, we don’t know if the difficult task is to find the 

remote control. So first to turn on the TV and try and go there where the sound cue comes from to 

find the trashcan, this could be a case where the sound cue is necessary to find the trashcan.  

Designer_2:  Or for example if the noise if coming from the window he can find out where is the window, and 

can get an idea about the room.  

User:   Is that sort of like, for instance, if I go to the mall or something once I find one store, I kinda know 
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where everything is, and I usually go into one door, and from there I kind of know where most 

things are, not everything. But you know the more you do something, I am beginning to get where 

I can go in through other doors, and still know kinda where everything is.  

Designer_2:  I don’t get your point, what do you mean, this devise use the sound to guide the person or,  

Designer_3:  I think that he is just giving us a scenario and our objective is to find the trashcan while there is 

noise. If there is a problem what would be the design requirements to fix it.  

Designer_2:  Okay, if they point is just to find the trashcan, it might be easier to use a special trashcan and a 

GPS or something like that, and a person can use that sound clues or finding the trashcan. We 

don’t design our devise based on sound.  

Researcher:  Okay but do we need to consider the sound cues coming from the environment?  

Designer_2:  I don’t think we have to because person just can hear them, okay I hear the sound coming from the 

window, and so the devise won’t do anything.  

Researcher:  Okay what if the jacket recognizes our voice.  

Designer_2:  You mean it can recognize the noise from the indoor TV, or something like that.  

Researcher:  Could you say that again.  

Designer_2:  For example there is more noise from the TV the devise can make it louder for the person to hear 

or something like that.  

Researcher:  Or if I am wearing a jacket, you guys design, I think if I close my eyes, since I know your voice I 

can tell who is talking by the sound of your voice. But if I go to a new meeting, and there are 50 

people, it is difficult to know who is talking right now, you can’t recognize a particular persons 

voice, but it might be helpful to know who is talking, or who is next or how many.  

Designer_1:  Yea I think that would be good, but I don’t think that is related to our primary task.  

Researcher:  Ok yea, so we just missed the point. I mean, does the jacket is useful if it can recognize the 

specific sound cue to help find the trashcan. For example, um a user of mine, memorized the 

location of the trashcan based on the sound cues, it is near the TV or near the refrigerator, because 

the refrigerator makes sound right? Something like that, the user knows that next to the 

refrigerator is the TV. For example if I touch the trash can using a button embedded in the jacket. 

And the jacket is tracking the noise, the specific noise for example.  

Designer_1:  I think that is too complicated because I think the sound might not always be the same. And even 

if it is the same the user has to know that it is the same and they have to press the button to 

recognize the sound. And that already gives too much, even for me it would be complicated even 

if I have vision.  

Researcher:  Okay, but do you think that the jacket could help the user if the jacket can recognize a specific 
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sound. Final decision is based on the user decision.  

Designer_1:  That is one, I think that is one method or cue to find something more easier, you are trying to 

identify a pattern in that sound. But I don’t know identifying patterns, I don’t know for me I don’t 

think it is that simple.  

Researcher:  Okay, it is complicated but it might be useful.  

Designer_1:  Yea if you know that it is a pattern that means you are very familiar with that environment. But 

one thing that I thought about, it is not in the in house situation, but one of the most important 

things is feedback, like how the information is going to be transferred to communicate to the user. 

If it is in house, then it doesn’t matter, well it does matter, but if it is outside on the street then it is 

more critical, and if it is really noisy, then maybe the devise actually has to identify that and 

change the value of the feedback. And maybe this might be complicated as well but I think it is a 

very important factor because it is related to the feedback. How the devise is going to 

communicate with the user. I don’t know but if we are in a quiet place then the feedback might be 

verbal, voice, like go left. But if it is in a very noisy environment then it might be difficult for the 

user to catch that cue so it depends on what the environment is.  

Researcher:  Okay we have a time limit, so why don’t we summarize the requirements.  
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APPENDIX J: Transcription (Group B) 

 

Designer 3:  You want us to think of something for the people who became blind, not the people who were 

born blind.  You want us to design something for people who became blind, not people who were 

born blind.  

Researcher: That's a good question um. 

Designer 3: Because for someone who became blind- 

Researcher: I think this should accommodate both 

Designer 3: Should accommodate both 

Researcher: Right, just beginning blind or already blind.  By considering both we may find some things in 

common to meet both, the expectations in common.  That could be one thing in common, do we 

need to accommodate all or do we focus on... 

User:  But do they say they were this GPS system that they wear, they still have got to know where they 

are going. 

Designer 3: How effective is that? the GPS system  

Researcher: Um...sorry to interrupt you, I'm just the...so it was revealed if you guys how and I just did  

Designer 3: No this is the...I don't think anyone would know about the GPS if they don't look at the last page 

User: Like holding canes, someone would have to set that for a blind person, very few blind 

people go out alone  

Designer 3: Yeah.   

User:  It’s got your family has either taught you that and given you that confidence, or you've gone to 

school, there are schools for the blind, which my relative went to, where you learn Braille, and he 

reads Braille, and incidentally I just heard recently that Johnson and Johnson products are putting 

Braille on their- 

Designer3: Products 

Researcher: Wow   

User:  On their products. My um, my granddaughter was getting ready to go on this missions trip to 

Romania and she picked up his box of Band-Aids and on the Band-Aids box she asked her mother 

what is this, she didn't know what the Braille was, but I think that's wonderful, that is something 

great.  You might have to include the Braille in some of your designs. 

Designer 3: Life saving products should definitely have Braille because if that person is alone and say you 

need something just like an aid or something, a Band-Aid 
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User:  Right, they have a list of things you can take on a plane, but all Johnson and Johnson products I 

understand are going to be using Braille. 

Researcher: Ok then why don't we um follow the steps from page four.  

User:  Four? 

Researcher: Yeah, the users central design we can- 

Designer 3: Right there? 

Researcher:  Mmhmm, we can start from anywhere but since um I provided you with the users central design, 

why don't you look at that procedure and try to understand the user to find the.. so feel free to take 

your time and if you come up with something then just feel free to talk  

Designer 2: So this device will be a form of clothing right? Like jacket or...jacket I guess 

Researcher: Um 

Designer 2: I mean that's one question can be, it can be just one jacket or all the jackets in the house  

User:  It could be something you can take off and on  

Researcher: Right 

User:  It wouldn't be too expensive  

Researcher: So I think that would be one more like a feature to think about um, like should be a jacket? Or like 

a T-shirt right? You're okay about doing...right?  And also we can attach to like um clothing or 

device to create another function or something like that right? So I would say- 

User:  If it was on your wrist like a watch, and I have talking watches that I use, but um, if it could be not 

quite as heavy. 

Researcher: Ok how heavy is something like this right  

Designer 2: Should be heavy  

Researcher: If you um elaborate the term heavy, how weight, please excuse my language, how much weight do 

you think...what was like the best weight as a wearable device for you? 

Designer 3: What are you comfortable with? 

User:  Me? 

Researcher: Mmhmm  

User:  I don’t like heavy  

Researcher: Ok 

User:  Haha   

Researcher: Can you, can you um define: 

User:  I’d rather have a pointer with something in it that, well those white canes aren’t heavy  
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Researcher: Oh 

User:  They’re not heavy, but you have to be taught how to use them  

Researcher:  Mmhmm 

User:  I do not a white cane because I can, I can’t see any of yall’s features, but I see you  

Designer 3: Very nice  

Researcher: I see, I think that is good feature, what about upper or lower garment which side is better 

for..technology? 

Designer 3: What would be the input for this, would it be using just sound or something, or laser, what will it 

be using to detect  

Researcher: We can, we can um utilize any technology  

Designer 3: Any technology  

Researcher: Mmhmm, sound, sensors    

Designer 3: I think it would be more good to focus on men’s clothing, and then women’s clothing, and then 

have even children  

Researcher: Oh children, ok 

Designer 3: Because a jacket would not be comfortable for children  

User:  There was something on TV this morning about um a new school where they are putting the blind 

children in with the sighted children and how they are helping each other instead of putting blind 

children in a private school  

Researcher: Mmhmm 

User:  But, I’m like him, um for a man if it’s going to be something they wear, I would think a belt. 

Researcher: A belt  

Designer 3: Yeah 

User:  And it would not have to be too heavy, but even a cell phone..a belt it bothers me if it were a 

jacket, if keeping me from falling in a hole I could handle it   

Researcher: Ok, ok 

Designer 3: What I was wondering is navigation through static environment of dynamic environment, because 

if you walk into a room then it would be more comfortable, but if you walk into to street, that’s 

where the environment keeps changing, you know 

User:  How about something that had sound to it? And if you were, if there was a big trash can and you 

were close to it, make a sound or, some kind of vibration. If you were talking to somebody you 

might miss that vibration  
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Researcher: Oh ok 

Designer 3:  I think it’s important to realize that at the foot level, if have an interruption then you have the 

maximum tendency to fall, and that increases as the high progresses up right, you get hit by 

something in the knee, you might not fall, so if there’s something on the shoes, and it can detect 

presence on the floor level and then judge it, or if there’s a step or something, because say if a 

jacket is at eye level, if it cannot see the step, then you will fall, so yeah 

Researcher: Wow  

Designer 3: If it’s at shoe level or something like that  

Designer 2: I think that’s going to be… 

Designer 3: Yeah I think if it’s at shoe level, it has to be either yes or no detector right? 

User:  Yep 

Designer 2: It could be holding that information also the thing is that this system has no virtual environment 

what’s going on at the shoe level, and also what going on..the stereo dynamic, things moving 

along and its colliding with the path and you need to know hoe its moving and when it’s going to 

collide those kinds of things, so that’s kind of a, I guess we can.. an that’s one thing, we need to 

make a list of all the equations to put together and the other things are, what kind of information 

has to be given to the person, we don’t need to know all of the information, there’s some 

important information, and then also how are we going to give that information..by vibration, by 

audio, by whatever.  And so depending on how we transfer information, there is limited 

information that can be transported and then we need to worry about what information should be 

given first and then the rest… 

User:  The technology that’s available already on these telephones surely something could come up  

Designer 3: Definitely  

User:  To help these people to get out of the house because they gotta work too, I have recent, I am 

taking a computer class with three totally blind people and we are all absolutely determined to 

learn, they do learning by sound I am learning by identification, and I’m also learning a lot of their 

little short cuts, and so you’ve got to work with different kind of people ok, with the technology 

we have it seems that I’ll be able to go to anywhere, except the public’s got to know they’re blind, 

that’s the white cane business   

Designer 3: Yeah, what I was wondering is the..condition, if you know that they’re seeing whatever’s 20 feet 

away as 200 feet away, so if they can have glasses with the camera projecting 20 feet away as 200 

feet away so that it is visible for them  

Researcher: Ok 

User:  Well now there is a doctor Armstrong that had a, he would only take so many patients, but it looks 
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like they’re binoculars and they are driving and, but that is so uncomfortable  

Designer 3: What I was wondering is uh, just like a spectacle, and it will be a screen that would project the 

image of whatever’s 20 feet away, and the focus of 200 feet away so that’s visible for you  

User:  That would be okay for me 

Designer 3: Yeah 

User:  But someone who has no eyes 

Designer 3: Yeah  

User:  Ya know, one eye has been replaced with a glass eye, there’s all kinds of blindness  

Designer 3: Yeah, mmhmm  

User:  And another thing is I was telling him about balance, that's the first thing when you lose any sight, 

your balance is so off, and you’re walking like you're drunk all the time  

Designer 3: Yeah 

User:  Because you do not have perfect balance, so something like what he's talking about is um however 

it could be developed it would be a help to some, to 25% of people blind 

Researcher: Ok so, if I.... 

Designer 3: Yeah that's perfect  

Researcher: Um we can use AR can we?  

Designer 3: AR? 

Researcher: Augmented reality, right  

Designer 3: Ok 

Researcher: We can...some like um virtual image for our eyes, like glasses, a camera to capture the scene and 

display in front of eyes  

Designer 3: Yeah, yeah  

Researcher: Ok good idea, ok balance, if we a little more focus on balance how do we um how the jacket um 

support to make better balance, is there a way.. 

Designer 3: I think if you have it on the sides..if it goes beyond anything then it gives a warning sound 

Researcher: Oh right  

Designer 3: And preferably the warning sound in the direction you want to move towards or against  

Researcher: I see, any other thoughts  

Designer 3: When you have the issue with balance.... 

User:  No...but um that's why I think a lot of older people use them shuffling  
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Designer 3: Oh yeah 

User:  Because they lose their balance, whether it's because of this, what I have is age, and it comes with 

aging, but um what he's talking about is mainly blind people right? 

Designer 3: Mmhmm 

User:  I mean that are totally blind or determined as legally blind  

Researcher: Yeah, right, legally blind  

Designer 3: Babies who are born blind, how do they balance, that's something I guess you should study more 

Researcher: Right, ok so- 

User:  But it would be hard to put on something like those glasses on a well the glasses on a totally blind 

person is not going to happen 

Designer 3: Yeah sure  

User:  Only if the person who has vision like I do  

Designer 3: Mmhmm 

User:  And contrast, now contrast I see good  

Researcher: So contrast is just black and white? Am I correct, or 

Designer 3: Dark and light colors  

User:  Um yeah just for instance hehe all I can add is what I do, I bought a new toaster oven, ok I didn't 

think about it, but I was thinking I want a white toaster oven ok, I got home the little buttons and 

the toast thing, I couldn't see them, they were the same color as my white toaster oven.  So this 

morning my daughter in law came and she took a permanent marker and marked all of those 

things so I can use my new toaster oven.  So contrast has a lot to do but as far as getting, knowing 

how, walking down the street, that's has nothing to do with this except buttons if you have, if you 

developer some kind of button either a buzzer or a tactile like, uuhuu.. 

Researcher: Ok umm as an innovator.. they try to utilize the concept of human integrated design process, I 

look like now the steps to utilize the user..means there is a problem or something like that right? 

so from the page um.. 

Designer 3: I have a question 

Researcher: Mmhmm 

Designer 3: ....How many dots make up the maximum letters..what is the: 

Researcher: I'm sorry 

Designer 3: If that can incorporate in hand held device..and the projections keep coming and changing...just 

keep the thumb right there, and the things underneath keep changing...and whatever 
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information..I'm just talking about the perceiving part of it    

Researcher: Ok umm, actually when I worked with people who were visually impaired, including totally blind, 

I was surprised they can..very fast by touching...many times i try to read Braille on the elevator 

right.. 

Designer 3: Yeah 

Researcher: But I give up when I touch the Braille's...the same letters, to me the same letters, I'm just surprised 

they read very fast, they have a device PDA, automatically generated the different patterns of 

Braille right.. 

Designer 3: Oh great  

Researcher: If they um receive an e-mail, the PDA, the Braille PDA, um change the patterns based on the text, 

and they can read very fast  

Designer 3: Oh that technology already exists? 

Researcher: Right, if you look at..good question, if you look at um page 16 then there is a Braille PDA right, 

the female on the left side is working by reading some message using her Braille machine, and on 

there it looks like a GPS device, the GPS device is seeing something and displaying a message 

using her PDA Braille, Braille computer.. this is a really good point. So, um so if I can tell you 

guys one more time to try to use the user's central design, and why don't we narrow down to the 

scenario right now, so let’s talk about finding trash can scenario  

Designer 3: Oh ok 

Researcher: I say we talk about the feature of jacket now right, so this time let’s try to use the jacket to find the 

trash can, so from that approach what features do we need, what features um the jacket should 

have  

Designer 3: I think if it has a rough idea of the room, the map  

Researcher: Ok 

Designer 3: And it can pretty much help them, it’s like a GPS of the room or for the building, some things 

could be fixed like while board is fixed, or things are fixed... 

Designer 1: ...Will need a map... 

Designer 3: Yes  

Designer 1: For the building not just for the room, somehow you need to... 

Designer 3: From the restroom or something  

Researcher: So that is the one design in common, the jacket should have a map...and then the user will change 

his or her location- 

Designer 3: Yeah  
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Researcher: Ok 

Designer 2: ...The items in whatever space the person would be in, not just board but also desk, also chairs, 

and any other small items in there...and then it can find the best path..something to just pass by or 

detour or whatever, so not just the maps but the location and the size of the whatever items in there  

Researcher: I see  

User:  That's where the white cane comes in handy, I've been watching them out there and they go with 

those white canes and just they never touch a thing  

Researcher: So interest points, it is very important because the reason why their using white canes is to 

overcome... that to avoid any object..moving or, so we could say that map, the jacket should have 

map, plus information about the object, can be categorized into two stationary and moving alright  

Designer 2: We have no idea how to do that  

Researcher: Oh 

Designer 2: That's up to you  

Researcher: I think you can..easily, that is every object um will be tagged using like um.....sensors  

User:  I like his idea about the shoes as far as um, but most these things are so expensive, everything that 

I have gotten to help me since I've have this about seven years ago, um has been give to me 

through a grant from the state, and um like my reading machine, I have a machine I put books 

under which comes out on a screen, my computer, I have the computer, but the program has been 

given to me, a..program..there..programs, there is so much out there, but there is so much could 

still be out there, to make us, we've got these, we've got these fellas coming back from the war, 

we've got babies that can start out with that stuff, and I understand Braille because my daughter, 

you all talk about the English language, Braille is one of the hardest things in the world to learn. 

Designer 3: Mmhmm, mmhmm, this machine that you have that you put the book on using the screen..  

User:  It has a camera in it that goes up and down, you move it around, it’s called a CCTV  

Designer 3: But the screen where it displays it can you regularly see it, or do you put your glasses on?  

User:  I can make it as big as  

Designer 3: As possible  

User:  Mmhmm, and it has color, I can look at a magazine and read it, and umm read recipes and things 

like that, but that's not going to help a blind person, that's totally blind  

Researcher: Now 

User:  Now I understand that 50% of people who are totally blind are also deaf, and it is bad, like Helen 

Keller  

Researcher: Do you have any idea how they can find a specific object like a trash can  
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User:  Uu uu  

Designer 3: So they are pretty much dependant on someone else? 

User:  On someone else  

Researcher: Ok so I have one question for you, since you have communication and vision right, um....let’s say 

you visit your friend's home but unfortunately no one there, how you will try to find a trash can, 

you have something in your hand that needs to trash out, throw out, and they have, will you try to 

find the trash can- 

User:  Well I would know what room I'm in and touch, I bet I've been around long enough to know they 

put the trash can somewhere over in the corner, now some times in a restroom I have a hard time 

finding the um trash can.  When I wash my hands, the paper towels, but other than that, in a 

friend's home, her trash can will be in almost the same spot mine is haha  

Designer 3: Haha 

Designer 2: Haha 

Designer 1: Haha 

Researcher: Haha so um if I rephrase using, first you will try to know where you are exposed, which room  

User:  Yep  

Researcher: You are right, and then try to get corner because you..the trash can is always in the corner right  

User:  Most people are not going to put them in the middle of the floor  

Researcher: Ok 

Designer 3: Yeah  

Researcher: I see, well thank you, ok now what about with um, we're trying to design a wearable way finding 

based on...so what function should it have 

Designer 3: If you could incorporate the RFID into the map, then since you're already putting speakers up 

here, and they have something they put in their ears, like headphones you can get, so they can just 

put it in, and they speak to the jacket thing, say trash can, and give instructions, and give 

directions.  Like I'm sitting here and I say trash can, does that mean get up, take left, or maybe 

right, go this many steps there, its approximately a foot ahead of you, if it gives those instructions 

then I guess then... 

User:  Right  

Researcher: Ok, great  

User:  Again like our telephones, you can set them in your cars to say call, call Wilma, and it dials, and 

someone will have to set the system up for the person  

Designer 3: But I guess one thing, you can sit and read and recognize what you're reading, so its gets used to 
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your speech  

User:  Well of course I get books on tape, which um  

Designer 3: You listen to  

User:  I listen to the books, and you can have a computer to, I'd rather be comfortable and listen to them 

on a tape  

Designer 3: Mmhmm 

User:  That catalogue, oh it wasn't you it was Kim, that she gave a catalogue to, all the things that are 

available, I'll get you one 

Researcher: Thank you 

User:  And mail it to you, because there are so many things available, from measuring cups, to um well 

everything, but nothing that's going to help what you're talking about, is making your way down 

town.  And a lot of blind people resent if you say can I help you 

Designer 3: Yeah  

User:  It depends on the attitude of the people, but now I'm always glad when people help me, because I 

sure don't want to fall.  But how do you know, who would make a map? of different places would 

it have to be something that's individual to your home or- 

Designer 3: I guess- 

User:  That's difficult, that's just like our internet, who in the world put all that stuff in there, that's a lot 

of jobs  

Designer 3: I think if you have that jacket on, if you have video  

Researcher: (gets up and then places something on table) I forgot this 

  (laughter) 

Designer 3: No audio recorded? (laughing) 

Researcher: It's um- 

Designer 3: The mic: 

Researcher: The mic... 

User:  You've got to be able to not live in that jacket, it’s got to be able to move it from outfit to outfit, 

you would never see a woman. 

Designer 3: Should be  

Researcher: So whenever you have time please try to look at the users central design process to get an idea 

because...when designing something, and if you guys think you found...of course within the 

amount of time just let me know...you don't have to...but you guys...just look at the users central 
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design  

Designer 3: I think that whatever technology you use, to keep it as cheap as possible... 

User:  You mentioned a helmet, I think that would work  

Researcher: Oh, helmet  

User:  Didn't you say something maybe- 

Designer 3: I think you mentioned  

User:  The information  

Designer 3: Slide 17 If you go to Wal-Mart of something do you have a hard time trying to find food...in what 

way do you actually, say you want to buy a loaf of bread, do you actually look for the isle, or how 

do you go about that? 

User:  Well, personally they have the different section in great big letters and contrast so I can see them, 

but now my friend who is totally blind, he has his groceries delivered and he is frightened to go 

out, he would be one that would use something I believe and he's been blind his whole life but he 

will not go out and use the white cane because he says the white cane, he's falling over things 

using the white cane, but the other people that I know go everywhere with it, so confidence, self-

confidence is important too, but blind people, I've gotten to know and they really want to be like 

the rest of us 

Designer 3: Yeah 

User:  They would not be comfortable hopefully wearing something like a helmet, but they are 

comfortable with a white cane, but it should go beep  

Designer 3: Yeah, yeah 

User:  But they just know how to, I've watched them, and they don't trip over the cords, or at least I 

haven't seen them, they may do that at home, I don't know.  But I sure have made a study for the 

last three years that I've been in a class with them.  One of the ladies sings in her choir and she, 

they send her the music on her computer and she learns the uh words and the tune through her 

computer 

All:  mmhmm 

User:  So technology is going great for handicapped people 

Designer 3: In the pictures of the jacket, I think the speaker aren’t quite worthwhile I think, they just add on 

weight and if you could replace them with ear phones, and with the headphones if they could keep 

the ambient sound as well as the warning sound, you don’t want to block the other sounds also 

User:  Is that speakers in that picture 

Designer 3: Yeah this picture?, this one (holds up paper for researcher)  
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Researcher: Oh yeah those are speakers 

Designer 3: The green ones are speakers 

User:  That’s the jacket you're talking about  

Designer 3: Yeah so they pass on information by the tapping. 

Researcher: And do you think the users with severe visual impairments will easily catch the specific direction 

from the map, which way to go if one of the speakers like um vibrates? 

Designer 3: If you're being tapped on your back to use direction is important  

User:  To me.  

Researcher: And do you have um- 

User:  I'd rather have this instead of a jacket, and then it wouldn’t be as heavy, I keep thinking about a 

heavy jacket.  

Designer 3: Weight is a very important concern  

User:  That’s a lot of speakers.  What was your idea um so many. 

Researcher: um they didn’t have a purpose for each speaker, but they said um by combining, by combination 

of these speakers like a middle maybe stop, by the information, my guess is vibrating all speakers 

that means stop and vibrating the top right means go diagonally maybe like North East side, or by 

vibrating the middle of third low…then go to the right side. 

Designer 3: But it's very important that the contact might not be there at all times, yeah so you might miss it if 

you're leaning or something  

Researcher: Oh, I see.  That might be another..that means if the jacket has a vibration..the vibrator should 

contact all of you, the skin  

Designer 3: At least that's what we we're wondering 

Researcher: Now based on that requirement, that means jacket is not good enough to contact the skin through 

clothing, unless it were a skinny style of something haha or something like that  

Designer 3: Yeah, yeah  

Researcher: Ok, um, any other input? 

Designer 3: I think you should incorporate something into the glove like sound or something so you can 

actually replace the cane, you can pretty much stick your hand out and it will give you radius 

sounds like close close, far far, I think that goes back to this, and I think if you already have a 

compass and if..is fine then I guess.. on you 

Researcher: so if one wears a jacket it will work with the glove?  

Designer 3: I'm pretty much think they're separate  
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Researcher: Oh separate ok, not combine the two just- 

Designer 3: No, separate  

Researcher: Separate, I think if you can replace the computer with an I-Phone that has enough processing 

power to dedicate it, not as a phone, just as a processing unit, and then you can relay information 

to the I-Phone  

Researcher: I see 

Designer 3: And then you might have audio as well as other IB capabilities… 

User:  I have trouble getting the sugar out, I'll reach to the, I'll reach to the sugar bowl, and I'll miss you 

know the sugar will all go on the table: 

Designer 3: Yeah 

User:  But here are some things we can work out and that kind of thing, blind people need to be able to 

go out and go to the concerts, and go to the do their shopping just like, just like I think Braille on 

some of the products is one great step, when I heard that this morning. We'll go to battle for that.  

Those will be on all the main products I'm sure but we've been working in class with this new top 

of the art museum, The Art Museum of Roanoke, the one that's built so funny, and she's doing um 

the tactile research for raising the pictures, I don't know how she's making them, to describe she 

has some, she's reading about the painting and they feel the different- 

Designer 3: Textures 

User:  Textures of them, and she brought some that were really, real busy paintings but they couldn't 

follow those and then one of just a portrait, and that went well, then could tell just the hair, the 

glasses 

Designer 3: So they could pretty much see the painting: 

User:  She would read, she read the story on it, what was going on, and they would feel the um different 

textures, touch is very simple. In fact I'm going to write a paper on all that I've learned (all laugh) 

because I sure have learned a lot and I know I cannot see any features and it's so embarrassing to 

go into a room and I'm supposed to meet someone body, but I have to have them do this (she 

waves hand) …it was, it just came, I'm a librarian on top of it, so I was at work and I went down to 

pick up a reserve book and a big black spot came- 

Researcher: Oh I'm sorry 

User:  So surprise, surprise 

Designer 3: So did you have spectacles before?  

User:  Just reading glasses.  Have we helped you any  

Researcher: A lot.  
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  (Laugher) 

User:  You thinking of a change in project? Haha 

Researcher: No it's really great 

User:  It's interesting, it really is 

Researcher: And I've been given information we should take good care of our eyes right, and before this study 

I did not know that, and I had a meeting, and I much appreciate their willingness. So, any other 

Designer 1: During the daylight while you are doing something, what is the biggest problem, what kind of um 

things are challenging?  

User:  Brightness, not just blindness, 

Researcher: Oh 

User:  if the sun is real bright it’s just like a line but I where sun glasses yeah, and they're special glasses, 

which I ordered not a problem 

Researcher: Oh, I never knew that  

User:  Then sometimes if it's all raining it um but I've had treatment, there's a new medication that’s just 

been approved by the FDA, it’s called Lucentis, and it sounds terrible but it doesn’t hurt, it's a shot 

ion the eye, right into the back of the eye, and that has stopped the leakage for me, it's been three 

years now and I haven’t had any leakage in this eye, but all I can see with this eye is there 

peripheral, I can’t see my hand out here, or the fingers, poking fingers, but it just came so um but I 

think it’s better, I was terrible: reading in the sun, go to the beach, read, read, read, and that’s 

terrible, you should where the hats and sunglasses  

Researcher: I have one last question, um. My guess is since you don’t have um, and you lost your vision, you 

could get some visual cues right?, visual signs.  When you came here, when you went to the rest 

room, I think you missed the way right? first time when you tried right, and then right when you 

catched the sign right.  Let’s say you exposed in, you are placed in an unfamiliar place and there 

are no signs, well actually there are signs but you can't perceive the signs right, in either case how, 

but you have to go um in the room, you have to enter a specific room in that case, how do you 

orient yourself and how do you navigate to enter that room? 

User:  I go right up close to it, like I found to head forward the black and white contrast again contrast 

and um some places have Braille but I don’t read Braille- 

Researcher: Ok 

User:  Myself, but people do um and I imagine they're pretty fast  

Researcher: So do you mean um try to contrast between the wall and the hallway or the wall between the sign, 

the signs and the wall, try to compare, am I correct? And if there's like a small, like rectangle 
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shape or sign, you guess it might be some sort of sign right, and touch to feel something, and close 

to the object to catch the information right? 

User:  Right, I was trying to one day in the elevator- 

Researcher: Uh Huu 

User:  But there was um, I thought I was pushing the up button, but I was standing, another button, I 

think it was some kind of um it didn’t say what it was, and a lady walks up and says of that’s I 

thought she said it was a fire extinguisher haha, and I said, well I thought that was the elevator 

button, and she says no, that’s something else, it wasn’t marked you know 

Designer 3: So similar size, easy to confuse 

User:  But the buttons are real important to people with low vision whether they are going in or they go 

out or sideways too, and texture.  But of course we live in a computer world now, so they should 

be able to come up with something that’s easier.  

Designer 3: What if you had..giving you information, would that be…for you? If you had a…and it could give 

you information, if…the elevator where the buttons are, would that be difficult in a way or what 

User:  Well at this point I've got that worked out,  

Designer 3: Ok 

User:  We worked that out as usually I see the know a red light will come on, see I got those three shots, 

I got in my eye a couple years back 

Designer 3: Oh you did? 

User:  So watch out (laugher) that’s what I tell my neighbors, I say watch out I'll..and my neighborhood 

we have a five mile radius  

Researcher: So are there any other ideas you want to include? 

User:  Some day when I draw something or think about something, I’ll think about you.  

Researcher: Ok then let’s try to summarize some items that you found and we can close this session, so what 

we came up um, well two typed of design, one type the jacket, and… 

Designer 3: Weight is a problem with the device that you wear, the solution would be stationary and moving 

objects  

Researcher: Ok, and also maybe two pieces, not three, maybe two pieces of clothing or just one pieces of 

clothing, types of clothing jacket, out wear and inner wear or something like that  

Designer 3: What kind of information to give the user 

Researcher: Right what information, first collect all information and categorize into several categories. And 

also do we need to think about the gender 

Designer 3: Yeah definitely 
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Researcher: Um I mean men, women and children or something right, and for the maybe better a belt right 

because even though the device is heavy, belt can come either that problem, belt.  And also you 

brought the environmental change right? When user goes out he's moving faster than some right, 

and also level, eye level is where jacket is, so is eye level some positive, the shoes, shoe level you 

guys talked about that things, and balance 

Designer 3: Balance 

Researcher: Balance, so we need to some, give you something on the shoulder sides to maintain balance like 

usual.  And also map idea, map plus object information  

Designer 1: Types of um 

Researcher: Feedback 

Designer 1: Yeah types of sound or vibration… 

Researcher: And glove idea right, and with me I never know about brightness with visual impairment comes 

with brightness.  And I forgot someone came up with helmet idea, what's the idea. Attacking 

something to helmet? Using helmet right? 

Designer 3: LCD screen and a camera 

Researcher: Ohh ok, with augmented reality right, superimpose some image  

Designer 1: Product should be cheap 

Researcher: Right (laughter) should definitely be cheap. Okay, any others?      

 

-1:18:10 
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APPENDIX K: Verbal Protocol Data (With Life Vest) 

* The numbers in the script represent the sequence when the participants took a concurrent think 

aloud.   

 

Participant #1 

1. ……….I don’t know where to start … 

2. ………. 

3. … do I know where other offices is … 

4. … to get to the fifth floor of Whittemore …. 

5. … first of all, find out where the office is … 

6. … I have to get the address  … if it is on the same or different building … 

7. … I have to have some sort of directory ….   

8. … if it is in the same building, ……. 

9. …  …. then I will have to know … where the stairs or elevators  …… 

10. …… I can move on floor to floor ……. 

11. ….. start to move …….. 

12. …. where the door was in the room I was in  …… 

13. … get to the elevator ….. 

14. … ask the sensor, “elevator” ……. 

15. …. either given a map, or Braille …….. 

16. ……. or, I have to say read me what number the door is in front of me   …. 

17. .   if I were in another place …… probably harder 

18. …. unpredictable situation ….. 

19. …. system says like right left  ….. 

20. …. guiding like GPS that has a map in it  …. 

21. …… signal telling me I need to go back …..  

22. …. finally if I found the building …… 

23. …. find the stair or elevator ……. 

 

Participant #2 

1. ……….the system can tell me … 

2.  ….  what room number was around me …….. 

3. …  then I will be able to know which direction to go …. 

4. …..room 535 ….505 …………. 

5.  ….walk down……… 

6. ……the system tells me each number… 

7. …..I will know the direction….. 

8. …… tells something hanging down could hit my face……. 

9. …. approaching steps….cane also tells…. 
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10. …. doorway…..quick overview of the room like straight hallway…window….. 

11.  … walk down to the hall…tell me the numbers I passed … 

12. ….odd number on the left….even numbers on the right… 

 

 

Participant #3 

1. ………. 

2. … first I need to tell the system where I want to go … 

3. …….destination  

4. …….     ………….. 

5. ……. ……. 

6. …. tell me which direction to go …… 

7. …. I need to know if I am close to a doorway ……    

8. ….. how far away from  …walking down ……. 

9. …..know somebody that I can get some help….. 

10. ….. know somebody that I can trip over or run into …..   

11. ……or I am a few steps away …. my face run into…. 

12. … downstairs….I need to know …. elevator…. 

13. ….  …. press the button .. need to know what floor I need to go…. 

14. … main thing I need to know where I was going… how I get there…. 

15. …avoid tripped over…from my way danger… 

 

 

Participant #4 

1. ……….input somehow… 

2. … … by pressing the button on a system  ………………. 

3. ……. find a location of the office  ….. 

4. …… once obtaining the location  ……….. 

5. ….. then, take the steps …. 

6. ..left or right, or straight …. 

7. ….doors on …….. 

8. ….need some types of indication for objects ……. 

9. …beep or vibration ………… 

10. ….. fire hydrant…..close to those object I want to know …. 

11. … avoid people….don’t want to run into them ……… 

12. ….. take coming stairs… 

13.  …system says “please take stairs” .. 

14.  … elevator on the right or left…. 

15. …back to the system 

16. ….   indicate where the room on left or right of the hallway…is …. 

17. …you are now at the office…. 

Participant #5 
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1. ………. … 

2. …I don’t know … . 

3. …What do I do ……. … 

4. … … . 

5. … …ask somebody ... 

6. … … . 

7. … … . 

8. … … try to find his door…. 

9. … … . 

10. …more than one door ….. 

11. … … . 

12. ….see his name….. 

13. … … . 

14. … I would ask the system?… . 

15. … hey system where is his office?… . 

16. … really?  I can’t believe that… . 

17. … … . 

18. … … what door is his office? 

19. … …  

20. … … is he in his office …. 

21. … …  

22. … … knock on the door …. 

23. … …  

24. …. how far away …. 

25. … …  how much…..I don’t know……. 
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APPENDIX L: Verbal Protocol Data (With System A - UCD + EUI) 

* The numbers in the script represent the sequence when the participants took a concurrent think 

aloud.   

 

Participant #1 

1. ……….tell the system somehow ……… 

2. ….. give me the direction to …office 

3. …and then program  ……………. 

4. ..tell me how to leave the room I was in …….. 

5. …tell me how close I was to the elevator … 

6. …getting close to it ………. 

7. ….it would tell me when I was there…… 

8. ….continue to tell you more directions … 

9.  … how far away … 

10. ….make right … go 30 feet ….. make left … 

11. …if somebody coming toward me  

12. … it would tell me who is coming  …… 

13. ..I can see him before I got his office ….. 

 

Participant #2 

1. ……….I will find out how far I was from the office … 

2. …. which direction I need to go …. 

3.  … anything around me that I need to avoid 

 

 

Participant #3 

1. … 

2. … so 

3. … how far I have to go … 

4. … and then…. 

5. …it would tell me … 

6. … …. 

7. … when walk alone……how far am I now.. 

8. ..if I’m not sure…ask …what the sound noise it whatever…. 

9. … destination… 

10. … who are you 

11. … he is there..talk to.. 
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Participant #4 

1. …… using the user friendly user interface….I’d input the location   ….  

2. …    if the system tell me the location 

3. … walk with my cane jus to make sure ….  

4. …… if people are coming to me…worry about run into them   ….  

5. …… system detects them…to avoid them   ….  

6. ……   use the vibration on each tell me which direction to go ….  

7. ……   vibration on each side left right …front …or. my back 

8. …… listen to that   ..approach to the door  it will tell me….  

9. …… 20 feet….10 feet  ….whatever  

10. …… I’d know I am approaching to the door   …. 

11. … I meet him inside. 

12. …the system will tell me there is an arm chair to sit on… 

 

 

Participant #5 

1. ………. ……….do I ask the system ... 

2. … how do I get to the doctor’s office? 

3.  … and then what? I don’t know 

4. ….. 

5. …. what street am I on? 

6. …. I don’t remember…let me see… 

7. …. we’ve already established….. 

8. …..tell me that which way I need to go…  

9. ….   

10. …. I don’t know… 

11. …. ………. 

12.  ….. …….. 

13. …………………. 
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APPENDIX M: Verbal Protocol Data (With System B - UCD alone) 

* The numbers in the script represent the sequence when the participants took a concurrent think 

aloud.   

 

Participant #1 

17. ………hmm 

18. … well, I guess I have to run the program first  …  

19. … using the manual … 

20. …but I don’t know… 

21. …other than what I can or can’t using the manual … 

22. …….. hmm …  

23. … knowing what road I’m on could be useful… 

24. …… 

25. … but I have to know a lot more than that …  

26. …… 

27. …connecting could be 911 useful but I am not sure…. 

28. ….. 

29. …..hmm 

30. …… 

31. …if it does…..I would do the same way … 

32. … set up the map and tell me the direction…. 

33. … but I don’t know … if this system does the same thing that System A does…. 

34. …system A was a lot easier to understand because … 

35. …actually how the features fit into the process. 

36. ……..  

 

Participant #2 

1. ………. 

2. ….well ... 

3. …of course first I will read the manual …that will help me little bit 

4. …..ahm 

5. …………but 

6.  …I’d find out…where I need to go 

7. …  and detect environmental cues around me which will be good 

8. … And then hopefully to the doctor’s office….  

9. … and anything ….hopefully detect any kinds of curves….cars….to keep myself sage. 

10. ……. 

11. …… 
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Participant #3 

1. ……….  

2. …. wearing the system I can walk down… 

3. …. where is his office … 

4. … tell me which way turn using those vibrations ... 

5. … speaking part… 

6. …. if people there are …distraction. I would use earphone to get direction… 

7. .. .. 

8. …so tell me where I was 

9.  …. 

10. ….like 

11. …  I guess….how the system tell it 

12. … probably the system tell me where should I go … left  or right…. 

13. ….interact with my cane I probably I will know danger something… 

 

Participant #4 

1. ……….  

2. …… if I had a problem go to the manual….  

3. … to understand how to use the system properly… 

4. ……….still I can use vibration….. 

5. … which way I am going  … 

6. ………. connection 911… 

7. ………. to get help….. 

8. …..the….of course using vibration…to get me there 

9. ……but the system doesn’t alert me…5 feet or …. 

10. ….hopefully where the office is…left or rifht 

11. …I’m going to use my cane as I get there 

12. …get in the room, I will have my jacket off 

13. … detection comes in when I leave…. 

14. … I can the jacket on and back out 

 

Participant #5 

1. ………. ………... 

2. … …………. 

3. ……….. I don’t know 

4. ….. 911 …… 

5. …. where I am? 

6. …. .oh dear…..sorry I don’t remember… 

7. …. ….. 

8. ……. …  

9. ….   

10. …. I don’t know… 
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11. …. ………. 

12.  ….. …….. 

13. …………………. 
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APPENDIX N: Chi-Square Test (Number of Requirements) 

 

                                        The SAS System          

 

                                      The FREQ Procedure 

 

                                   Table of JUDGE by DESIGN 

 

                              JUDGE     DESIGN 

 

                              Frequency| 

                              Percent  | 

                              Row Pct  | 

                              Col Pct  |       1|       2|  Total 

                              ---------+--------+--------+ 

                                     1 |     24 |     39 |     63 

                                       |  23.30 |  37.86 |  61.17 

                                       |  38.10 |  61.90 | 

                                       |  57.14 |  63.93 | 

                              ---------+--------+--------+ 

                                     2 |     18 |     22 |     40 

                                       |  17.48 |  21.36 |  38.83 

                                       |  45.00 |  55.00 | 

                                       |  42.86 |  36.07 | 

                              ---------+--------+--------+ 

                              Total          42       61      103 

                                          40.78    59.22   100.00 

 

 

                            Statistics for Table of JUDGE by DESIGN 

 

                    Statistic                     DF       Value      Prob 

                    ------------------------------------------------------ 

                    Chi-Square                     1      0.4830    0.4871 

                    Likelihood Ratio Chi-Square    1      0.4816    0.4877 

                    Continuity Adj. Chi-Square     1      0.2394    0.6246 

                    Mantel-Haenszel Chi-Square     1      0.4783    0.4892 

                    Phi Coefficient                      -0.0685 

                    Contingency Coefficient               0.0683 

                    Cramer's V                           -0.0685 

 

 

                                     Fisher's Exact Test 

                              ---------------------------------- 

                              Cell (1,1) Frequency (F)        24 

                              Left-sided Pr <= F          0.3117 

                              Right-sided Pr >= F         0.8162 

 

                              Table Probability (P)       0.1279 

                              Two-sided Pr <= P           0.5404 

 

                                       Sample Size = 103 
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APPENDIX O: Wilcoxon Signed Rank Test  

                                       

• Overall Satisfaction 
 

  The SAS System 

 

                                   The UNIVARIATE Procedure 

                                        Variable:  DIFF 

 

                                            Moments 

 

                N                           5    Sum Weights                  5 

                Mean                      0.6    Sum Observations             3 

                Std Deviation      1.14017543    Variance                   1.3 

                Skewness            -0.404796    Kurtosis            -0.1775148 

                Uncorrected SS              7    Corrected SS               5.2 

                Coeff Variation    190.029238    Std Error Mean      0.50990195 

 

 

                                  Basic Statistical Measures 

 

                        Location                    Variability 

 

                    Mean     0.600000     Std Deviation            1.14018 

                    Median   1.000000     Variance                 1.30000 

                    Mode     1.000000     Range                    3.00000 

                                          Interquartile Range      1.00000 

 

 

                                  Tests for Location: Mu0=0 

 

                       Test           -Statistic-    -----p Value------ 

 

                       Student's t    t  1.176697    Pr > |t|    0.3046 

                       Sign           M         1    Pr >= |M|   0.6250 

                       Signed Rank    S         3    Pr >= |S|   0.5000 

 

 

                                   Quantiles (Definition 5) 

 

                                    Quantile      Estimate 

 

                                    100% Max             2 

                                    99%                  2 

                                    95%                  2 

                                    90%                  2 

                                    75% Q3               1 

                                    50% Median           1 

                                    25% Q1               0 

                                    10%                 -1 

                                    5%                  -1 

                                    1%                  -1 

                                    0% Min              -1 
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                                        The SAS System        

 

                                   The UNIVARIATE Procedure 

                                        Variable:  DIFF 

 

                                     Extreme Observations 

 

                             ----Lowest----        ----Highest--- 

 

                             Value      Obs        Value      Obs 

 

                                -1        3           -1        3 

                                 0        4            0        4 

                                 1        5            1        2 

                                 1        2            1        5 

         2        1            2        1      
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 • Wayfinding Preference 

The SAS System                                        

 

                                   The UNIVARIATE Procedure 

                                        Variable:  DIFF 

 

                                            Moments 

 

                N                           5    Sum Weights                  5 

                Mean                      1.8    Sum Observations             9 

                Std Deviation      1.64316767    Variance                   2.7 

                Skewness           0.51842053    Kurtosis            -1.6872428 

                Uncorrected SS             27    Corrected SS              10.8 

                Coeff Variation    91.2870929    Std Error Mean      0.73484692 

 

 

                                  Basic Statistical Measures 

 

                        Location                    Variability 

 

                    Mean     1.800000     Std Deviation            1.64317 

                    Median   1.000000     Variance                 2.70000 

                    Mode     1.000000     Range                    4.00000 

                                          Interquartile Range      2.00000 

 

 

                                  Tests for Location: Mu0=0 

 

                       Test           -Statistic-    -----p Value------ 

 

                       Student's t    t   2.44949    Pr > |t|    0.0705 

                       Sign           M         2    Pr >= |M|   0.1250 

                       Signed Rank    S         5    Pr >= |S|   0.1250 

 

 

                                   Quantiles (Definition 5) 

 

                                    Quantile      Estimate 

 

                                    100% Max             4 

                                    99%                  4 

                                    95%                  4 

                                    90%                  4 

                                    75% Q3               3 

                                    50% Median           1 

                                    25% Q1               1 

                                    10%                  0 

                                    5%                   0 

                                    1%                   0 

                                    0% Min               0 

 

 

 

 

 

                                        The SAS System                                        
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                                   The UNIVARIATE Procedure 

                                        Variable:  DIFF 

 

                                     Extreme Observations 

 

                             ----Lowest----        ----Highest--- 

 

                             Value      Obs        Value      Obs 

 

                                 0        3            0        3 

                                 1        5            1        2 

                                 1        2            1        5 

                                 3        1            3        1 

                                 4        4            4        4 
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APPENDIX P: Chi-Square Test (Number of Themes) 

 

                                        The SAS System        

 

                                      The FREQ Procedure 

 

                                   Table of JUDGE by DESIGN 

 

                              JUDGE     DESIGN 

 

                              Frequency| 

                              Percent  | 

                              Row Pct  | 

                              Col Pct  |       1|       2|  Total 

                              ---------+--------+--------+ 

                                     1 |      9 |      9 |     18 

                                       |  25.71 |  25.71 |  51.43 

                                       |  50.00 |  50.00 | 

                                       |  50.00 |  52.94 | 

                              ---------+--------+--------+ 

                                     2 |      9 |      8 |     17 

                                       |  25.71 |  22.86 |  48.57 

                                       |  52.94 |  47.06 | 

                                       |  50.00 |  47.06 | 

                              ---------+--------+--------+ 

                              Total          18       17       35 

                                          51.43    48.57   100.00 

 

 

                            Statistics for Table of JUDGE by DESIGN 

 

                    Statistic                     DF       Value      Prob 

                    ------------------------------------------------------ 

                    Chi-Square                     1      0.0303    0.8619 

                    Likelihood Ratio Chi-Square    1      0.0303    0.8619 

                    Continuity Adj. Chi-Square     1      0.0000    1.0000 

                    Mantel-Haenszel Chi-Square     1      0.0294    0.8638 

                    Phi Coefficient                      -0.0294 

                    Contingency Coefficient               0.0294 

                    Cramer's V                           -0.0294 

 

 

                                     Fisher's Exact Test 

                              ---------------------------------- 

                              Cell (1,1) Frequency (F)         9 

                              Left-sided Pr <= F          0.5651 

                              Right-sided Pr >= F         0.6954 

 

                              Table Probability (P)       0.2605 

                              Two-sided Pr <= P           1.0000 

 

                                       Sample Size = 35 
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APPENDIX Q: Chi-Square Test (Number of Environmental Requirements) 

 

                                        The SAS System       14:33 Saturday, April 24, 2010   1 

 

                                      The FREQ Procedure 

 

                                   Table of JUDGE by DESIGN 

 

                              JUDGE     DESIGN 

 

                              Frequency| 

                              Percent  | 

                              Row Pct  | 

                              Col Pct  |       1|       2|  Total 

                              ---------+--------+--------+ 

                                     1 |     12 |     10 |     22 

                                       |  33.33 |  27.78 |  61.11 

                                       |  54.55 |  45.45 | 

                                       |  54.55 |  71.43 | 

                              ---------+--------+--------+ 

                                     2 |     10 |      4 |     14 

                                       |  27.78 |  11.11 |  38.89 

                                       |  71.43 |  28.57 | 

                                       |  45.45 |  28.57 | 

                              ---------+--------+--------+ 

                              Total          22       14       36 

                                          61.11    38.89   100.00 

 

 

                            Statistics for Table of JUDGE by DESIGN 

 

                    Statistic                     DF       Value      Prob 

                    ------------------------------------------------------ 

                    Chi-Square                     1      1.0261    0.3111 

                    Likelihood Ratio Chi-Square    1      1.0459    0.3064 

                    Continuity Adj. Chi-Square     1      0.4387    0.5078 

                    Mantel-Haenszel Chi-Square     1      0.9976    0.3179 

                    Phi Coefficient                      -0.1688 

                    Contingency Coefficient               0.1665 

                    Cramer's V                           -0.1688 

 

 

                                     Fisher's Exact Test 

                              ---------------------------------- 

                              Cell (1,1) Frequency (F)        12 

                              Left-sided Pr <= F          0.2556 

                              Right-sided Pr >= F         0.9149 

 

                              Table Probability (P)       0.1705 

                              Two-sided Pr <= P           0.4847 

 

                                       Sample Size = 36 
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APPENDIX R: Wilcoxon Signed Rank Test (Subject Matter Expert) 

                                       

                                        The SAS System        

 

                                   The UNIVARIATE Procedure 

                                        Variable:  DIFF 

 

                                            Moments 

 

                N                           3    Sum Weights                  3 

                Mean               0.47666667    Sum Observations          1.43 

                Std Deviation      0.50856006    Variance            0.25863333 

                Skewness           1.37459032    Kurtosis                     . 

                Uncorrected SS         1.1989    Corrected SS        0.51726667 

                Coeff Variation    106.690921    Std Error Mean      0.29361729 

 

 

                                  Basic Statistical Measures 

 

                        Location                    Variability 

 

                    Mean     0.476667     Std Deviation            0.50856 

                    Median   0.300000     Variance                 0.25863 

                    Mode      .           Range                    0.97000 

                                          Interquartile Range      0.97000 

 

 

                                  Tests for Location: Mu0=0 

 

                       Test           -Statistic-    -----p Value------ 

 

                       Student's t    t  1.623428    Pr > |t|    0.2460 

                       Sign           M       1.5    Pr >= |M|   0.2500 

                       Signed Rank    S         3    Pr >= |S|   0.2500 

 

 

                                   Quantiles (Definition 5) 

 

                                    Quantile      Estimate 

 

                                    100% Max          1.05 

                                    99%               1.05 

                                    95%               1.05 

                                    90%               1.05 

                                    75% Q3            1.05 

                                    50% Median        0.30 

                                    25% Q1            0.08 

                                    10%               0.08 

                                    5%                0.08 

                                    1%                0.08 

                                    0% Min            0.08 
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                                        The SAS System        

 

                                   The UNIVARIATE Procedure 

                                        Variable:  DIFF 

 

                                     Extreme Observations 

 

                             ----Lowest----        ----Highest--- 

 

                             Value      Obs        Value      Obs 

 

                              0.08        3         0.08        3 

                              0.30        1         0.30        1 

                              1.05        2         1.05        2 
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APPENDIX S: Kruskal-Wallis Test  

 

 

 

                                       The SAS System          

 

                                    The NPAR1WAY Procedure 

 

                        Wilcoxon Scores (Rank Sums) for Variable YIELD 

                                Classified by Variable METHOD 

 

                                  Sum of      Expected       Std Dev          Mean 

            METHOD       N        Scores      Under H0      Under H0         Score 

            ---------------------------------------------------------------------- 

            1            5         51.50          40.0      8.121107         10.30 

            2            5         28.00          40.0      8.121107          5.60 

            3            5         40.50          40.0      8.121107          8.10 

 

                              Average scores were used for ties. 

 

 

                                      Kruskal-Wallis Test 

 

                                   Chi-Square         2.7949 

                                   DF                      2 

                                   Pr > Chi-Square    0.2472 

 


